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wdoometDtiieBeast 
Greetings and welcome lo Ihc first 
Semper Horcai for 1994, and what a line 
up wc have in store for you this year, A 
worj before wc begin, ihc reason forthe 
Beast theme this issue is that the 
Univcrsity.thc Union and Semper resem-
bled the chaos of a /.oo whilsl wc were 
preparing for 0-weck. Don'l have a cow 
will never mean lhe same around here. 
Fir.stly lei us iniroduce ourselves, wc arc 
lhe TIM1£L0RDS team, who last Sep-
tember, danced, shouted campaigned and 
handed oul jelly babies on our way lo an 
astonishing victory. No one was more a.s-
tonishcd liian wc were. Bul that was la.st 
year. 
Now to iliis year. 
Semper survives on the strength and tal-
ent of its coniribulors, and as such wc 
arc seeking as many contributors as we 
possibly can acquire. This Issue you're 
reading wa.s produced by a combination 
of last years contributors, the cxlrcmely 
quick volunteers and a handful of friends 
that wc press ganged into wriling for us. 
Thai docsn'i mean all lhe vacancies arc 
taken. We need writers, and we're pre-
pared lo pay them, so if you've read your 
0-Diary (that book you were given with 
your student card. Remember?) you'll 
ilnd all the dates of contributors meet-
ings and deadlines for submissions al-
ready in Ural diary. In case you have nol 
been acquainted with the list of dates, 
there's a another list in this Semper 
.somewhere. On to the action. 
Semper ihis year will consist of eight (8) 
main issues, and at least two mini-
Scmpcrs, with a third under con.sidera-
tion. If there cxisus sufficicni demand, a 
June issue may be produced, however, 
June has disappeared into ll^ c frighten-
ing void of exams. Early warning peo-
ple. The mini-Sempcrs arc of particular 
interest to us this year, as wc want to run 
a mini-Scmpcr on the council elections, 
ihc federal budgel, and possibly a Blue 
Stocking Week Special. If you're interested in 
wriling in any of these issues, come down and 
see any of the editors to volunteer. Talent is al-
ways welcome. 
A couple of thank-yous as well before wc start. 
First a big Uianks lo all 1600 people who gave 
us their first preference and the 196 other pref-
erences who got us over the line. Commisera-
tions to Ihc other teams, and Ward if you're in-
terested we'd like to buy a large white dog off 
you for WOUF Week. Thanks to Nicole Ada for 
making that special effort lo vole, Caroline and 
Kari.ssa, Donna, the Women and the Law soci-
ety, Union College and everyone on H-floor, 
.sonry about the 5.00 am starts, Arthur and John 
for manning ciira paign booths, Rachel for 
being there.. Finally ihanks to everyone 
cl.sc who helped, believed and supported. 
Lefs make this the best Semper we'll 
ever see. 
O.K., ihank —yous aside, lime for a 
quick rave. Later in the paper, there's a 
book review section, and from the review 
book Sexing the millennium by Linda 
Gram, we have lifted a quote concern-
ing lhe Ranters. Here il is: 
'They met in taverns and drank alcohol 
and smoked tobacco to heighten their 
spiritual vi.sion which acted like a drug 
culture 10 expand ihcir consciousness... 
They were called the Ranters because 
Ihey were noisy - they cunscd, laughed, 
shouted clapped their hands and were 
generally brazen, impulsive and given to 
having a good lime.. .Swearingihcy held 
as an act of defiance again.st bourgeois 
society and ihc imposition of Puritan 
middle class standards... [It later goes on 
'to explain tiieir indulgence in sexual pro-
miscuity]." 
Inicrcsiing group really, given that they 
hung out in 1649, 350 years ago. Prob-
lem is really that there arc certain sec-
tions of lhe University society and soci-
ety in general (you know who you arc) 
llhal siill act on the Ranter's principles. 
3^wc don't have a gripe with that, it's just 
that they think that they arc somehow rc-
, v^g« bellious, and shocking the middle 
1'T^'classcs. Come on people, three hundred 
and fifty years of swearing al the middle 
class has probably made them pretty 
jmuch shock proof by now. And as for 
'rebellion? A 350 year old tradition is not 
a rebellion. It's a nice concept though, 
traditional rebellion. Bul we're nol so 
hung up on traditions, and 350 years is a 
long enough foranyonc thank you. We're 
going to do something different. See if 
you can't spot the difference. 
Finally don't forget the Dcpchc Mode 
concert tickets competition on page 48. 
There are other frcebies in the film sec-
tion too. Finally, a point to consider 
Q: What's the difference between a conserva-
tive, and a conservationist? 
A: One thinks it's radical to maintain the status 
quo. 
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REFEaORIES FAIL TO MEflT 
VEGETflWflM STflMDflRDS 
Dear Sir/.Madam 
I am wriling to you with a few 
friendly suggcsiions about how lhe 
l/iiion refectories can better .serve 
(heir vegetarian clients (both .siu-
denLs and University .staff mcm-
bcr.s). At the moment there is .some 
.sort of awareness at the'refecto-
ries, and the coffee .shop that .some 
people do nol eat meal or other 
animal product.s for a variety of 
reasons, fiowcvcr lhe provi.sion of 
.suitable food for vegetarians i,s 
.somewhat patchy. 
My first simple .suggestion i.s based 
on ilic labelling syslem on mcnu.s 
of many restaurani chains in Brii-
ain & l-uropc. The easiest way for 
cticni.s and staff lo get around the 
problem of deciding what is .suit-
able food to order is a clear label-
ling oflhe food. Pizza Hut in tlie 
I'K u.scd a red 'V in a circle to 
denote a meat free di.sh, and a 
green 'V in a circle lo denote a 
vegan dish. I have had many un-
foriunaic experiences with Union 
food lal)clling, where the name on 
the board or in the food cabinet 
leads one lo believe that a dish i.s 
vegetarian, and after .sitting down 
to eat it i have di.scovcrcd that ii 
coniains meal (eg. "Zucchini Slice" 
wilh bacon in il.) I'm afraid 1 now 
routinely bother your staff by a.sk-
ing oxjilicitly which dishes contain 
any meat. I liave .suggested [o .staff 
that ihcy label things wiih meat in 
iheni lo reflect that fact, e.g. 
"Mushroom & Ham Fasla" raihcr 
than ju.st "Mushroom Pasia". 1 low-
over the .siaff have no [X)wcr to 
make policy, and as they change 
from .siiifi to shifi I cannot cx|xxi 
that they can implomcni .sucli an 
idea con.si.sicnily on ihcir own ini-
liative. A management initialed la-
hclling poiicy, u.sing ea.sily made, 
reusable '.abels lo put next to 
di.she.s on menus lo indicate ihcir 
vegetarian .siatu.s could .solve this 
prolilem ([uickly and ea.sily. 
My oh.scrvaiions on the food of-
fered al refectories lcad.s mc to be-
lieve thai :here i.s an assumption 
that only vegelarians will eal u 
non-meal dish, and that in order 
lo .serve the mcat-caling majority 
heller all dishes nol inicndcd es-
|-)ecially for vegclarian.s .should 
contain al lea.si .SCMUC small amoun: 
of meal. This.sccms esfxvially true 
of pasla and pi/./a dis[\cs niado al 
refectories, anci significanily re-
duces IIK" choices available lo veg-
clarian.s (as well as meal caicrs). 
Can I suggest that Iiam ;iiul bacon 
are nol added lo ever)' otherwise 
meat-free dish ju.st oul of ;ial)il or 
preconception. 
My last concern is that di.slies that 
are nominally vegetarian, .such a.s 
.shepherd's pie, anti fried rice (al-
though friend rice lends to con-
tain liacon or ham in lhe va.st ma-
jority of ca.ses these day.s), actu-
ally contain the Maggi product 
4_ "Cliicken Boo.sier", which coniain.s 
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chicken fat and meat, as well as 
other seasonings and flavour en-
hancers. I'm aware thai all Maggi 
Slock (at lca.st the ones available 
at supermarkets) contain chicken, 
but .surely alternative .suppliers of 
non-meat flavouring product.s are 
available. 
1 hope that this letter i.s not di.s-
mi.ssed as just a grumble, and that 
you appreciate the friendly and co-
operative spint in which it is in-
tended. Undersigned are myself 
and several colleagues and .student 
friends who support rny position. 
Your faithfully, 
Keith Duddy. 
fi SCIENTOLOGIST RESPOMDS 
TO SEMPER 1993 
Dear Editor, 
It is now well understood and accepted 
lliiil freedom of .spcccli docs not include 
tlic freedom to malign otlicrs, because 
hate propagiuida and vicious smears in 
public have a destructive effect on ex-
citable individuals (e.g. neo Nazi tj-pcs) 
and the publishing of such niiitcrial can 
aLso upset entire groups of people and 
even whole .societies. Articles on 
"culLs" featured in several Semper a t 
liclc'j in 1993 arc moJcl exiimplcs of 
how people can Ix: conipjctcly mislead 
and provoked by propagatub, lx:causc 
Uic whole altitude and coniciu of these 
anicles was coiidcmriaiory and clearly 
followed a line of argunicni put forward 
by those who are aligned to religious 
hate groups and advocaiors of 
"deprogramming" such as the Cult 
Awareness Network and affiliated 
groups in Australia. 
And whal is deprogramming? 
Dcprognunniing is a violent, coercive, 
faith breaking prcx^ c.ss. Per Professor 
Rod icr of the American University, 
"critics cturgc tliai tlie very mciiials 
deprogramtiKrs use, such as imprison-
ment, sleep deprivation, cotistant har-
a.ssmcnt anil pliysical force, arc in UKUI-
sclvcs metluxls of brain-washing. You 
strip tlic pcreon naked, humiliate tlicm, 
imprison vticn^ . nicnially abuse ilicm. 
Any person wlio has been in a concen-
tration camp would undersumd iliai." 
Steve Hassan, a well known US 
dcprogrammerincniioncd in your most 
recent article, has Iwasicd alx)ul tlie 
number ol" deprogramniings (forcible 
clumgingof a pcr.stm's religious beliefs) 
tliat he liiis persoiully conducted -more 
than 1,0(X) "inicrvcntioas" - and with 
charges ranging from Si0,000 to over 
320,000 per inicrveniion, ii is not hard 
to .sec why he is involved in this very 
lucrative business. And why he so vi-
ciously attacks minority religions - for 
his own financial gain! 
The point which should be made known 
is that a number of so called 
"dcprogrammcrs" or "exit-counsel-
lors", have been or arc under invesliga-
lion for ihcir illegal aciiviiics. 
To name some recent examples: Galen 
Kelly, was one of the more well-known 
dcprogrammcrs in the United Stales and 
the former Security Chief for Cult 
Awareness Network (CAN) was last 
year sentenced to 7 V2 yc^ irs in prison 
for kidnapping offences, after a 
deprogramming attempt. 
Rick Ross, another outspoken opponent 
of new religious groups, touted as an 
"expert" during last year's siege involv-
ing the Branch Davidians, is currently 
under trial in the United States for talcs 
with grand ttTcft, admitted on the na-
tional U.S. TV that he had consulted 
with officials of the Departnicnl of Al-
cohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF) 
prior to the Duvidian raid. In faci, he 
had been working wiih them for 30 days 
before the raid, to plan what wc now 
know to be a fatal and catastrophic raid. 
Ross is fated as one of CAN's best 
deprogramnicr.s/exii-counsellors. He 
has a background of pCRonaliiy disor-
der ami crime which is extensively 
documented in court and psychiau-ic 
records. In a psychiauic rcpon 10 Coun. 
Dr. Dominano E. Santos stated tliat "He 
(Ross) liad emotional maladjusuiicnt, 
never leam usual lines of conduct for 
scKiali/ing as a result of which as achiki 
he kul oiiibursis of rage and wus de-
manding, a nnuiipulative and argunicn-
lative child wilh no friends and was 
dcllant. He d(x:s not seem to profit from 
his past experience and cannoi realise 
that he has a responsibility to society 10 
cotiirol his behaviour." 
Such anti-religious "dcprogrammcrs" 
have in the past resorted to illegal ac-
tions and brain washing icchniijucs 
ihcniseives and dicy then h;ivc the gall 
to If)' to pin such icchniqucs onto newer 
religious groups! 
As a means of iiKTCusing their money-
spinning ventures, these faiih breakers 
occasionally rccniii a like-minded big-
oted "prolcssionar" to give credibility 
to ilieir blaumi propag;mda and vilify-
ing niiiicrials. 
However, people today arc asking 
I HfiD WRITTEN THEM fi LETTER 
WHICH I HAP FOR WANT OF BETTER 
SEMT DOWN TO SEMPER LONG ficio.,. 
deeper questions about ilieir lives and 
some arc turning to newer religious 
movcmcnLs to help them find their own 
answers or to commit tlicm.selvcs to a 
worthwhile cause such as ihe 
ScientologisLs. 
Independent studies, conducted by ex-
perts mound the world, have [oiind that 
Scicntobgy has had a positive effect on 
the lives of its members. In a study by 
Dr Michael W. Ross it is slated,"... in 
sum they (Scientologists) reinforce the 
impression that investigation and mem-
bership were not motivated by insuibil-
ity, unhappincss or coercion.... In sum-
mary, the disastrous consequences and 
ego disintegration reported by some au-
thors for membership of the Church of 
Scientotogy cannot be demonstrated.,.. 
In fact, quite the opposite result was 
found, wilh staiislically significant im-
provement in social ease and in goal-
directed behaviour being demon-
su-aicd." 
The religious experience is nol com-
pletely dcscribable by words, as Jesus 
found when he told parables, A person 
has to wrestle with his or her own con-
science und sen.sc of moral and ethical 
values and take responsible steps to 
keep their integrity intact. Religions ad-
vocate selfless caring for others and the 
pursuit of spiritual and eiliical values 
and no amount of clever-sounding psy-
chological jargon is going to explain this 
to those people who lack spiritual 
awareness. 
As 10 tlic Church of Scientology, if even 
half of Ihc things claimed by some of 
these attackers were true, then wc 
wouldn't be around. This testifies to the 
wide application and workability of 
Scientology technology in all areas of 
life, ranging from dmg rehabilitation, 
education and social relbmi issues, with 
Scientology being Ihc mosl rapidly cx-
piuiding religion in the world today. 
In a society where drug abuse lias be-
come one of the major problems, not 
just for ilic initial factors but also tlie 
sccondiuy factors such as increases in 
crime, violence, etc, recent surveys lia\c 
shown that members of tlic Cliurch of 
Scientology arc 100% drug-free. The 
Church is eurrcnily working on drug 
education progriuns around ilic worltl 
to assist oilicrs in tliis righl against drug 
abuse. 
But drug education is just one area lhe 
Church is involved in. Education pro-
gmms arc mn by Scientologists for lhe 
underprivileged lo allow llxm a chtuice 
to leam to read and write (until now 
denied to them) and so opening a door 
10 help ihcm improve their lives. 
Obviously people such as the bigoLs 
who attack minority religions have 
mi.sscd the point. Former editors of 
Semper were nol making a counigcous 
staiement when ihis sort of religion 
bashing was published; railicr it is Iv-
ing numipulated and used, 
Judy Wilson 
Church of Scientology 
The 1994 editor wish to apologize to 
the Church of Scientology for the 
delay between the articles and the 
opportunity to respond. The articles in 
question occurred in mid 1993, and 
whilst we had no control over this 
delay, we hope to before a little more 
responsive lo criticism this year. $ 
SCARED? 
LONELY? 
OVERWHELMED ? 
^ 4 
I'c like to be able to say "call this number now" but who are you 
gonna call? 
So ifs your first year at Uni. Just like you made it through your 
first year at High School, you'll get through it. The good '.hing is, 
no one is going to point you out and say "Look, there's a first 
year!" like they did in year eight. You should be proud to be a 
iifst year because itis something you have achieved 
for yourself. You once set a goal and now that goal 
has been achieved what is next for you? Some-
times you'll lose ycur motivation as you become 
tost in a sea of hungry ambitious minds that you 
are, like il or not, competing against, and that de-
sire to getahead seems irrelevant to what is go 
ing on in your life outside of University. But v/hat 
is more important is slaying happy and healthy, 
•, less of a priority that getting 6's and 7's? There's 
got to be more to 'it'than that, and of .. . .. . 
course, there is. 
There will be people who seem.. 
to be 100% Uni students, but .;^ 
9O%btth0 Uni population ivfj'vt^^^ 
have other things that are 
important too, whatsO' 
ever those indivWual 
things may be. 
Now is the time for \ 
;;you to think long and. 
hard about what you' 
believe in. Uni is the 
one place that will force 
you to evaluate your vai-",, • ;^  
ussbecause it is ruthless, 
and unrelenting when; it 
comes to obstacles: :iybU;;^| 
have; to overcome !hem^;oHi?i|^;v.'/f..; - >. • 
work harder and come l iad when you are older 
and stronger. Experianoe is what makes agood; 
person great, if you can make itie mostof what-
happens to you, and frorn my 'experiences, 
there is never going to be anything that may 
happen to you that you can't find the energy 
to bounce back tram. If you'rejike me, and the 
last thing you wouW.thinkof doing is going some-. -. 
where for counselling (career or personal) then 
you'll know what a burden bad experiences can 
be. Around exam time the pressure really gets to 
you and if worisome things lay unresolved, cop-
ing becomes a daily chore rather than something 
you do without thinking. The worst thing you can 
do is "get behind eariy and have more time to catch-
ing up* because one when you find yourself stuck in a 
dysfunctional study pattern, your days at Uni are num-
baredl Have you every, wondered why troubie seems to 
come flooding when you are at your lowest? At those times yoiJ 
just can't seem to understand ITOW things got so bad, whereas when 
you're doirig well you just breeko over exactly the same problems logi-
calfy.you shouldn't let yourself get in a rut as simple as that. Realisti-
; cally, ruts just happerii the trick Is tinding a coping strategy that fits your 
lifestyle and your goals ana lets you get through with 
s minimum of fuss. Having a positive outlook is one 
thing, maintaining it is another. Stay'ng on schedule 
at Uni may prove difficult v/hen your non uni student 
friends offer more enticing Friday nights than the 
undergraduate lib.'ary or your soon to be well worn 
desk at home, but it becomes a major priority when 
you have assignments due in all your subjects and 
you don't even remember enrolling in that 
course. Believe m.e it happens. 
But all that is weeks away yet. Why start 
worrying when you don't have to? You 
have to orientate yourself yet and now is the 
time to get started. I mean hey, there's ail those 
O week activities to choose from, the infamous 
Toga Party (one year it won't rain) and all those 
people out there just dying to drink themselves 
stupid and meet tfiere one night specials. 
I^ aybe you're one ot them? For good-
ness sake, you can't be expected 
fo be serious every day of the 
year now can you? How-
ever, even in party mode, 
we musl all remember thai 
everyone deserves some 
respect and the right to en-
joy themselves without be-
ing threatened by low lives. 
So with a little bit of thought 
and consideration, everyone 
will be happy. 
How would you like to drift back 
from an alcohol induced slumber 
toga-less? Just remember that togas 
aren't portable bed linen and if you can't 
control yourself, make sure you are with friends who 
can. I've had the honour o( hearing very amusing 
stories from mate friends who have had to gnaw 
through their arms to escape from stranger's em-
braces unnoticed. Then there is tfie safe sex mes-
sage about which i can never say enough. 
Please take advantage of the numerous sep/-
ices provided for students; including the walk-
ing condom whom you should come across 
during 0-Week - no pun intended. 
So basically all that is left to say is welcome! 
Hopefully, and with all your hard work, defi-
nitely, you will enjoy your years here at U.Q. 
and maybe some day you will find yourself 
wanting to help out some poor unsuspecting Uni 
Virgins like you! 
Remember to plan ahead in everything you do {planned 
career, planned parenthood etc.) and you'll get even fur-
ther ahead than you already have. The great thing about 
Uni is you are now in control and no one can stop bul YOU. 
ANISSAIvJORTOI^  
• • " • > , . . 
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r 
I fondly remember my first 
day al Uni. I wa.s ncrv'ovis, shil-
.scarcd to IK precise. I was liv-
ing in a new environment, ic 
Brishiinc as opposed to Ihc 
Gold Coasi, wtiieh in ilsclf is 
enough lo turn any sane indi-
vidual inlo a manic depressive. 
I was Iravcly, yet naivety, vcn-
luring inlo a society I had only 
ever encountered in B-grade 
Amcricm teen flicks, in which 
Uni (or college) was priiaycd 
as an institution to broaden 
one's knowledge on such sub-
jects as bare bullocks and 
tKcaAlii. Reality was a liUlc dif-
ferent. 
I had received my 'P' plates 
only a week before thai first 
fateful day and was forced lo 
negotiate with peak hour traf-
fic on tlu- .S.F. Freeway and 
Coronation Drive, by myself, 
somiething I had never done 
befwe. in fact I had never even 
driven alone before. As i was 
fuiiousty auempling lo recall 
llie |)roce<lure for slopping al 
a red ligiil, I realised that I only 
knew one person in my whole 
faculty. To my own disbelief, 
I mjinagcd lo pui off my ner\'-
ous breakdown (for a whiie 
anyway) and, you will be re-
lieved to noic, I made il 
tJirojgli my first day. 
However, ihose first weeks 1 
•.v;\s an emotional wreck (even 
more so lhan I am lixlay). Be-
fore every tutorial or work-
shop I would feci those 
blasted, bu/zing bullerfties, 
busily bashing back and forlli 
against llie wall of my gut. (I 
apologise for my blatant use 
of alliteration, but il's my aili-
clc and it won't be marked, so 
1 can do whatever tlic fuck ! 
want. I can even say fuck ifl 
want, so 1 will, bul only IK-
cause I can, 'FUCK!*. Tliat 
^ ^ 
wasn't as satisfying as I thought it would t)c). I was constantly 
overwhelmed by lhe knowledge oflhe other students, especially 
that of the ihirly-somcihing matured aged sludcnUs. Of course 
now I realised they were only expert al the ari of bullshit, but for 
lhe first couple of years of my degree I was in pure awe of llicse 
academic dcmi-Gods. They had an opinion and an answer for 
everything, while i was merely Uying to simultaneously work 
oul whal tiic hell they were talking atioui and hold back a sneaky 
fan. 1 rarely succeeded in eillier. 
In comparison lectures were a blessing, in that il was very dilTi-
culi to make a fool of myself by uuering statements which ap-
piu'cntly did no more than to exemplify my own stupidity. But, 
nevenhelcss, it was impossible to remain cool clam and col-
lected as I relentlessly, yet sporadically, attempted to simplify 
and summitfisc the academic babble which was presented in such 
absorbing subjects tike Eliv.abelhan Literaiurc. Even harder and 
more daunting was the prospect of reading and indeed under-
standing, in some kind of context, my own child like scribble I 
rcfcncd lo as lecture notes. 
Puuing aside tlie technical side of Uni, which one eventually 
grows accustomed to, dicrc was another problem I encountered 
as a fresh (slightly blemished) faced, recent school leaver. So-
cially 1 fell a tiny bit awkward. You sec I was never really a good 
Arts student. I'm not referring to academic results, which were 
a consistent (boring) five, but to something else. What I mean is 
1 was never a 'rcal'ArLs student, or at least I didn't feel like one. 
1 left higl-. school naively presuming 1 would further my educa-
tion iuid kind of fell inlo an Arts degree. My justification for this 
course was, 'ilsounds interesting and fun". I hadhewd about the 
particular degree from a friend al my Saturday cauial job, "You'd 
really enjoy it", she assumed me as wc dusted lhe never ending 
displays of china and glass in the lablclop seclion of a depart-
ment store. Indeed I did enjoy the subjecLs.... I think, and I'm 
const.imly thankful that I was not accepted inlo my first prefer-
ence. 
Before you (llie reader) exhaust yourself from jumping up and 
down in anticipation, let me share wilh you my first choice of 
preference. ACCOUNTING. Even as 1 write the word I pray 
thanks, lo any spiritual entity willing lo listen, for sparing mo 
•Jiis course and indeed a career 
which oozes mundanily. Now 
•iiat all tlie Commerce studenLs 
have declared solidarity and 
have gone to pursue some in-
tense pencil sharjioning, in lue 
of reading anymore of this 
hopelessly self indulgent, 
pointless piece of piss. I will 
share with you (the con-
cerned). Why I (the bulishitter) 
was never a 'real'Arts student. 
Simplislically I am nol a radi-
cal feminist, homosexual, 
communist, republican, envi-
ronmentalist or any other so-
cial ' isl. If you saw mc walk-
ing through Queen Street Mall 
you probably would not notice 
mc for I do nol have ilic ap-
pearance of a hippy, skinhead, 
mod, skeg, grunge disciple or 
any other youlh culture or 
fashion trend (or anti-trend) 
you may assume to associate 
with a '90s Arts student. 
When I began I was too nor-
mal, conventional and maybe 
a little st|uare. As 1 remember 
my first day, and as I recall 
who 1 was on tha: day, I'm 
thankful for one thing more 
ilian anything. I am thankful 
that I was given the opportu-
nity 10 e.xperiencc university. 
Within this institution I have 
learnt valuable life lessons 
(bugger any academic ben-
efiLs). I have Icaml to be loler-
anl of oilier people and odier 
ideas. I have Icarnl that my 
ide;is, ihoughus, standards and 
morals are nol relevant lo eve-
rybody and that any person is 
entitled to be who dicy want. 
I have Icamt ihal I can be who 
I wanl to be. And most imp/or-
tantty, I have leamt ihal the 
whole Santa Clause and Easter 
Bunny thing is a lie. I fondly 
rcmemljcr my first day at uni. 
THE GOOD 
There are only a few certainiios in Univer-
sity life. HECS, missing the 512 bus and 
being accosted by someone wanting to be 
elected to somelhing are among the most 
inescapable features of Ihe St Lucia experi-
ence. However, ttie greatest unavoidable, 
the one thing every student will have to do 
at some point, is the Sisyphean task of go-
ing to the library. Titter ye not. Those of you 
who are straight out of High School and are 
tnerelore as green, fresh and wholesome as 
snot from a "Dolly" cover girl will probably 
not regard libraries as scary or faceless (un-
less you went to my old school, whore the 
librarian was a nasty, ball-tearing old troll). 
By and Isrge, High School libraries were 
friendly places where you could meet friends 
and get thrown out for talking to Ihem. The 
University libraries, however, are what you 
make them. They have no cartoon charac-
ters pinned to the walls or smiley faces on 
the spines of tho books, and if you're look-
ing lor "Adrian Mole" or "Hating Alison 
Ashley", forget it. You're in Brainsville now, 
so gel used to the Norton Anthology or Phys-
ics by Giancoli or whatever. 
University libraries can be somewhat intimi-
dating, what with all the floors, strip-search 
security p.'ocedures, lifts that are afraid to 
come down and queues that go on lor longer 
lhan an S3S commercial break. In order to 
lull the unsuspecting fresher into a false 
sense of security the libraries themselves 
conduct guided tours for Ihe fi'st few weeks 
of the sen-ester Go on one by all means, if 
you want the official version. This is an un-
official, queues-and-all guided tour, culminat-
ing in the awarding of the inaugural Golden 
Dewey Award for library inconvenience. 
General Comments: 
QUEUES; You'll have to queue to do mosl 
things in any library: photocopy, use tho com-
puters, take books out, get into the lett. Bear 
in mind that there's always somebody who 
wants to use that lift too, to s t in that seat 
too, to take that book out too. So don't gel 
overly fond of particular desks or lavatory 
cubicles. There'll always be someone there, 
fvlost of us at Uni are of the McDonald's gen-
eration, so we're used to queuing for every-
itiing. Heck, we could quite comfortably live 
in Moscow and have to queue for cabbage 
cakes as well as to take out books. So don't 
worry about queuing, just treat il as a valu-
able cultural interchange. 
COMPUTERS: I'm still quite fond of Ihe old 
dictionary catalogue filing system, where 
you'd open the drawer and flick through the 
cards to see if the latest "Asterix" comic had 
come in. Alas, no more. Someacne-llecked 
mathematical genius with pens in his pock-
ets and rocks in his head came up wilh frie 
idea of putting the library catalogue on com-
puter. OK. so ihere's lots of books there, 
possibly even too many to slick in a ca.'d 
catalogue {but still nol enough to go around). 
But the computer terminals, or lack thereof, 
cause two niggling problems. Firstly, iruslrat-
ing queues when some leaden-lingered 
gonkle decides to take their lime about find-
ing a book or ten, and secondly pandemo-
nium when the system crashes (it happens, 
fcks) or a much used key falls off the ke/-
bcard. Computer catalogues have distinct 
3'j-;antases though, bu-' I'l; leave tnorr. !cr 
you to discover (or for the library start -Q 
pcke down your throats). 
OVERDUE POINTS: There is a cartoon cn 
the Undergraduate Library's pamphlet on i-
brary overdue penalties of a beetroot-
headed homunculus in a pillory. This is a 
reasonably accurate allegory of library over-
due penalties. The Undergraduate litirary is 
the worst library for penalties, due to their 
asinine three-day loan system. I'll use my-
self as an example. I was barred from bor-
rowing from the UGL twice last semester 
"Careless prat" you may spit, but I had r.vo 
large assignments due and the major refer-
ences for both assignments were three-day 
loans, and enormous volumes to boot Vou 
can't re-borrow three-day loans, so the sen-
sible thing to do is to keep ihem until you've 
used them properly. I got a "7" for both as-
signments, and if that isn't an advertisement 
(or being banned from the UGLIor two weeks 
I don't know what is. 
GRAFFITI AND DUNNIES: Library graffiti 
deserves an article of its own. I aclually 
started wriling one for last year's Semper, 
until I realised that most Uni graffiti is not ttie 
least bit witty or memorable (and also be-
cause I was sick of hanging around toilets 
and squinting at calligraphy-covered desks). 
Maybe il would have been easier if the li-
braries made the logical step of cataloguing 
graffiti ("Oh, a Mineral Processing Engineer-
ing writing aboul his willy? Try Floor Fou'. 
third desk on the "right"). I never saw muc.n 
grafliti to do with womens" issues and I'm 
sure there's an article to be gleaned out of 
gals'graffiti. Anyone interested? You'll have 
to be quick, as the best scribblings are 
cleaned off wilhin the hour while tho mosl 
virulent stuff (like the neo-Nazi hogwash in 
the UGL) is allowed to fester (or years. 
As for library jakes, cans, shithouses. bogs, 
troughs and privies, lhe cardinal rule Is: don't 
have a favourite one. Take whal you can go;, 
and as the locks on the doors are always 
missing, take singing lessons too. 
Now I'd like to assess the good and bad 
points of some University libraries. The li-
braries are arranged in ascending order of 
merit, ie, from indifferent to draconian. The 
unit of library badness is the dewey, and lhe 
more doweys a library is given, the worse it 
is. Tho worst library gets the maximum ton 
dewoys, and the Golden Dewey Award for 
library inconvenience. 
1 • CENTRAL LIBRARY: Central Library is 
quite possibly tho host library you'll ever use. 
Mosl ol what you need is here, and a great 
deal more. You can only get six books oul at 
a time, however six books for r.vo weeks is 
much more reasonable ihan the LGL'S Dor-
rowing limit of ;er^  books icr Ihrse to seven 
days. On the down side, there aren't all that 
many computer terminals or photocopiers, 
so expect to queue. And don't expect to be 
able to return books and take them oul again 
five minutes later. It usually takes books 
aboul two hours to go ihrough the system. 
Remember, librarians are public sc'^ .^ ants, so 
they work to geological time. Don't worry if 
they look at you strangely when you take 
books out. That's the "librarian" look and 
you'll got il no matter what book you take 
out, whether it be "Elementary 
Crystallography" or the collected works of the 
Marquis de Sade. Bul use Central, folks, they 
go easier on you and they've got most of 
what's required, 
RATING; 4 Deweys out of the possible ten. 
2: ENGINEERING AND PHYSICAL SCI-
ENCES: I think it is a Very Good Idea that 
Engineerings have their own library. There 
is statistical evidence that at least a few of 
thfein can read, and these privileged few will 
not doubt pass on their superior communi-
cating skills in lime. The task would be made 
easier if the Hawken Building was less off-
putting. Frankly, it's an architectural pimple, 
looking like the idiot offspring of Boggo Road 
gaol and the Stockman's Hall of Fame. It's a 
new building, so the facilities don'l seem to 
be quile as bad as elsewhere (I'm taking 
queues as an implicit factor here). The Physi-
cal Sciences and Engineering library, apart 
from the fact thai the design of the building 
iVs in was nicked from "Brazil," seems to be 
the second-least off-putting Universty library. 
So try to shout me down if I'm wrong. 
RATING; 7 Deweys. It caters adequately lor 
its egregious patrons. 
3: BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES; I visited the 
Biological Sciences Library lale last year, 
while researching my abortive graffiti article. 
What 1 found was a distinctly uninspiring 
sight: queues at the two ill-positioned com-
puters upstairs by the bookshelves, a queue 
al the photocopying card machine, and a 
queue at tho loans desk. Agoraphobes' 
Heaven. The computers were the worst, 
placed against a wall equidistant from the 
stairs and the shelves, with the queue prac-
GUIDE 
OR 
How I Learned 
to 
stop Worrying 
and 
Love To Queue 
by Marcus Salisbury 
ticaily blocking bolh. If you needed a twok. you'd have had to have lassoed il. OK, so there 
were computers downstairs, but it was impossible to tell where Iho computer queue ended 
find where the photocopying card queue began. I was nostalgically reminded of Groucho 
Marx's cabin in "A Night Al The Opera." It was a few weeks before swot vac so the aowding 
was al least underslandable. The one thing I couldn't figure was that al! these people were 
after about 100 books. The book to person ratio must have been about 1:250.1 still don't gel 
It 
RATING; 8 Doweys. II you have to go there. But take something to sit on. 
Now its time for the moment you're probably not even aware of. The Golden Dewey Award 
!S to be presented to the most crowded, ill-equipped, underfunded, general y unfriendly Uni-
versity Library Yup, it's the 
4 UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY. There-are a few reasons for the good old UGL being 
deoicted as nol real good bul pretty old. Firstly, queues. Queues al libranes are caused by 
,acr, ol facilities, and the UGL has facilities the way a geriatric has faculties. They may have 
ocen there ages ago, but time has eroded them. The UGL in panicular, and University 
liOra'ios n general, seem to be sulfcrir.g from a distinct lack of cash. Second;/, for the same 
reason as the queues, not many now books seem to be appearing. "But what about all those 
dust lackots pinned to the board"?" runs tne counier-argument OK. so if the UGt. is buying 
up tjig on books, why the need to o'Oduco so many (easily stolen or mutilated) photocopied 
artrcles'' Why. to.-- that matte' the need to havo library staff do courses on saying "no" to 
students seeking nelp'' These issues wero brought up last year by the Inlernalional Socai-
ists wno producea a hand-out docanr.g nat "there simply is (sic) not enough books, facili-
ties or staff" Their hearts were ccrtanly in the nght places, but their grammar was in nap-
P'os ard detracted Irom the basic fact mat mere aren't enough books or facilities. I'm not 
trying to point the fmgcf or score cheap po'ulical browniG points here. I'm just raising an issue 
connected with much wider-ranging issues, sucri as 'The money's coming Irom us. bul 
wnere's it gomg'' and 'How man/ students can you stuff intc a University"?" These are 
questions that w.ll perplex and boggie lor years lo come, oven Ihough the answers are 
"down to privy' and lots more yet" VVe il all have to use the UGL at some stage, so the best 
thing IS to make do with what wo ve gel If you're really nice lo them they won't lock you on 
tho root like they did to me last year (OK so they said it was an accident) but I'm afraid no 
Undergradjate Library gets the Golden Dewey award lor Inconvenience, comfy though their 
staiwells are 
RATING Ten Dewoys. Its cha,'actorbuild;ng folks, so enjoy it 
0! course there are some libraries 1 d'dn t get around lo visiting, such as Human Move-
ments and ArcTiteclure Frankly, when you've seen one you've pretty well seen them ali 
Take notice al the library lours, ano don'l laugh at the librarians' dress sense (such as it is). 
Remember that this is an unofficial guide, based on my own experience. You may have a 
happier, less antagonistic relaiionsnio w.th your local University library. But if you don't, gel 
so.'^ e ol inose magnetic stnps (like tney put behind stamps al the Record Market) and put 
then in books, bags, trolleys, anything I'm fairly sure tney'II set the anti-ihell alarms oft. and 
there's nothing l.ke an anti-theft alarm to disturb the peace 
HAVE YOU 
JOINED 
YOUR VFS 
COLLECTIVE? 
What is VFS? Violence Free Science is a 
worldwide movement to promote humane non-
animal teaching methods in medicine and 
science and to give ALL STUDENTS the right 
to refuse to participate in animal experiments 
and dissection without incurring academic 
penalty. 
For information about YOUR COLLECTIVE, 
phone Sarah on: 366 2759. 
Sponsored by the Australian Association for [Humane Researcfi 
Inc P.O Box 779, Dariinghurst. N.S.W. 2010. 
Tel. (02)360 1144. 
1994 will be my second year at Queensland University, but I've been a 
student for mucfi longer I studied for a year at USQ and did my under-
graduate and honours years at Griffith Uni. I can imagine that someol you 
elitists might be thinking, "Now he's at a real "Uni or that I've moved up in 
the world. At this point I mus say that Griffith isn't a lower form ol Univer-
sity, but it is different. But I don't intend to write about Griffith, but about 
UQ and University in general. 
When I started here last year, one of the first things I noticed was that UQ 
is so much bigger; more studen:s, more buildings, more subjects to choose 
from, more activities, more refecs. However, I should point oul that more 
or bigger does nol always mean better - especially when it comes to 
refecs. But diversity is certainly one facet of UQ that I really savour. 
Take clubs for instance. During O'Week, you wili come across al! manner 
of stalls. People behind them will urge you to join their club or society. And 
what a choice! Theatre groups, political clubs, all sorts of sports clubs, 
food societies (inost notably the Chocolate Appreciation Society), music 
groups, and even a medieval society. If you don't Chocolate Appreciation 
Society), music groups, and even a medieval society. If you don't know 
many people on campus, a club is a great way to meet others with similar 
interests. 
1 was also dazed by the range of subjects to choose from. Where else 
could you enrol in Religion, Government and Engineering in the same 
degree? (or want to for that matter). So many exciting things to learn - so 
little time. 
Mind you, this diversity has its downside. It can be difficult to get loknow 
people - especially if you're in large classes in different departments or 
faculties. So stick your neck out and say hello to someone. I did GTIOO 
last year in a class of more than 300 and the person sitting next to me in 
my tutorial became a great friend (we got in trouble for passing notes). 
To all you first years out there, University may be intimidating, but don't be 
afraid. Confront University head on. Experience the excitement that Uni-
versity can be. You have a wonderiui opportunity to learn that most Aus-
tralian's don't get, so don't waste it. Your few years at Uni are an opportu-
nity to question what you previously thought, meet strange and weird people 
(Ihere's certainly no shortage of them, I'm one), have new experiences, 
and learn heaps of stuff. 
And remember that not all learning takes place in Ihe lecture theatre, li-
brary, lab or tute room. You learn from meeting other people, talking to 
them and listening to their ideas. 
To borrow a corny, but useful phrase from a friend, who borrowed it from a 
movie, which borrowed it from Latin, Carpe D/em.'And in case you're not 
taking Latin 101, it means Seize the day! 
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This is page 10 
"I WANT YOUR SEX!" 
These di.sirc.s,singly immortal 
words from George Michael is the 
sort of thing you may ttc hearing a 
lol more of here ai the freedom 
loving frontier of the se.xual 
revolution, the University of Qld. 
Bul before you dive on in and 
begin irying oul lhe million or so 
positions of ilie Karma Suira slop 
10 survey this alien wildeme.ss and 
familian.sc yourself wilh ils mosl 
dangerous predators, sexually 
iransmiticd disca.scs (STD's). 
Listed below is the whole menag-
erie of monsicrs which you arc 
likely 10 encounter on your 
travels. Read carefully and 
remember, "It's a fine, fine line 
between pleasure and pain!" 
AWS 
Cause 
tnv virus wtiich aiuicks the immune 
sysicni 
Iran.sini.K.sion 
• Blood 10 blood coniaci ci:. sharint; 
nccdlc.s 
• Se.x (vauinal, anal and oral, ailhough 
anal se.x is ihc mosl cfficicni means Oi 
transmission! 
• Mother to baby 
Sympiotfi\ 
• About 50% of people get a flu like 
illne.ss within si.x weeks of infection 
thai can appear similar to glandular 
fever e.g. fever, night sweats, tiredness, 
loss of appetite, nausea, muscle and 
joint pain, headaches, sore ihroal, di-
arrhoea and swollen lymph nodes 
• Aficr this resolves, infected people 
remain fairly well until ihcy develop 
full blown AIDS. Aboul half of the 
people infected with HIV develop 
AIDS wilhin lOycars ("AIDS" is when 
the bodies immune system is suu-iini; 
10 break down after being aiuickcd b\' 
lhe HIV virus and results in a predis-
position 10 illness) 
Treatment 
• Not much!! Therefore prevention is 
viuil (i.e. using condom.s) 
• AZT can slow progress of AIDS in 
some cases 
Compticaiions 
• Once the stale of AIDS is developed 
your state of health deteriorates, lead-
ing to death. 
Baclcrial/Anaerobic Vaginosis 
Cuu.'ie 
• Over growth of bacicrta normally 
found in small numbers in the vagina 
e.g. gardnerclla vaginitis 
Symptom.'! 
• Abnormal vaginal discharge which is 
often thin, grey and clinging 
• A distinctive fishy colour which is 
often more noticeable just after hav-
ing .se.x 
Treatments 
• Antibiotics. 
Chhimydia 
Cciu:<e 
• .A bacteria called chlamydia 
•j!:-honuuis 
Iransmission 
' Sexual conuici 
• Moilier 10 baby 
Symptoms 
• leinale; abnonnal vaginal discharge 
• chronic abdominal pain 
- pain or a burning .scn.sation when 
passing urine 
- bleeding between periods 
• male; abnormal discharge from pe-
nis/anus 
- pain or burning sensation when pass-
ing urine 
• usually occur within l-> 4 weeks af-
ter infccuon but 80% of females and 
10% of males arc free of symptoms 
Complication.': 
• if left unu-cated it can lead to infertil-
ity in bolh males and females. 
Crabs I 
Cause 
• pubic lice, plhirus pubis 
Transmission 
• close contact, lice live ni pubic hair 
and can crawl directly trom person to 
person 
Symptoms 
• itchiness, ofien worse ai night 
• may see lice and/or eggs on hairs bul 
ihescare very small 
Treatment 
• lotions and shampoos available from 
chemists 
• repeal application alicr one week to 
kill lice hatched from cgii.v 
• wash bedding and cloihmg that has 
been in conuici with ihe iice in hot wa-
ter and leave in the sun to dry. 
Crabs II 
tatist 
' papilloma virus 
'Iransmission 
• close skin conuici with itie warts 
• ihis is the mosl common STD 
Symptoms 
• warLs ihat can be in varying shapes 
and sizes and can even take on a cauli-
flower • like appearance when ihcy 
grow in moisi areas 
• warts develop within l->(i months of 
infection 
• wans may be inside Die vagma and 
hence go unnoticed 
Treatment 
• a chemical solution is applied to tlic 
wans. deiKinding on ihcir iocaiion 
Complications 
• Ihis virus has been linked to cervical 
cancer Therefore if you arc a female 
who is having sex you should be hav-
ing a pap smear every year. Remem-
ber, warts inside the vagina cannoi be 
seen. 
Crab.-; Ill 
Cause 
• a bacteria called neisseria gonorrhoea 
Transmission 
• sexual conuici (as well as infecting 
the vagina and penis, the anus can be 
infected following anal .se.x as well as 
lhe ihroai following oral se.x) 
• mother to baby 
Symptoms 
•similar to chlamydia 
• pain on urinating 
• abnormal discharge from vagina/pe-
nis/anus which can be thick and pus like 
• usually appear 2->7 days after infec-
tion 
Treatment 
• anubiotics and a follow up lest to 
make sure the infection has cleared 
Complications 
' infertility in males and females if left 
unircalcd 
• can be pa.sscd from mother to baby 
dunng birth causing conjunctivitis 
llepaliiis B 
Cau.se 
" mleciion wiih the hepaiiiis B virus 
Transmi.ssion 
• sexual coniaci 
• blood to blood conuici e.g. sharing 
needles, needle suck injuries 
• mother lo baby 
Symptoms 
• vary from mild infection to fever 
(fairly uncommon), jaundice (yellow 
colour in skin), decreased appetite, feel-
ings of tiredness and joint pains 
• symptoms occur within 1 -> 6 months 
of infection 
Prevention 
• get immunised, only 3 injections arc 
required 
Complications 
• the infection can lead on to a carrier 
suite (i,c. the body does not get rid of 
the virus and a chronic silent infec-
tion of tlic liver occurs). This may lead 
on to ihc do velopmcni of cancer of ihc 
liver. 
Herpes 
Cau.se 
• herpes simplex virus (HSV) 
• there are iwo very similar types ol 
this virus: 
- type 1; mainly causes oral herpes 
(cold sores) 
- type 2; mainly cau.scs genilid her-
pes 
• however, since die lypes arc so simi-
lar, if someone who has cold sorc.^  
gives you oral .sex you can get genital 
herpes and likev\'isc if you have geni-
lal herpes you can give ihem cold sores 
Transmission 
• direct skin contiici wilh herpes blis-
ter.s/sorcs 
• condoms decrease the risk but are 
only helpful if they cover the sores. 
Therefore if the sores are in areas such 
as the .skin under the pubic hair, basi' 
of the penis, scrotum, aims and labia 
(folds of skin surrounding the vaginal 
you can still get infected even if you're 
using a condom 
• the sores arc still infectious even 
when diey are scabbed over so avoid 
sex until they are completely healed 
Symptoms 
• blisters • ihesc can be red and very 
painful or just slightly uncom fort;iblc 
• when die blisters bursi they become 
.shallow ulcers which then scab over 
and heal 
• usually occur 2->20 days after con-
uici with the virus 
• there may be an iiching or tingling 
feeling before the blisters break out 
• you may also get flu like symptoms 
e.g, swollen glands, headache and 
mu.scle pain 
Treatment 
• drug.s can be used to speed up the 
healing process but do not kill the vi-
rus and hence symptoms can recur 
• recurrences arc more likely if you're 
under stress, have a poor diet, are sleep 
deprived, taking drugs and alcohol, arc 
sick etc 
Diagnosis 
• it is important to go to your doctor 
whilst the sores arc still present as the 
diagnosis of herpes is made from boUi 
the appearance of the sores a swab 
from diem 
Complications 
' in pregnant women, active herpes in-
fection in the vagina can be passed on 
to the baby during delivery wiih pos-
sibly damaging and even lethal results. 
Therefore, it is imporuini to inform 
your doctor if you become pregnant if 
you or the father of the child has ever 
had herpes, so that tests can be done 
to ensure your child's safety. 
Non-Gonococcal Urethritis (N.G.U.) 
Caii.se 
• urethritis means intlammation of the 
urethra which is the tube that carries 
urine 
' this is one of the most common 
STD's in males 
• mostly caused by chlamydia but can 
also be caused by other bacteria and 
somciimcs has no known cause 
Transmission 
• sexual contact - vaginal, anal, oral 
' in females - can also occur if the en-
vironment of the vagina is changed, 
causing dormant germs to flare up e.g. 
HOW TO USE A COINDOM 
0A.__._. 
llilVC cr.OlKV» iKjIlt to 
sec wh.Tt you arc 
do in f ] Open the 
packe t ca re fu l l y . 
Don I un ro l l the 
c o n d o n i be fo re 
puttinci it on. 
Prc-ej.KiJl.Jie or |)rc-
ciun (somen) can 
lc;ik oul .soon niter 
llic penis becomes 
e rec t To prevent 
preqn.ancy or mice 
t ion, lhe condom 
niu.st Ui'. rolled <.in 
before iiny .so.xu.i! 
contiH I 
M;iKe .--ur*: tl'.e 
condom is the ricjht 
way up S(jiiee7e tlu: 
(cat on the !i|5 ol the 
condom and hoiO it 
acpinst the tip of the 
pcni.s. 
Unroif t'ne, concioir. .'..< 
the vvas <lO'.vn to the 
b.TSC oi' the p'-:;nj<-> 
Alter ej;;cui.uic.", ti <: 
p e n i s sliu'.ilC t. e 
withdrawn befoie the 
e rec t ion is com 
pletely lo'-i. lloir; <u\ 
lo Ihc. condoiv \st'.ei-i 
withdiii'rtiiui 
Do nol allow the 
condom or penis lo 
touch your partner'.s 
(jcnital area Dis5x)«' 
o( condom cireluUy 
during pregnancy, or if mking the pill 
or anubiotics etc. 
Symptoms 
watery/sticky discharge 
• itching/burning sensation when urinat-
ing 
• may have no symptoms 
Treatment 
• antibiotics 
• can be prevented by the use of con-
doms 
Complications 
• if left untreated can lead to infertility 
in both males and females. 
Pelvic Innammalory Disease (P.l.D.) 
Cause 
• untreated STD's (e.g. chlamydia) 
where the infection spreads to the cer-
vix, uterus, fallopian tubes and ovaries 
Tran.smis.sion 
• sexual contact as it is mosUy caused 
by STD's. 
Symptorns 
• steady pain (not cramping) in the lower 
part of the abdomen 
• pain can be mild or severe and can in-
crca.sc when you move suddenly e.g. 
laughing, snec/ing, exercising etc. 
• the pain may be worse on one side 
• also may have bloating of the lower 
abdomen, fever, chills, abnormal vagi-
nal discharge, bleeding between peri-
ods, pain during sex and when going to 
the toilet, cramps, back pain 
• you may be having uouble falling 
pregnant 
• there may be no symptoms al all. 
Treatment 
• antibiotics 
• hospitalisation if very severe 
Complications 
• can cause scarring of the fallopian 
tubes which can lead to: 
a) ectopic pregnancies (i.e. pregnancies 
in the wrong place) iis the egg gets stuck 
in the lube and Uierefore implanis there. 
b) infertility. 
Scabies 
NB This is not always an STD 
Cau.se 
• Sarcoptcs scabby mite. The female 
burrows under lhe skin and lays eggs. 
Transmission 
• close skin coniaci 
Symptoms 
• iiching • usually worst when warm as 
this is when the bugs arc more active 
e.g. after a warm balh/showc/ or in bed 
• the mites like warm moist areas such 
as between the fingers, in finger creases 
and the groin. 
Diagnosis 
• lotion from a chemLst 
• the itch may persist for a while after 
U"eatmeni so don't panic and over treat. 
However, if it persists for more dian 2-
> 3 weeks see your doctor 
• wash bedding and clothes that have 
been in contiict with the mites in hot wa-
ter and hang in the sun to dry. 
Syphilis 
Cause 
• a bacteria called ireponcma palladium 
Transmission 
• sexual contact (most common) 
• mother to baby 
• conuict wilh infected blood or some-
times open sores 
Symptoms 
• about2l days after infccuon, sores will 
appear ai the point of the infection 
These will disappear by themselves 
widiin a couple of weeks. This is called 
primary syphilis 
• the sores can be inside the vagina and 
hence go unnoticed 
• the next stage is called secondary 
syphilis and occurs aboul 6->8 weeks 
afterwards. The most common symptom 
of this stage is a rash on the palms of 
the hands, soles of the feet and face 
Fever, headaches and general aches tuul 
pains can also be present or there may 
be no symptoms at all. 
Treatment 
•penicillin 
Complications 
• if left unueated you can go on to dc 
velop tertiary syphilis which can affect 
almost any organ in the body and has a 
variety of symptoms. This was once a 
major cause of insanity but thankfully 
nowadays with regular STD checks 
available, icrtiary symphitis is rare. 
Thrush 
NB: This is not always an STD 
Cau.se 
• overgrowth ofa fungus called Candida 
albicans 
'Transmission 
• many women naturally carry this or-
ganism in their vagina when the envi-
ronment oflhe vagina is altered the fun-
gus can overgrow e.g. when uiking the 
pill, at points during the menstrual cy-
cle, after taking aniibiotics dial kill off 
the natural bacteria, if you arc a dialx i^ic 
and somciimes for no known cause 
• it can also be .sexually transmiiied 
Symptoms 
• female • itching and soreness around 
the vagina 
- thick whitish vaginal discharge 
• male • thrush is more common in 
uncircumciscd males as it can grown 
under the foreskin. It has a diick whit-
ish appearance. 
Treatment 
• creams from the chemist on prescrip-
tion 
• wear cotton underwear and avoid too 
many light fitting pants 
• in mild cases natural yoghurt can be 
applied to the area to give relief. Includ-
ing yoghurt in your diet can also be ben-
eficial. 
Trichomoniasis 
Cau.se 
• an organism called trichomonas 
vaginalis (Trich) 
Tran.smi.ssion 
• sexual coniaci - prevented by condoms 
Symptoms 
• female - abnormal vaginal discharge 
which is usually frodiy and light yel-
low to yellowy-green in colour 
- an offensive smell 
- there may also be itchiness iuound the 
vagina 
- may have no symptoms 
• males - usually have no symptoms 
- may have pain when urinating 
Treatment 
• antibiotics 
Points to Remember 
• STD's can be transmiiied by any form 
of sexual contact including anal and oral 
sex as well as vaginal sex. 
• Prevention is always lhe best option 
as some STD's have nasty complica-
tions so it is important to use safe sex 
practices (i.e. use a condom). Avoid sex 
with people who have genital warts and 
herpes sores on areas that will not be 
protected by a condom and remember 
that pubic lice and .scabies are also not 
prevented by condoms. 
• If you think you have an STD, avoid 
having sex and sec your doctor. Il's also 
advisable to avoid sexual contact whilsl 
you are being u-eated for an STD and 
only continue having sex once you have 
been rc-icstcd to show you are cured. 
• If you're in a relationship with .some-
one and you discover you have an STD 
it is important that your partner under-
goes ueatment as well even if diey have 
no symptoms as some infections arc si-
lent. 
• Since you don't always show .symp-
toms of STD's it is importani if you arc 
having sex that you have regular check-
ups with your doctor, .sexually active 
females should also have a pap smear 
once a year. 
r' '1 
i For more information contact: | 
I Uni Health Service on 365 6210 i 
I Venereal Disease Clinic I 
I 484 Adelaide St I 
I Male - 227 7091 i 
: Female - 227 7095 
I AIDS Medical Unit 1 
I Health & Welfare Building | 
I 63 Georse St i 
I 224 5516. I 
I I 
Thanks to SWISI and the National 
Hcaldi and Medical Research Council. 
VIRGIN ON THE RIDICULOUS 
Il seems a little incongruous that on 
a page devoied to the wonderful non 
mysiKrious details of sexual diseases 
and all lhing.s bright and latex that 
ihere's an ariicic on virginiiy. Ix:l's 
face il, mosl people hold die altitude 
thai if you've read part one of ibis 
page, you're not really going to care 
about part two arc you? Or are you? 
Sex is one of the mo,si unavoidable 
subjecis in modern society. O-Week 
maicrials arc full of it. My orienta-
tion year was the O-Week of Love, 
most O-wcek bags come complete 
with a condom, and the cmpha.sis on 
the sexual side of the Toga is qu'tc 
nauseating'. Put il away boys. 
So most of you would have passed 
through the Schoolie.s week ritual re-
bellion^ and are now on the brink 
of sexual discovery ai ihc University. 
Now let's get one ihing clear here. 
Sex is voluntary. Sex is nol compul-
sory. Sex docs not improve your 
G.P.A. (in some cases it lowers it) Sex 
is not the be all and end all of Uni-
versiiy life. O.K.? 
\Vhich gets to the ne.xi point, you are 
legal for,sex ai l6, bui not nece.s.sar-
ily ready (or inieresied) unlil much 
later in life, 'lhe pressure and cxpct-
lation on people lo be sexually ac-
tive is enormous. Ju.st go window 
shopping at the new.sagenl, (;ico. 
Cnrlfricnd, Co.smo .\'ew Idea, Women 
Weekly, Au.slralian Posl elc ad 
nau.seuni. Todiou.s. lias anyone been 
able to buy a magazine recently willi-
out a .sexual advice column? The 
word overkill comes i(5 mind. 
So whal can a virgin do? .Anylhing 
they wanl lo actually. I should know. 
You may have guessed thai I'm a vir-
gin. And ['rn perfectly normal in ihe 
faci I'm not obse.s.sed by sex, or ihat 
at age 21, 1 bavcn'l been inieresied 
in .sexual activity^ and can couni my 
.sexual partners as one hand. And be-
by Stephen Dann, Editor of Semper, and 
longtime professional virgin. 
(21 years in ihe trade actually.) 
fore the lired old cliches are iroiied 
out about my desirability I have had 
two options, one 1 declined, one I 
avoided by not gelling into a siiua-
lion of sexual pressure. I ley, it ain't 
easy being a virgin. .\oi everyone's 
gol the endurance to go the distance 
Advantages of Virginity 
Risk of pregnancy - nil'' 
Hisk of Sexualh''Iransmittcd Diseases 
- very limitcd^^ 
Vcr^ ' Iiule need to spend money on 
contraception (Cost cutting) 
Disadvantages 
\ o .sex. Mey I didn't say sex was un-
plea.sani. It's probably a real buzz, I 
just wouldn't know. 
The ever present concern of whedicr 
you're missing out on something. 
Not knowing how the other half lives. 
Sex is not compulsory, and virginity 
i.s a one ofa kind experience. Don'i 
feel pressured inlo losing il because 
"ever>'one else has". Hubbish. There's 
a least one other virgin oul there. l-:n-
joy life • bul don'l do anything un-
less you really want lo do it - life is 
lo short for regrels. .S 
• Let's gel real fiere, A bunch ol drunk, ditiy, 
pimply ex-high school kids you wouldn't 
touch with a batge pole normally let alone 
sleep with suddenly believe they're iho 
Gods' gilt lo Ihe world as some lorm ol 
sexual dynamo 
^ There's real joke. Any rebellion thai has 
specilic price guides and hotel lales lacks 
spontaneity. 
"I have an aversion to catching diseases 
actually. 
"* And it you did get an immaculate concep-
lion. you get al least iwo thousand years ol 
lame, and a very talented child 
^ AIDS is a nasty little virus and can get you In 
a variety olways. 
This is page 11 
Well whBiB do I start? There are two sub-
jects that are gjaranteed to grab people's 
attention when presented on Ihe front 
page of any major newspaper and that is 
either drugs or sex. Here I'm going to talk 
aboul drugs. Drugs have been around for 
as long as some hairy ape has been 
chewing plants, munching on certain 
mushrooms, and ealing fermented fruit. 
In Africa even elephants have been seen 
eating fermented fruit and getti.ng very 
drunk on them. Believe me, there is noth-
ing funnier than a 10 tonne elephant wob-
bling along before collapsing. 
WAKE UP AND SMELL THE COFFEE PEOPLE!!! 
Like it or nol drugs are oul Ihere h circu-
lation and they are available. This is not 
an advertisement or my way of corrupt-
ing young minds bul my attempt at an in-
formative article to try and tell people 
what's out Ihere. They are nol for every-
one, a lot of people can have a brilliant 
time without artificial help but you should 
be able lo make an informed decision. 
In this article I won't attempt to cover eve-
rything about mind altering substances 
but I hope to cover some of Ihe back-
ground for the uninitiated so that if Ihey 
want to try some, they know what to ex-
pect. Many thanks must go to Dr Anihony 
Arklay for his help and medical opinions 
in the writing of this article 
WHAT'S OUT THERE? 
The big one, ALCOHOL, the most widely 
used and abused drug on campus, People 
have a tendency to drink the almighty 'piss' 
as though its going out of style. Mosl peo-
ple don't have just a drink, they have lo try 
and drink out the bar. It rapidly gels lo the 
stage where people end up havirg abso-
lutely no idea eilher who they are, what they 
are doing here, or what is causing that 
warm, wet feeling in their trousers. 
At first, alcohol makes people more re-
laxed, talkative, friendly and less inhibited. 
After more alcohol; the world gets fuzzy, 
you lose control of your limbs, and your 
ability to string any two thoughts together 
begins lo go. Too much and you gel dizzy. 
nauseous, damn tired and Irying to fo-
cus on anything at all makes you suddenly 
realize that gravity works and pass out. 
Sexually ak»hol can get you into some 
readly bad problems. The ugly dork with 
the really bad jokes can sometimes ap-
pear like the love god incarnate. This can 
encourage you to do something that will 
make you want to bite your arm off atthe 
shoulder the next morning rather lhan 
wake nem up. It will also earn you the 
biggest payouts o! you Ills. There is also 
the risk of passing out somewhere only 
to find a complete stranger on top of you 
doing something that is called RAPE and 
a dollar lo a sailed peanut says thai they 
don't believe in safe sex. The really bad 
thing aboul getting absolutely hammered 
is spending all your money to throw up 
everywhere, and lo wake up the next 
morning lo find out what it is like to be 
dying wilh only fragments of a memory 
of what you did last night. Bad karma. 
The second biggest one on campus, 
NICOTINE. I really have no idea why 
people smoke, il slinks, it makes you stink, 
it is fatal given time, and according to the 
smokers I know il does nothing for you 
except the occasional headspin. 
Headbutting walls does tl.al for some 
people too bul I haven't seen to much of 
that going on around campus. 
The most comnnon form of nicotine is the 
leaves of the tobacco plant, either chopped 
and dried and placed in dean kwking ciga-
rettes or dries and rolled into cigars or just 
chopped for people lo do whatever they 
want to wilh it. Contrary to the advertising, 
cigarettes are anything but dean and fresh 
and almost never make you look attrac-
tive lo prospective partners (unless of 
course Ihey have partaken of copious 
quantities of alcohol, in wnich case even 
Mr Ed can look attractive) 
0 .K., so I am very biased about this but I have 
seen 4 of my relatives and friends die from 
smoking. I have also tried to chat up one too 
many girls who reke of smd<e with a durry 
hanging out o? their mouths. They also taste 
Eke an ashtray. Weil hey, that's me. 
CAFFEINE, the stuff that some people 
swear by. Many a student has been kept 
adive late at nighl to complete an assign-
ment or to urgently cram in some last 
ninute studying before an exam. Caffeine 
is found in coffee, lea, cola drinks, and 
some over-the-counter tablets like No-
Doz, It can help keep you awake but il 
doesn't always help vou think dearer. One 
of my friends had to do some last minute 
studying for a maths exam and so 
crammed and popped No-Doz for the 
whole night Next morning hs went intothe 
exam, and wrote his name on every page 
in the answer book, asked for another and 
wrote his name on every page in that book. 
This took just over an hour, he handed il 
in and left the exam. Believe it or not, he 
actually failed that exam miserably. 
Caffeine is also addic^ve. Once addicted, 
the sufferer get headaches, irritable and 
can't sleep, it can also cause everything 
from stomach upsets to encourage ulcers. 
NITROUS OXIDE is a commonly used 
general anesthetic. It comes in gas can-
isters that can be put in soda bottles. II is 
a bit rough and impure but considering 
Ihat it 13 meant to fill a cream dispenser 
rather than for human use, it is not really 
surprising. Available from Coles or 
Wollies, il gives a rush that lasts only 
aboul 30 seconds or so. However it can 
be dangerous il used in large amounts 
or often as it is nol pure and some oxides 
oi nitrogen can be toxic. 
II is also available from CIG as refills for 
car superchargers but to get it ifom tfiem 
you need lo sign a form that says that you 
are not going to inhale it. You also need 
a pressure regulator or else the high pres-
sure gas will blow a hole in the back of 
your head. Not generally considered a 
wise way of having a good time, il can 
really bring a tear to your eye. 
Make sure that if you wanl to try this, the 
box of bulbs says 'nitrous oxide bulbs' as 
Ihere are also carbon dioxide bulbs that if 
you inhale, is fatal. 
These next substances are not quite con-
doned by the law. If you are caught with 
enough of Ihese drugs or implements to 
use them (other lhan needles) you are in 
some really deep shit here!! You are look-
ing at some heavy fines, a crim nal record, 
and the possibility ol some hard time. If 
you want to try these drugs, be careful. 
M A R I J U A N A (or WEED, MULL, 
GUNJA, elc) is the staple diet of the uni 
drug culture and the third most common 
drug on campus. It can be found almost 
every where and can growjusl about any-
where in this latitude. Itis found in many 
forms, tbe best of which is the unpolfinated 
flowers from the female plant (it has no 
seeds). The resin, dried plant sap, is the 
nexl best part ot the plant followed by 
chopped and dried leaf and then the 
stalks, However the leaf tends to be 
rather wussy and stalks wouldn't even get 
a fly high. 
It can be ealen or smoked but smoking is 
generally better however smoking it has 
the same health risks as smoking ciga-
rettes bul you need far less of it. II can 
be smoked either inroll-ups, jonls, bongs 
or buckets. One bucket can take even the 
most bogus leaf and turn it into killer 
weed. It laKes loo long to describe the 
ritual of the bucket here so find a friend 
who knows about it to show you. 
One warning, some species of weed can 
have hallucogenic properties, in particu-
lar the type called "Yellow Fuzz' so named 
due to the yellow fuzz growing on the 
leaf I once had a very scary experience 
where I saw naked grannies chasing af-
ter me, wanting my body. This was not 
quite my scene so I panicked. My friend 
who 1 was with at the time was not any 
help as he was in a jet fighter taking over 
Africa wher I needed him the mosl. 
Now for the pill poppers, the AMPHETA. 
MINES or uppers. These can always be 
found and can turn the dullest day into 
the non-step hell ride giving you more 
energy than you've ever had before in 
your life. You can go up so high and go 
so fast thai it really blows your mind. 
However, remember what Newton said 
whal goes up must come down and the 
bigger the high, the harder the fail. 
It often comes in a sugar-like ayslalline 
powder and can be swallowed, snorted 
or injected directly into the veins. Again 
like all illegal drugs the quality is unknown 
and if you inject into the vein, once its in 
you can't pull out and the risks are huge. 
According to users that I know, you never 
inject amphetamines if you enjoy life. 
12. 
-"^^Siis^-'— 
SPEED is probably the beslknown of this 
category. It has had legal use in America 
and parts of Europe as everything from 
an Epilepsy 'cure' to a 'mirade' diet pill 
neither of which uses worked very well. 
It can keep you awake and buzzing for 
hours, and then leave you staring at the 
ceiling trying to sleep for an eternity. Then 
on the v/ay down you go so low that a 
slow and agonized death by having your 
guts slowly devoured by a squadron of 
army ants is a huge improvement. So 
users often have another hil just as they 
start to go down. Thus a viscous circle is 
continued. However it :s really amazing 
what a week of sleep deprivation and ex-
treme malnutrition can do to a person's 
personality. 
The designer drug ECSTACY is prob-
ably only slightly less well known than 
speed. This lakes anywhere from ha!f and 
nour to an hour to kick in and then the 
subject goes completely nuts at50ul who-
ever ana wnatever is nearest. Eccy is 
prooably most usee ai the oance parlies 
thai are around the place wnere the DJ's 
often play the game of 'spot lhe fool not 
on E'. II has even nad a song wnllen 
about it, Ebane^er Good oy the Shamen. 
As for use, con l cuy capsuies just buy 
tabs and suck on tnem ano have some-
one Close that you iove. 
Now lor Ihe orugs that made the 60's, 
hallucogens. The most famcus hallucino-
gen is lysergic acio diethylamide or LSD-
25, This was found almost by acddent to 
have hallucinogenic properties by ils in-
ventor, Alben Hoffman in 1943. Upon this 
discovery, in the 50's it was used to simu-
late schizophrenia in 'normal' volunteers 
to test new drugs but eventually sneaked 
into the public for recreational use. The 
standard dose of add is extremely small, 
normally 250 micrograms or 250 millions 
of a gram. This is normally soaked on a 
piece of paper or cart), often with a pretty 
picture on i|. However, due to Ihe illegal 
nature of the dmg, you may not get a large 
enough dose or too much of a dose, or a 
dose so Impure its not funny. 
Pop a tab and the irind alteration begins. 
Don't be alarmed if it doesn't hit in imnne" 
diately as it can take anywhere between 
45 minutes to 2 hours to kick in depend-
ing on your bodytype. Don • ever think 
thai jus! Decause ncthing has happenec 
after a tew minutes you snouid have an-
other, as that is a gooo way to O.D anc 
gel very paranoio. It too has nad songs 
written auout it. probably tne oest Know 
isthe Beatles classic, Lucy in the Sky with 
D amonas but the mosl oescriplivo is 
Jefferson Airplanes, While Rabbil. 
3 miiariy for MUSHROOMS, certain 
species can nave mind altering proper-
ties but be very, very careful as almost all 
species of fungi are toxic in some way or 
another so if you want lo try them, gel 
someone who knows to show you v.fhal 
to have and what to do. 
NOTE: if yoiJ want to try a trip, never do 
it alone. Make sure that you are in a safe, 
calm area with peopie that you know and 
trust and at least one person who is on 
the ground. That 'ground person' is the 
control to tell you what is real and what is 
not. They are there to stop you freaking 
out and thinking that those tiying monsters 
are not real and to stop you from trying 
lo fly out a 20 story window. Also LSD and 
IVlushies have an active ingredient that is 
fat soluble, this means that unused drugs 
are stored in the fat cells of the body. 
Some lime down ths track, say 10-20 
years from now, wnen your body uses 
the fal storea in Ihat ceil, the Acid goes 
back inlo the system and you ca.i trip 
when you are lolaiiy unprepared like say 
when you are driving oown the roao Not 
a neaithy lhin;5 :o nave nappen. 
Now for Ihe stuff that the Americans K'I 
ihemselves over, COCAINE. This .s 
some senous shit thai 1 would recammenc 
avoiCing like Ihe piague. As far as nea.lh 
is concerned, I would rather snort aciO as 
1 would probably do less oamage to your 
Oody. Besides, if it is somelhinc thai the 
Yanks go crazy over (like grid iron anc 
baseball) I'd avoid it on principle, it wiJ 
keep you awake like speed and blovi* your 
ego up until you Ihink that Jesus was your 
offspring and that the v/orid 'evolves 
around you (like Americans normally). Al 
Ihe price that this stuff goes for, around 
3280 pel gram, mosi students need lo 
wail until they have the law degree or 
political career that can pay for the habil. 
Now for the one that is often Ihe most fa-
tal. HEROIN. This and MORPHINE 
are derivatives of the poppy plant and are 
used in medicine as the extrervely pow-
edul pain killers that they are (interest-
ingly enough, Tasmania has the largest 
legal poppy field in the western world). If 
used tor recreational use. It has to be in-
jected directly into the vein. As mention ed 
earlier, sticking any illegal drug inlo your 
arm is very risky but for this stuff, even 
more so. 1 don't know if any of you re-
member this but in the beginning of last 
ye ar so me unusual ly pure 'hammer' came 
on the market ana users were dying eve-
rywfhere as the difference betv/een a 'safe' 
and lethal dose is quile small. 
MQS\ of the other drugs mentionea are 
mainly psychologically addictive - you 
need Ihe feeling of being "out of it' lo be 
allright - but 'hammer', like caffeine and 
coke, Is physically addictive as well - your 
body needs It to be able to function 
smoothly. Addicts on pure stuff, injected 
frequently can live an almost completely 
normal lite hov/ever only the bloody rich 
can do this, like the guy in Ben Ehon's 
book, Stark. Trying to hold down a 9 to 5 
;ob wf-ile furnishing a S5C0 per wook habit 
IS not lhe easiest oi tasks lo do while stay-
ing Insiae ihe law. Most users nave lo re-
sort lo prostilulior or deaiing ano the in-
lerent nsKS that thai involves; for exam-
pie, ir Syorey there -s a place near me 
Cross called 'the Wall' vvhere male pros-
titutes go. Al mosl a.l oi these guys (a; least 
the ones iveini'Kec to when backpacKirg'; 
are nelerosexual heroin aoccls that neec 
the dr^g to GO the sex to gel the money ic 
get Ihe drug tc do the sex tc gel the 
Tioney rcl oleasani. 
if you want lo use any injecting orwgs. 
DON'T FUCK UP! ALWAYS use ciean 
.needlss, Ihey are available free Irom tne 
needle exchange in Chinaiov/n or me one 
al RoTia Streel, next aoor to the ^olice 
Station or the Uni Medical Service. You 
can take your used needles there for safe 
aisposal Of put them into Ihose bright yel-
,ow containers in some oublic toilets like 
the ones in the mall. You can also buy 
clean nceales trom some chemisis for 
aboul 50 cents. If for some reason you 
can't get a dean needle in an emergency, 
NEVER SHARE NEEDLES UN-
LESS YOU HAVE A DEATH WISH. 
WASH THREE TIMES IN WATER, 
THREE TIMES IN BLEACH AND 
THREE TIMES IN WATER AGAIN. 
Well that's about it. Remember people, if 
al anytime someone offers you drugs, 
this includes all the legal ones loo, and if 
you don't feel good about it, tall them all 
toblowitoultheirrinijandgo gfllfud<ed!!! 
B E Z 
13. 
Voluntary Student Unionism 
14. 
l-TorcnccAHiJts: Somcl'houghtson Voluntary 
Student Unionism 
Semper Editors shil mc right off.! wis siuing al 
home minding my own business rcccntJy when 
one rang rr.c and asked mc to write an article. 
Fine I thought Nice easy .smry, something of a 
ficiional nature, maybe abijul two pages long. 
When I mentioned Uiis and cxprcs.sccl my cntJiu-
siasm iJKrc was a siighl pause.... folkwcd by a 
malkrwus litUc cackle. Odd, 1 ihoughu II seemed 
even more odd when lhe cackle dcvetopcd into 
one of Ihc ifiroaiiest, mo.si evil arxl malcvolcni 
laughs my poor ciffs have ever heard. "No no no 
no no." he said "Wc want you lo write an article 
on VolunUny Smdcni Unionism." Shil! 
IJon'l get mc wTong.This Is an issue thai I feci 
\'ay strongly about, bul ifie idea of acuially pulling 
Ihc ideas down on paper seemed daunting al first 
The reasoi, for ihLs being thai I have ihoughl about 
this i.ssuc from so many difTaenl angles tliai I 
fciir thai I niay iwl be able U) find a clear line 
thn)ugh whal is really a voy simple Issue. It is an 
i.ssue Ihal I will very much have lo pm onlhc 
back buma for a while ba:au.sc ihis is important 
The issue is quite cuncnl with Western Austral-
ia's VSU Icgisladon inlo it's second reading in 
their upper iiousc and die Vicloriari Government 
already pulling pen lo paper on UK Issue. So for-
give mc if l^ iis piece lakes on a meandering am-
vcnaimnal naiurc I promise I won 'i gel too wanky 
(as some of my friends have reminded me 1 have 
a tendency lo do) and I'll try lo make the whole 
Ihing as intCTCiting as possible. All you have lo 
do Ls open your mind jusi a litde and continue to 
rcatl. 
The bit on freedom 
At the base of eveiything which moiivaics mc lo 
sujjpon Voiuntary Student Unionism, is the be-
lief tliai people should Ix; free lo make their own 
decisions. Free to say whal they wanl free lo read 
whal Uicy want free 10 sec whal ihey want to 
listen IO whal iliey want aixi free to associaic with 
whom ihcy please. CompuLsoiy Student Union-
ism prevcnLs any student from doing ihis. It re-
moves from the individual tl>e right to not join 
the union if the individual docs noi support the 
actions oflhe union. 
So il Ls al this point thai tnosi of the arguments 
between VSU supporters and CSU supporters 
start The latter stan calling the fomicr unron 
bashers and whal follows would make akir,dcr-
gartcn sand box argumenl took like a debate in 
the House of Lords. It's ugly, and messy and noth-
ings gets solved. For supportcrsof VSU, the ques-
tion of voluntary membership is divorced from 
whether the union is working or not or whether 
OT nol il should exist Iia^mcs bom a more all 
encompassing belief thai people should not be 
forced U) join an organisation against Iheir will. 
This Ls a sentiment tiiai is echoed by the United 
Nations and Amnesty international. 
' 1. Everyone has tlic right lo peaceful as,sembly 
and assodaJon; and 
2. No pereon should lie forced to join an org;ini-
saiion* 
(United Nalions DecUvaiion on Human Rights, 
Article 20) 
I don't think anything there is overly ambiguous. 
If the UN and Amnesty think ihal it is a violation 
of human rights, why do wc still have it? This is 
where it starts to get messy, people. Tedious and 
Messy. Like 1 said before, diis needn't be lhe case 
because this is an issue which really goes to the 
basic qucsiwn of freedom of clioicc. None the 
lass. I shall examine some of the spurious argu-
ments advanced for CSU and give you the VSU 
response. 
People need unioas and CSU ensures Ihat they 
exist 
This gets back to the union bashers argument 
again. According lo the CSU supporters, those 
whosuppon VSU arc cs'il union bashcis who wanl 
lo see all people stripped of their rights, students 
weak and disadvantaged, lighis oul by 7:30 with 
everybody lucked into bed and too bad if you 
didn't go lo the loilel before beddmc, there will 
be no glasses of water for you al dinner tomor-
row. The argument continues lo say thai without 
these compulsorily acquired funds ihc union 
would wither and die. If this was to happen sui-
dcnts would be grossly disadvantaged because 
cvayonc uses the union. Therefore pcqilc who 
sup^xjrt the removal of the comp ulsray fee struc-
ture support this fascist suipping of rights, there-
fore VSU = fascism... QED. 
He that wrote on the side of VSU 
Michael Huet 
I bet you're skiing there going. "Whal the FUCK 
is t'lis guy on?f!" Forgive mc if thai iasi bit 
sounded a bit extreme, but I did it so you can get 
an understanding of the type of rhetoric wliich 
has been thrown at VSU supporters like myself 
in tic past First and for most let mc tell you that 
VSU supporters arc not Union bashers. Quite the 
contrary, we believe in the existence of strong un-
ions, bccau.sc people do need the strength pro-
vided by them. What we don'l believe in is the 
idea thai the strongcsi urjon is lo be acluevcd hy 
levying a compu Isory ch argc on it's constituency. 
The strongest union is lo be achieved under a sys-
lem of volunutry participation. Why? Well I'm 
glad you asked 
A system of volunuiry participation means thai 
each year the organisation has to entice pctrplc to 
joir.. People only spend their money on things 
thai they want or need, therefore the union would 
be guaraniceti of providing a wanl or need if peo-
ple ended up joining. To gei more people to join 
ihey must saiisfy more wants :ind necds.Thc vol-
untary system ensures a rcprescntaiivc and dy-
namic organisaiion. The compulsor>' sy.stcm 
means dial things happen much more slowly and 
that in many cases the organisation is a stagnant 
an unrcsportsivc one, spending students' money 
ca things which do nol represent the wishes of 
the majority. You'll notice thai I used the wcrd 
yvishes in thic prevwus sentence. The reason I did 
js to counter another of the arguments put for-
ward by proponents of CSU. 
The analogy which is often used here is based on 
uxaiion, so for want of abetter tcnn I'llcal! it the 
uxaiion argument II is argued that lhe SSC (Stu-
dent Service Charge) is like a tax. People in the 
real world arc forced lo pay laxcs and in so doing 
support things which tlicy may nol agree with. 
The SSC iJiercfore is like a tax. Sound pretty con-
vincing? Yes?! Well don't be sucked in! It's nol 
right at all, infact tliis is llic same sort of togic that 
the US Government usai to jusufy it's involve-
ment in Vietnam (no really folks, it's not a war, 
it's a Police Action!), In no way is the SSC tic 
same as a tax. We pay taxes for things like roads, 
train lines, law enforcements etc.. Tilings for 
which there are nol suitable "private alternative". 
The student union doesn't do any of that The 
union provides things which are convenient as 
opposed to ncccssaiy. This is not a statement of 
judgement just one of fact I'm nol saying thai the 
union should nol provide any of dicsc things, all 
I'm saying is, that as a justification for a compul-
sory charge, the "il's like a tax" argument sucks 
lhe big hairy one. 
They claim that without IIJC compulsory charge, 
the marginal groups of the student population 
(Gays, Women, Non-European peoples, lhe 
hand icappcd elc) would cease to receive any sup-
port and tlic ground they have won against their 
disadvanuige would be bs t On the surface this 
may seem like a fair argument but the fact of the 
mailer is ihal iJicsc oigarisalions still cxisi in ihc 
real world withoul the supportof a union super-
structure. They exist on a volunUiry basis gctli,ng 
support from a variety of sources. Whal the un-
ion dies is make it somcwhal easier for ihcm to 
exist by channelling money to ihcir cause, 
Anotiier way of looking al the taxation argument 
of CSU is along slightly more economic lines. If 
the union fee is analogous to a tax, it would be the 
mosl regressive lax ever levied. Imagine if the 
federal Government were to say that eveiyone in 
Australia was to pay $15,000 per year in tcx re-
gardless of income. For lhe rich, this would be a 
mere pittance but for the poor and middle classes 
it would be financially crippling. That is exactly 
the sort of tiling the CSU charge docs, ll says to 
all students regardless of whctlicr they can afford 
il or nol dial ihcy must pay UK same charge to be 
a student II may mean •,hai you don't cat for a 
week or il may be a nKrc annoyance, but )'ou 
must pay. 
More reasons that compulsory .student unton-
ism is WTon}; 
One of the most often cited reasons that CSU is 
wrong is the inherently political naiureof the vari-
ous student unions. Tliis is no more obvious any-
where than here al UQ. When we vote cveiy Sqi -
temba, wc don't ek'ct"Conccmed Students" this 
bizarre Ijrcod of animal docs nol exist in a cam-
pus election sense. In fact, if anyone can find o x 
of these please bring them to the Semper offices 
so that we can contict die appropriate authorities 
and arrange for an adequate breeding program to 
be organised. NO, what we elect evcy year are 
student politicians. This is nol to say that student 
politicians arcn'lor can'I be concerned aboui peo-
ple, quite the opposito in fact 
What I am saying is that when push comes to 
shove and they have to spend stime money, they 
will spend it to best ensure thai they will be re-
clecied. Tliis is the subtle art of polilics.Thc spend-
ing usually goes to' Bases', groups of people that 
can be idenlified by one common shared charac-
tcrisuc. Gelling one of these bases is sort of like 
getting a piece of a jigsaw puzzle. Get enough 
bases and you eventually get elcclcd. Right-wing 
teams like BMT, TRI. ABD and Spectrum typi-
cally direct ilieir spending toward Colleges and 
fxullies like Commerce, Engineering and Ag. 
Science. Left-wing teams such as Reform, SAC, 
SEA and FOCUS typically dirccl their spending 
towand less defined groups like Gays and Lesbi-
ans and feminisis and fxultics like SciciKC and 
Arts. They don'l do it during the elcclton cam-
paign because this would probably mean spend-
ing their own money. WTiat they cto is gel elected 
arid then spend sludenls compulsorily acquired 
fees on these are;Ls. What is wrong wiili this you 
may ask? Nothing much except the fact that the 
money is spent for polilicai gain raiha than where 
it is mosl needed. 
A movement lo a voluntary siruclurc would re-
move this political nature almost completely, ll 
makes the organisation more responsive to tlic 
consiiiucncy. Rather than wonying aboul how to 
win the nexl eleciion, the union would be worry-
ing aboul how best to represent il's members to 
ensure the mosl income. After all there is only 
one thing thai money really exists to do, thai is 
aid us in satisfying wanis and needs. It is fairly 
safe to assume thai if you doi't want a need some-
thing Ihen you won't spend your money on it 
Therefore if the union docs nol promise to saiisfy 
wh at you want or need you will nol sjxnd money 
on it..QED, 
It is also claimed by CSU supporters t'lat ihc un-
ion is there to empower students. The reality is 
far from this however, Tho compulsory structure 
dkcn^pov.'cre stiidcnis. Because il is compulso-
rily acquired, it removes the need for responsibil-
ity, Tne unton ofTicials know thai no matter whal 
they do the union still has more than enough 
money to do whalcvcr tJic hell it wanls. The fxl 
thai very few sttidcnis vole also enables them to 
write off large sectioas of the people who finan-
cially support the union, with seeming impunity. 
Following on from the point of lhe previous para-
graph, if ihcunion is a voluntary stniciurc, it closes 
the gap between tliosc who run il and those who 
support it The executives of the student union 
arc removed from their 'ivory towers' and actu-
ally have to suTrito cam their keep. 
Conclusion 
Well. 1 suppose thai 1 could go on but I tliink thai 
I have said enough for the moment Besides, I've 
gol to givcManin achancctohavchissay.There 
will be a bit more from mc later on when I get to 
rebut a few of Jic things that M artin has said (just 
as he will get the chance to rebut a few of the 
things 1 have said). Until then I just want to leave 
you witfi a bil of a summary of the issues I have 
brought up. 
VSU is about the individuals freedom to associ-
ate with whomever and whatever Ihey wantThis 
is a right that is guaranteed by the United Nations 
and Amnesty International. Compulsory Sujdcnt 
Unionism removes this right from the individual 
by forcing a person to join an organisation against 
their will, TTic claim ilial an individual can sdU 
exercise choice by voting is spurious as this re-
quires soniconc to opt oul raihcr than opt in to the 
organisation. 
A voluntary siruciure would ensure a more dy-
namic and responsive associadon. The possibil-
ity of tlic organisation not having aiy money 
would mean that thase who mn it would be more 
concerned with satisfying students wants and 
needs than political ends. TTiis also raises the point 
that student unions arc inherently political organi-
sadons which ensures ihat student union money 
is spent to win elections raihcr than scr^ tt students. 
II is spurious to compare a student organisation to 
the wider community because there is nothing 
thai the union provides which is necessary as op-
posed to convenient To say thai the suidcnls serv-
ices charge is like a tax is to say that k is the most 
regressive and unfair lax ever conceived. 
The compulsory fee structure also discmpowcrs 
students by forcing them to contribute money to 
an organisaiion they have no failh in, 
Fmaiiy, let me cndon a vc-ry imporianl note. Un-
derlying all 0 f the above is Ihc concept of respect 
and responsibility. This is not so enormous or 
weighty as it .sounds because our whole society 
really rests on the same iwo things. Remember-
ing this sort of counters the claim that the ideas I 
have put forward in this article arc "all fine in 
theory, bul in the real world this would nol hap-
pen". Our legal system. The whole way society is 
strucmrcd rests on respect for others and a in-
grained sense of responsibility to your fellows. 
This is the exact thing Ihal all those who talk of 
"the social contract" mean when they claim soci-
ety is crumbling around us. People tiy to legislau: 
the klca of iTOpcciandresponsibility into law wlien 
bolli of 'Jicsc things arc really carried and Uiught 
I like to believe that university students arc not as 
burdened by tJic cynicism as the older genera-
tion. By Mid large students believe and rccogtusc 
the neod for people to sdck together and the ben-
efits thai accrue from this, I find it hard to believe 
that more lhan a few sludenls would "bludge on 
their males" by not joining the student union. It is 
their responsibility and an op|x)iiuiiily to show 
Iheir respect for other students. While VSU de-
pends (Ml respect and responsibility, il also has a 
greal deal to do wilh promoting them. 
Well that's it from mc, I really hope I made you 
think about his issue even if you don'l agree with 
me. 
THE RESPONSE 
ll appears thai whal Michael produced was, af-
ter all, of a fictional nature. 
Like most economic rationalists, he makes the 
assumption Ihal all things can be measured in 
icrms o.'"doll ar equivalents. This is un true. Thca> 
is simply no way you can measure the pnxluc-
tivity of a service like lhe accommodation 
nodccboard run by the Wclfa-e area. This itfca is 
not being mfjir: productive or fiscally itsponsi-
blc if one year 1000 students are evicted from 
their homes instoad of 500 the previous year. 
The freedom of Ass<Kiatton bit is completely 
misleading. Students arc no raoa; forced to idcn-
dfy wilh Ihc actions of their elcclcd student Un-
ion lhan wc arc all forced to identify with the 
actions of our various governments. The n;al 
question is the mailer of how the payment by 
students tor student services is best organised. 
Incidentally the UN charter on human rights 
would also imply ihal abortion and cannabis asc 
should be decriminalised so il woiJd be nice to 
see Ihc Liberals campaigning on Ihesc issues. 
Michael's response to the taxation analoj*}' al-*« 
misses Ihc poinl cnliicly. University campuses, 
especially ours, arc so geographically isolated 
thai ihcy arc indeed like smaJJ indcpcndeni aiiii-
munides and the student Union (alongside lhe 
University Senate) fulfils many functions simi-
lar to a local government Almost all of the aiun-
sclling and welfare services he talks aboul in the 
outside world are in fact al least partially gov-
ernment funded. The fact that many of the stu-
dent Union's operations arc ixm privatoly out-
side Uni docs not imply thai 'private' is better. 
As I mentioned, the campus is of such a size thai 
any private opcralor would be as much of a mo-
nopoly as the student Union is. 
Michael's discussion of the politkal nature of 
the Unton is illiiminaling only for this insight 
into how he, and presumably oiha conservatives 
view the Unioa To say thai requiring a body U) 
persuade people to job il makes it fulfil its func-
tions niorccffcciivcly is completely untrue. One 
only need look at how the campus Liberal Club 
give away free Friday memberships in order to 
persuade people to join. If thcstudent Union was 
in Ihc same siluadon wc can well imagine how 
its cfTons woukl be diverted into similar gim-
micks aimed at increasing membership while 
ignoring the 'bread and butter' issues. Also, as 1 
mcntioncd,succcss in membership numbers one 
year would not ensure success next year, so this 
cITort would be a ncva-ending one, leaving lit-
tle or no time for aclually achieving anything. 
Planning morc than one year down dw track 
would be impossible as the revenue available 
would be completely unknown. 
Martin Bush 
The debate we wanted to have 
The first thing many people notice on enrol-
ment at University is payment oflhe S120 or 
so Studenl Services (Thargc. This payment is 
.SCI and levied by the University and then 
passed on to two bodies, the University of 
Queensland Union (studcnis* Union)and C'ni-
vcrsiiy of Queensland Spons and Physical 
Rcacaiion association (SPRA). In essence, 
the University caiUTxn oul ihcsc two bodies 
to provide the services funded by the Student 
Services Charge. SPRA get S36.50 per se-
mester from each fulllime student in order to 
provide sporting services to siucknts. N'lany 
students wOTder why they have to still pay 
such high admission prices to the pool etc ihink 
Ihal Ihcy do not ga very good val ue for 1 noncy 
from S PRA, and I am inclined to aspcc. How-
ever that is a difTerem argument.^ The Slu-
denls 'Union gets S84 per semester from cxh 
full time siudcni in wderto provide every other 
kind of service - ihe refectories, the Schonell 
Cinema, Clubs and Societies, this student 
newspaper, services for Postgraduates, 
Women students, Pan-time studcnis, 
Childcare xs vices, Aciiviiics, HK Cement Box 
theatre, services al the vcicrinaiy, dental, medi-
cal and engineering schools off campus an; 
all funded by the student Union. I think thai 
all these students get very good value for 
money fa-their S84.2 
For many years, one of the first things many 
studentsntxiced afiCTcnroImcnt was the VSU 
posters the campus coa^rvauves had been 
putting up. Now dial the icvcl of debate has 
reached lhe point where the conservatives 
have boilicrcd telling people that VSU sutnds 
for Voluntary Student Unionism I have beai 
asked to try and explain why 1 'iiink that VSU 
is yet another aiicm; •: by the conservatives to 
stifle debate and bcncfii the privileucd. By 
now, mosl people arc famil:ar wiiFi iho.sc 
catchwords of conservatives today - 'eco-
nomic raliwialism' and 'u.scr-pays'. Pui sim-
ply, these arguments arc "Why should Ipay 
for something from which 1 do not benefit? 
This argumenl makes sense, at first glance. 
However, 1 believe that there arc often major 
difficulties in identifying just who is a 'user' 
and who should pay. Take education as an ex-
ample - HECS was foisted onto the students 
of mis couniry wJOi a 'u.scr-pays' argument. 
However an educated workforce generates 
increased profits for their employers, profits 
far exceeding what lhe graduate is ever likely 
to sec. Companies, however, do not make any 
(lirca conuibution to the cast of cducaiinc 
iheir wakfate. User pays-arguments arc of-
ten used to mask the true users of our eco-
nomic sys'£m fsuiurc to pay iheir sharc.3 
Most argumcnis in favour of voluntary stu-
dent unionism(VSU) run essentially along a 
'user-pays' line. It is claimed that many stu-
dents do not benefit from Uniai seiviccs, and 
thus should noi have lo contribute money to-
wards maning ihcm. I believe thai this alti-
tude is quite misiakcn.Thc student Union ben-
efits the community al large by rounding oul 
a University education and thus providing 
belter students upwi leaving the University. It 
benefits the University by providing services 
for studcnis at acheapcr rate lhan the UnivCT-
siiy themselves could provide them. And it 
benefits all studcnis on campus in a way I wiU 
explain below. 
One of the most important services pinvidcd 
by ihc sludcni Union is rcprcscnuiuon.This 
means arguing for studenl ri^ls al Univer-
sity committee rncctings, malong submissions 
to governments and so fonh. Many gains for 
studcnis in the past and future improvements 
in conditio^ will oily be wonihrough a strong 
studenl Union continuing to lobby the Uni-
versity. These ri^is are enjoyed by all stu-
dents as soon as they step on campus, even 
Ihough they may not be awat they come 
frran the student Union. 
The Student Union also runs inany counsel-
ling services, in Education, Welfare and 
Womcnsareas.Thcse services arc mostlyuscd 
by students in cmergaicy - dxjsc who have 
failed, have been eviaod from their house or 
liavc been sexually attacked, ll is true thai these 
services arc noi used by every siudcni. How-
ever ihcy arc a safety net which no studenl 
can do without. Any studaii may potmiially 
Ix; in need of these services ai any lime, and 
He who wrote against tho VSU 
Martin Bush 
would be .severely di.s;idvaniagcd were lixy 
noi dicrc. In iliis sense, pa>TOCiits luwa'ds 
ihcsc services is like insurance payments - you 
may not ever need to collect, bul tliat docsn'i 
mean thai you would be better off wiilioui it 
The .services I liavc mentioned titxjve could 
not viably be nni by anyone else olher lhan 
lhe Student Union.'*These services Ixniefit all 
students, even ihough all .siudaits may not be 
awiirc of llicm, and if given ihc choice may 
well nol ainiribiuc lowank them. In this sense 
pajTOtmi towards these sca-iccs is like taxa-
tion towards a govcm.mait providing essen-
tial scr\'ices - noix: seems lo ihink ifiai a sys-
iLTn of voluntary uixaiim would work for ihc 
counuy at large, yci ihis is essentially whal is 
being proposed by atK'ocates of VSU. (Ii 
sliould be noted here tkil the 'freedom of as-
sociation' argument used by some am-scn-a-
tivcs is almost oomp!c:ely inelevani - wc arc 
compelled from binli ;o pay tiixcs, get regis-
tered, licensed etc etc. This is ju.it as much of 
an infringement of tlicse riglits. The rcjil i.ssuc 
is the charge that students tire foixxxl lo pay, 
whctlicr tliis is justifial and could il be re-
duced.) 
If VSU were implemcr.lcd, antl many students 
optal not to join, it would mean a .severe re-
duction in .services offened to lhe campits com-
munity. The iidvoaucs of VSU liavc never 
denied ihis. Additionally, il would put the price 
of providing these ser/iccs up, and .so make 
liicm lew efficient For example, when going 
to any Union service, like llie relcciorics, all 
sitdcnis would liavc to have their Union mcm-
ber.ship checked before they liad access to tne 
nxluccd rale for lliai sct '^lce. Imagine how 
much longer that wculd mean wailing in 
lunchiimc cues. Staff could wily be cmploycxl 
on a minimal basis - VSU dcsuroys long icmi 
pLinning for .service provision, because ihc 
numbcr'of people who {^ i lo join the Union 
next year is completely unknown. By levy-
ing an up-froni fee. the studait Union c;ui 
ensure piovision ofa whole range of services 
and sprcatls die cost of liiem over the while 
range of potential users of llie services. VSU 
mcaits provision of a few .services on a full 
cost recovery basis. 
One service which would almo.siccrliiinly go 
would be Semper, llie sludeni newspaper. Ii is 
often claimed thai Se/npcr is too expensive to 
produce, comparal to mainsireiun papers. 
However papers like ihe Courier Mail do not 
make their money from their over the counter 
price - ihey are viable because their mass cir-
culation makes llicm aitractivc lo large 
amounts nf acK'cnising. Seinjxr is a student 
newspaper wiili iitilc appeal outside the cam-
pus community^ and as .such has a limited 
circulation and llius equally limitt^i appeal to 
advertisers.^ 
OihtT services likely tc go arc Clubs and So-
cicues - all clubs would be forced to mn on a 
full cost-recovery basis. Activities - student 
discounts al concerts gone and Orieniaiion 
events curuiileu. The bottom line however, is 
dial the University would be unlikely to sec 
ihese services disiippcar.To do so would make 
lhe University less aitractivc in ihc eyes of 
students lhan competing Universities. Thus 
the University adrnin'isiralion would under-
take to provide these scrvicas. They would 
not do so for free - the co.sts woultJ still be 
passed on to students. These costs would in 
all likelihood be increased, because instead 
of having Student Union olTicials working at 
the minimum legal wage, or for free, to pro-
vide these services. University burcaucrais 
would need to be employed. More impcr-
uinily, instead of students directing ihesc serv-
ices, it would be a case of the University ad-
minisration tcllinc us what wc want. The 
guiding principle of studait Unions is sludeni 
conuol of siudcni affairs. Al I students may not 
agree with tlic decisions of any particular 
Union Executive. However as a botly cicctai 
from the students, all studcnis should support 
student conuol railier Lian Univcniity domi-
naiioii. 
Some proponents of VSU portray tlicmsci vcs 
as fighting on bchal f of die massas of stutlcnt.s 
again.st ilie sclf-inicrest of a .sniyjl minoriiy 
Ihc uuif 1 is llic complete o^ ifx.>sitc.' V.SU UJiii-
paigns started in die 1%0 s when Liberals on 
and off ciimpascs ailcmptal lo stop Student 
Unioas prolcsiing ag;iinsl ilie \ic;n;im Wa-. 
Thi.s i.s iiic real purpclsc hohiiid VSU - lo slop 
the promotion of ideas which go against the 
Liberal Party's ideology. VSU would only 
bcncfii Ihc rich and privileged. 'Ilirough atl-
iiig logelher, the majorily of .students can 
achieve much morc lhan ilicy could ever 
achieve singly. Tliis is the uuc meaning of a 
Sludeni Union. 
VSU ignores ihe wider bciK'fits offered to the 
aimmimily by studenl Utiions 
VSU removes siudcni conuol from siudenl-
funded services 
VSU reduces scr\itx;s offered to die ciunpits 
community 
VS U concaimites the cost of services on lliose 
in emergency siluaiiais who ciumot do with-
oul llie .services railicr dian .s-prciuiing liiccosi 
overall potcnliai users of llie sca-icc. 
VSU benefits die wealthy and fonunaic ;ind 
di-sjidvaiitages tlic p(X)r. 
. .•\Jmini.";iraiJ()ii cost's of SI'R,'\ tuighly equal ihc 
Si.2millionificy gel fnni) suidcnt<;.'l'hcircx|ien<liuire 
on member .services Is about the same as their pnifil 
f ntn u-dd'tng arca s stiih as lhe piwl ant) llic spcirt-S sioic. 
Ihcy mn the Rec Guh al a loss. If siudcnu; nn S1'I<.A 
like the Union, ihcy ccxildait adminismuion c«ts,pui 
stuiloiLS ilKilcy iiiiomaiilx:r siuviivs aiid luluu; prii.i:s 
al ihc pool and i;nn, nu to meniidi am a bar which 
ctxild ap()cal U! sudaiLs and run pn)filahly. When then; 
is sudi blaUiiit nrsiisc of studenl funds like this, ii i; 
even mon: sad ihal the studenl Union has to ooniinu-
l^ly defend ilsiilf fn>m ihc liberals' attacks. 
'.Ihc UQ Uni' >n's fee is «ic oflhe lowcsi in tlic axin-
lO'. .\tiny UniiJd fce,s are in excess of S2(X) even S3(X) 
[x:r yc;ir, nu to mcniiiin many ihal have a joining fee 
as Well. Yet lhc.se Unions do niX all provide much biu-
icr services. .Mniosi all of lhe Unions wilh fees less 
lhan ours provide minimal services, and tiieir siudeiiu 
arc the worse for it 
. Xotc thai il is in hiyh-wage sir»ng ccxujtnics like 
Japan and fonnct'.y West Gcnnany ihal there is cam-
piraiivtly lat};e govemmcni expciidiuire cn cduciiion 
asapcifcnLai;cofGDI' 
. Ihc Uni versiiy iLself certainly couldn "L NO onplcA'ec 
oflhe L'nivcrsiiy, whose chances of pnimction depend 
iipoii s.itisfying ilicir .superior will cverbc able to vig. 
onnisiy llghl for sUidcnLs al ihc Unjvcrsiiy level. 
"'. An atltinpl wa s made in the seventies lo sci I Setnper 
in newsagents, Seir,per changed its name to Time Off-
lhe precursor to ilic cununi TJW Off- aiid changed ius 
fonnaL The atianpi failed dismally, and Scnipcr re-
veticd to a cainpiis [Xi[icr. 'llic indcpaidfjit TUM Off 
imly hecanic profiiahle after many years of Aiiliires 
i^d losses 
• Ihis example dumoniUaies the fallacies of many of 
the ecauxnic ralittialist aigunicnis applied to iJic Siu-
dcni Union. 'I'he University is a small ccniniuniiy wilh 
specialised needs. 'I'hcrc is liiilc or no loan for com-
pcliiim on campus, so any private operator will be in 
as much of a monupoly siluatioii as lhe student Union 
is. 
• Ihe righl wing rarely discU)Sc their policies of V.SU 
and privaiisalion it lhe siiidciit Union elections, be-
cause ihey know L'lai at Icasl the sttxIcnLs v,\\o vole in 
the eleoions don't agree in VSU.The last time an elec-
tion team camiwigncd on VSU ihcy gol at»ul 200 
yoies, roughly 5% of Ihe vote. 
THE RESPONSE 
Well here I am agaia Excuse ine if this ^ s a bil all 
over the shop, as I write diis, ihc movers arc at 
tlic door of my hou.sc, I have just completed a 
supp, and I have three very large and haiiy S cm-
pcr editors breathing down my neck moaning 
about deadlines and word limits. But fuck it I 
say! Screw die word limit there's jusi so much 
stuff in Miirtin's article thai I have ui reply to it 
freedom of Association. 
Well, regardless of whal Martin may say, I still 
see ihLs as the lic;irt of tlie issue iind l'vc yel ui be 
convinced otlicrwLse. He m;ide IIK argument that 
wc arc ".^compelled fmm birth lo pay taxes, 
get registered, licenced, etc, etc." TliLs Ls no 
jitstificauon for CSU. We piiy tiwes .so thai we 
have roads and law and ordcT, we have licaicing 
so tliat fxxiplc who have no mcxlical or leg;il cxlu-
calion can't btx'onic DiKlors .uui Liwycrs. Sm-
tieni Unions do not ha\'e people's lives resting on 
iheir shoulders, if llicy cciLsc lo fiaiciioa s(x;tcty 
will not crumble inlo chaos, diey do not have tlie 
rcs-pomibiliiy of picxrini: uigctJicT a national hc;Jth 
system or of deviling wi th defence cTi<;is'. To com-
p;ire t)w union lo a govcmnicnl of iiny sort l*! lu-
dicrous and ju.st a lillle bit self inipc^rumt 
Probably what dlsucsscs nie even more ih;in tlie 
above is lhe way Martin sought to di.smLss it in 
such an off handed nianncT. "Hey, wc ha\'e ali 
kinds of compulsioa jasi get used lo it" Il's tlic 
same lliing as saying "Hey, women get Tajxxl by 
men id! die lime, just gel ascil lo it". I tliink it's a 
r«)lly shonky aygviiwrit IV.pk slwuld iKvei he 
forcai to )oinanyorg;mLsali(:tircg;irdk\ss«fwhat 
it is. and tlic UN ch:incr on huni;iii rights is .sonic-
lliing all supporters of non compulsion lK)!d very 
high in Jwir pcr.sona] etlios, whedicr it be in tcnns 
of studtiit unionism, union's in general, abonioa 
ccTistirship or tJic use of rccro.-iiional drugs. 
Hack to the Taxcuion Arf;twunt 
Somciliing iliai Manin and 1 bodi brouglii up in 
our iuuclcs and .somediing which ;il.so cTojjpcd 
uj) in ;iri ;inicle David Shankey wrote in diLs yc;ir's 
Allemativc Handbook, b die taxation analogv. l\ 
is asserted that the University is like a sm;ill town 
and tJiai tlicy |)rovide many services simihir to 
lcx;;il government Tliis i.s .something that I siil] 
c;in't accept In a lowii all llie paiple live in the 
town, t'ley don't come to tlie uiwn for a couple 
of hours c^ ich div and tliai leave. Ttic university 
does not levy \^atcr rates or ta.\cs or have you 
piiy cai rcgisiration. David mentioned dial Un-
ions should be com])ul.s<iry becaase llicy arc goo-
grajihically i.solated. Try as I might I find it hiird 
to tliink of a uni\'CTsity tliat is not in a diriving 
urbiin centre, regardless of whedicr liie\' arc in 
tiic nict'ojx)lit;ui iire;i of a capit;il city or whctlicr 
iJiey iu-c in a town like USQ. JCU or UCQ iire. 
As I said in my own article, ;f ilie union kc was 
in fact ;ina!ogi)us lo a Uix, il woukl be one of tlie 
most n;gn:,ssivc Luxes ever levied.Tliere's.somuch 
more bul 1 jasl c;m'l go on due to lack of s"i)ace. 
Promion ofSenices 
M;utin tlirew acTO.ss the asual scare Uic:ucs with 
relation lo loss of services lo students. .All I'll say 
is iliai I feel 1 covered lliese things adccjuatcly in 
mv own article. All I will say IICTC IS, "WHAT 
THE FUCK ARE THEY AFRAID OF'.'!!". If 
Oic .services ;ire so indLspensa'rile why would any-
one slop |xi) ing for iliem. Tti me, tiic iLsscnion 
tliai stiidcnits would not join llie union simply tv-
cau.se tiicy ditin't have to says that sludcnts :ire 
e^ssaitiiilly selfi.sli om for a fa'c ride. 
RvpreserUtitiim 
Yes it is true tliat students ck) baicfit from the 
services olTacd by die .siudcni union. I ;uii ll-.c 
first to adjiiit IJILS, lX\s-{iite the vjuiol witli wliidi 
M;utin tried lo jTOvc students woukl get biiggcr 
all from a volimtiry union, I sull ddn't see ;iny-
diing substintive in his argumait Ag;ua die uua-
tjon ;trgumcnl CTOIK up here where Martin says 
tlial everyone should jxiy because this Ls die fair-
est way to citsure tlialnobtxiy bludges on die sys-
tem. I'll aits wer diis one with an analogy. 
.Amnesty Inlernalional is one ofUie most socially 
itscful orgajiLsatioiis on lhe face of the pkuict It Ls 
truly international, fighting f.uman rights viola-
tions all over tlic |)lanet and doing a d;min fine 
job inlo the bargain. The poinl is dial Amnesty Ls 
a uit-;Jly volunUiry organLsalicn. No-one Ls forced 
lo join II yet everyone benefits from it member 
or not II manages to .serve it's members, bul if it 
h.ippcns to help those who iircn'i members tlK-n 
big(k:;d.T}io.sc "Free Riders'have only tlicirown 
con.scicnccs to deal with aiid they arc ix)i the con-
ccm of die organisaiion. Nor should free ridcR 
be the concern of the student union. 
Cottclusion 
I've probably gone on for long enough. There Lt 
a lol morc lo be said on ihLs issue and it all can't 
be contained widiin the confines of ihLs, or any 
article, fflhcrc is anylhing thai I want people who 
read this lo remember and to lake awe from the 
whole discission il is that youdo nol have lo be a 
member of any organi/.ation. It Ls a violauon of 
your basic human rights. All of the ollia stuff Ls 
just on llic fringes ;uid merely detracts from llic 
overall message. I'lciisc din'ilei diLs issue rest I 
you sh arc llie srnne oj)inioas as I do wri te lo Sem-
tx;r and let me know. A belief is useless unless 
you aclivcl)' pursue it. Tluitikyou for \our liiiic. 
iVIichael Hiict 1 5 , 
Briz-31 - It's Official! 
Hands up those who've heard of Brlz-31 ? Just 
a tew... kind oi, vaguely. Well, there's been very 
little money available for publicity. The 200 cur-
rent Members are fairly upto date, and after read-
ing this article you will be too. Reading this arti-
cle is vitally importani, because Briz-31 is going 
to make a difference in Brisbane, which could 
work to your advantage il you know what's go-
ing onl 
Il's going to make a difference, because Bri2-31 
is your television station. That political expose, 
that program about your volleyball association 
or model railway club, that indepth exploration 
of Ihe book of Job, which you've dreamed all 
these years of someday seeing on television, it 
is now within your grasp to make. Briz-31 has 
access to a studio right now, and is in the proc-
ess of building its own permanent premises with 
office and studio facilities. Briz-31 provides ac-
cess to the medium of television for many groups 
who could never othenwise afford or organize it 
- senior citizens, primary and secondary school 
students, intellectually and physically disabled 
people, ethnic and racial minority groups, uni-
versity students, and so on. We provide profes-
sional training to the required standard for peo-
ple wanting to make their own programs, and 
for those with ideas but no technical interest we 
can organize the people with the skills to make 
dreams into reality. 
Bri2-3l will also be an unprecedented boon to 
many Brisbane artists and performers - musi-
cians, comedians, actors,writers, composers, as 
well as budding newsreaders, journalists and 
television presenters -who have limited avenues 
for communicating their work to an audience. 
Already, Briz-31 is providing a training ground 
for a lot of people who intend to work in mass 
media industries - camera people, directors, 
producers, sound technicians, researchers, 
scriptwriters, designers, and so on. In the long 
run, Briz-31 will benefit the community(ies) of 
Brisbane, very powerfully, in a lot ot different 
ways. 
Why gel excited now? Because after a eighteen 
months hard work, the goal of getting to air is 
only a few steps away. Bri2-31 staged a very 
successful two-week test broadcast in July 1992, 
but since then all the efforts of Briz-31 Incorpo-
rated have been directed towards getting a per-
manent broadcasting licence, transmitter and 
facilities. Weekly meetings of the management 
committee, monthly meetings of membership, 
and Annual General Meetings, have worked con-
stantly toward two general aims, getting the sta-
tion on air, and making television programs in 
preparation tor the airing date. 
Now, in January, we have our transmitter and 
set of microwave links. We are moving into per-
manent premises, with office space and studio 
facilities. Major sponsorship deals are being 
signed, and best of all we have officially obtained 
our Ihree year broadcasting licence. Come hell 
or highwater, Briz-31 will be going to air on Chan-
nel 31 UHF from 2 April this year, initially for four 
hours a day, increasing to 24 hours a day in the 
first year. Only two things are needed now, and 
this is where you come in. 
Firstly, we need to make more television. At 
present Bri2-31 is using studio facilities gener-
ously lent by Griffith University. These facilities 
are available to authorized people every night, 
and several production groups have been mak-
ing use of them throughout 1993. Bul we need 
more programs, which means nrore people mak-
ing program proposals, and more people attend-
ing training courses to gain the necessary skills 
to make Iheir programs. To join the training 
scheme and use the studios, you need lo be-
come a member of Briz-31. Membership is $25 
for students ($50 (or workers), which will: 
a) make you eligible for training in program pro-
duction 
b) enable you to practise whatever skills you 
tiave, as a volunteer helper in the lead-up to air-
ing 
c) entitle you to monthly receipt of the newslet-
ter 
d) give you nomination and voting rights at meet-
ings 
e) result in invitations to various social arxl pro-
fessional events. 
Also, particularly if you're new in town, joining 
Briz-31 is a great way to make a lot of friends 
quickly-you'll be an instant V.l.P. in a television 
station! 
Secondly, we need money. So far a lot of work 
has been done, and cash invested, by a small 
number of people, while olher people sit back 
and wait to reap the benefits. It's The Little Red 
Hen all over again, and obviously it's a) not fair 
and b) not going to get all the work done prop-
erly in time for the airing date. Briz-31 needs 
everybody's help. Apart from becoming a mem-
ber, you can help Briz-31 by simply buying a $10 
subscription. For this very reasonable, once-off 
amount, you will get a classy subscription cer-
tificate, a warm glow, and the chance to win big 
prizes in the Great Subscription Sweepstake. 
How are we going to njn a television on $10 do-
nations? We're not - w e need to raise a certain 
amount this way to show that we have commu-
nity support, then the hefty funding burden will 
be taken up by large sponsorship t)odies- Sub-
scriptions and information are to be available at 
Ihe Briz-31 stall in the Main Refectory some 
lunchtimes - keep an eye out for i!. 
Semper will be keeping you inlormed about the 
progress of Bri2-31. In the meantime, if you need 
more information, would like to become a mem-
ber and have some time to donate or an idea 
for a program, or want to buy a subscription cer-
tificate, ring Briz-31 on 221 2620. Keep trying 
because, as aforementioned, we're short on of-
ANDREA BALDWIN 
THG POWGR OF TH€ MIGHTY THUMB... 
AUSTRALIA 
Ed awoke, he had enjoyed 
lu.stful sex the nighl before, 
the .shcci.s bcneaih him were 
creased, and his body was 
dammy,and lhe one thai lay 
next to him was .siill coma-
tose. The clock radio dimly 
flickered "8-QO". Unforiu-
naicly there was nol enough 
time to initiate another mo-
Icsiaiion. The body awoke 
and raised her amis. 
"Cuddle?" Tracy skcd. He 
ki.sscd her on ihc check and 
ran olTto the shower, he kepi 
on thinking he had made the 
wrong decision. Ed had quit 
a well paid job, he was leav-
ing Australia and he was 
leaving Kerry. 
HONG KONG 
Ed walked from the plane, 
instinctively his body began 
lo sweat, the humidity was 
at an all lime high. The air-
port reminded Ed of a ihird 
world prison, -^land and 
Bland Inc were responsible 
for the inspiration decor. 
Short little men carrying 
large nasty ri ties txing led by 
creatures of hades stood al 
every comer, none of ihem 
smiled for the tourists, 
Dmg sniffer dogs arc sup-
posed to be nasty looking 
Genman Shepherds. When a 
beagle waddled up and snif-
fed Ed, he was boih suipriscd 
and shocked. Was this dtrnb-
looking mull going to frame 
him? Ed had vLsions of this 
poor dog being fed narcotics 
lo fuel its addictive desires, 
was il given a cui of lhe find 
'. It was iiule wonder dial Uiis 
pathetic looking treaiurc 
was wagging its tail, ii was 
probably as high as a kite on 
Coke anticipating its nexl 
Peruvian score. 
Ed had readied him.self for 
immigration, witli a wad of 
forms and dcclaraiions he 
approached lhe desk and ad-
dressed the siupid cxcitsc for 
a human behind ii as Sir. 
Grovelling is what these 
power hungry civil .servants 
expect and If one doesn't 
play Ihc game then one sim-
ply doesn't pass go. 
"Good morning SIR" 
"UMMM ; OK..." 
Stamp, Sign ....Stamp 
The following are selected 
extracts from my book. It is a 
fictional account of my travels 
- Stuart L W Suares, 
A miracle had occurred. Ed 
had not prepared him.self for 
this; he had expected a thor-
ough intcn-ogation. Mc stood 
there dumb-lbunded, 
"Bul look 1 have all these 
fonns, don't you wanl to see 
Ihcm ?" 
"No you can go now" 
Il must have be a joke, this 
guy musl have taken some of 
fido's Slash. 
On exiling immigration Ed 
was lo Ilnd iliai the airport 
had decided to lose his lug-
gage. Feeling very hoi and 
bothered Ed began to play 
the buncaucracy board game, 
a game where one gets shuf-
fled from one ofllcial to the 
an official had placed it there 
and hadn't bothered lo tell 
anyone, officially. 
Within Kowloon there are 
hawkers at every streel cor-
ner irying to sell everything 
from fake Rolcx watches to 
custom made suit's. They 
stand constantly watching 
for police as they hassle die 
passers by. An American 
wearing a very gaudy shin 
will pass, instantly he is to 
pay for his flamboyance, he 
will be constantly badgered 
to buy a watch, a handbag or 
even shoes. Ed wctu shop-
ping for a suit, he knew ihat 
he was going to get ripped 
off, the iheorv was to mini-
mi.se the pain. On entering 
the fifth shop he gained whal 
he thought to be a good deal. 
The Indi'ans at "Qu'aliiy Tai-
lors" promised Ed two cash-
adjacent to the local strip 
joint. Tfic hippy at tjie recep-
tion wore a baseball cap, his 
eyes were glazed, his beard 
was knotted and his teeth 
were yellow. When he smil-
ed and seemed to pervay a 
non-stres.sed lifestyle, lhe 
stock market could crash and 
this guy wouldn't be phased 
in the least. After a long con-
versation about ozone deple-
tion and the lack of good 
dope due lo recent police 
busLs in Vancouver, Ed was 
finally given a key to the 
dorm. On the lop bunk a 
body lay, Ed threw his be-
longings on the bottom bunk 
and left the room wiih one 
.single inleniion, to see the 
jungle. 
Ed had now been living at 
Napier Street for three mon-
lhs and alas no sign of real 
next. The official solution to 
his problem was to fill in a 
form, get it signed and stam-
ped and go away. No one 
seemed interested in actually 
looking for his mcksack: it 
was a forgone conclusion 
that it was on a plane to Tim-
buktu. Twc hours later whilst 
screaming very loudly at an 
official Ed noticed his mck-
sack sitting in a dark comer. 
mere suit.s r:iade to fit for un-
dcr$400 Honk Kong dollars. 
Ed was to find dial quality 
and cheap were mutually ex-
clusive concept, his suit 
looked good but only from a 
distance. 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
The taxi dropped Ed off at 
Vincent's Back Packers Vim-
couvcr, a nice, clean abode 
work. Debbie was slowly go-
ing insane, she would awake 
at tour am and scream about 
how none of the guys clean-
ed tlie house. The nexl morn-
ing nothing would be said. 
She vehemently ioai-hed lhe 
idea of AJ bringing Strippers 
home from work as she was 
paranoid about her moihcr 
visiting. Ed managed to con-
vince Debbie iJiai she needed 
a holiday, bul at the last 
minute she decided that ilic 
rented house needed paint-
ing! 
It was Tuesday morning Ed 
had had enough of Vancou-
ver, he was leaving. Ed sat 
in the lounge and procrasti-
nated. He stood up, looked 
al Debbie and said goodbye 
to the cal, "Beanzy". 
Ten minutes laier Ed was 
standing on the freeway en-
trance ramp, he was sporting 
a red backpack and a sign 
saying "Calgar\'", a Mustang 
dropped him off an hour later 
in Nowhercville. Ed looked 
very sad as clouds appeared. 
He Ihoughl aboul the symp-
toms of hypothcmiia. Nike 
cross trainers, Levis and a ice 
shirt were nol the righl attire 
for the impending Arctic 
storm. In desperation the 
emergency hitching tech-
nique was adopted: he stood 
In the centre of Uie road and 
looked like a child who had 
just been lold Father Christ-
mas won't be coming this 
yearduc to ill health. 
After being blasted by sheets 
of water from unsympaUietic 
tmck drivers Ed developed a 
subliminal depression. A 
mental breakdown was im-
minent, he began to swear, 
gravel was kicked and he be-
gan to cry. The rain built up 
inlo a rhythmic tempo, he 
needed to destroy or damage 
somcUiing, Uiis would make 
him feel better! Road signs 
make excellent larsicts, a 
rock of suitable composition 
vas selccied. Ed threw the 
rock like a crazed looney, the 
.Moose now had a dent just 
above its head. Ed fell belter 
instantly, a faded blue Bed-
ford Van approached, Ed 
knew at once he was saved... 
Hitching 101 
Statistics have inconclu-
sively shown that Uie prob-
ability of an old faded blue 
Bedford Vans picking up 
hiich hikers is very high. 
Well known Vagabond and 
Hiicher extrodinare Fred 
Smith tabulated this fact in 
his famous case study "Hit-
ching in North America and 
the incidence of Bedford 
Vans" 
To be continued.... 
..AND ReMEMBeR 
DON'T GGT HIT BY A TRUCK 
17. 
Poe t ry for Beg 
From your experiences in school, 
you may have thought poetry was 
duH and boring. Many people just 
can't get the hang of it. 
Unfortunately, most people just can't 
understand the true beauty of poetry. 
But there are ways in which you can 
come to appreciate it's inner secrets, 
wrKe your own. Being able to write your 
own poetry is the first step In empow-
ering your mind to understand and ap-
preciate this hidden art. Just follow, the 
simple steps beiow and you could yet 
h>ccome a literary genius. 
1. Angst 
There is no other theme to write about 
in the 90s, Forget writing about love 
and beauty - unless it's lost love and 
spoilt beauty. You should open your 
heart about your broken relationships 
and question the reason for living. Write 
about your struggles to make sense of 
this cruel worid; be full of despair about 
the future and the futility of it all. 
Remember, there Is a difference be-
tween angst and anger. Angst asks 
"why is life doing this to me?"; anger 
says "fuck you!" If you want to write 
about anger, join a rock group. 
2. Don't rhyme 
Forget all that immature stuff you 
thought great poems were made of. Po-
etry from the heart does not rhyme. Be-
sides, can you think of rhymes for words 
like banana, trousers, or distributor? 
3. Metaphors and similes 
This is how you differentiate poetry 
from mere description. You must lil<en 
you and ycur emotions to Inanimate ob-
jects. To many, this is the difficult, crea-
tive aspect of poetry. But it Isn't really 
that hard once you get the hang of 
things. 
Some examples of this are following: 
My heart lies empty like a stubby in 
the Great Court the morning after the 
Toga party 
I wander aimless like a fresher looking 
for the Gordon Greenwood building 
I am Taccid as a 3 week old carrot 
4. Structure 
This is the second best part about po-
etry. It doesn't have to be written in 
sentence form like an essay. Nor does 
it have to«grammatically correct 
(there's one for all you engineens). 
Instead you can 
break 
what your words are up and 
put them 
anywhere you like 
5. It doesn't have to make 
sense 
This Is the best bit about poetry. Like 
the Sugarcubes did so well, just get a 
heap of words that sound good (or de-
pressing) together and throw them on 
a page. 
Voila, a poem! 
6. Public recitation 
It is one thing to write a poem. It Is 
Totally another to get up in front of 
people and say It aloud. I wouMn't rec-
ommend it unless you like public ridi-
cule or some not-so-fresh vegetables 
(how's that for a cliche?) 
OH I DIDN'T REALISE THAT YOU WROTE POETRY... 
i l k &' S t e e l 
Marching. 
Marching, 
From the written page. 
" * f ^ jj;5«j , The army of ktiowteflge comes 
%^A\ Take no nrisoners! 
Mat h 
c The people you went to scboojt^  
they sometimes grow up. A 
e A f t e r n o o n 
^'^ 
  p i i 
I^Sq^elch tiiaimagination, 
>^JRdpfr^^«Miwty where she stands. 
^.Murtterthe infant conceptions 
as they lie helpless in their cots. 
Smash the wall of fantasy, 
rend the tapestry of dreams, 
poison the lake of inspiration 
jin^jHim.the mother of invention. 
Karei^theeded IniworW'Of science and:.- ?--.Vr!!!:H^%s--
'-;-;--»«i;,*>;. 
Maybe they don't. ^^Vi^ 
You hear of car crashes, pre^piai 
drug an-ests, engagements^ raoi 
gagements, {^i 
and sometimes pr^nancles td 
riages. • ^ * 
You never hear from "Most likely j 
.agalruthey vanish into a 
^Bj^^nae^iiiiia^ world of i  ' 
'?®^^*'stoner" ''~'"' "'"^ -^ 'Q;! 
The cold unforgiving formula, so we're 
told, 
is the only mistress we'll ever need. 
But numbers only beget numbers, 
not the beauty of life 
S t^hat every soul craves. 
And for every fact that we digest, 
one thousand Walls spring to being. 
By Forster Alien 
Nobody Is ever voted "most <^  
[likely to be murdered" at 
their High School graduation. 
Som^people even go to school , 
with theiRiurderer, the quiet but 
evil kid ywu never really notice. ' " 
The kid :wh»|pulled a knife on tho 
teacher,''^•i.-^t|^-;N. ; 
the kid whoshot up junk In the toilet, 
who measuredihls ag© with court at>-
pearances. 
lilBsiiiizBiigiliiiSi 
Care you not for my bleeding wound? 
With this red splashed gash to you I'm 
bound. 
To your tempo 1 am finely tuned, 
and in your life my haven found. 
My comparison other emotions are 
poor. 
My feelings transcend the golden band. 
But why must I lie dying on the floor, 
just so you can hold my heart in hand. 
The child who;{$murdered, you notlc6\ 
him. -|ft|fj<B;H VC^  
Or her, the Grim Reaporof course ^ "" 
being an equaI|^H)wtMntty employer^;. 
The kid,who decided to teave sported 
day, .,^ 5^^ t^-
who showed a bit of Initiative > - ^ 
in avoiding overbearing teachers. X 
Came home in the afternoon to die, \ 
tied up with ASICS shoelaces while the^' 
killers took the Sanyo video. 
The child who expired, bound and per-1 
forated, ^ 
soaked with blood and sent off to^ 
Heaven with f f 
a litany of screams, sobs and brand-; 
names, * | 
A story taken up in crass terms by i 
Journalists, who made a few rookie): 
child- . J ; 
murderers glad to be famous at last. ' 
Marcus Salisbury - . «: 
yy Forster Allen 
Face Value 
(in memoriam Pliillip Larktn) 
I've never thought 
that I'll be receiving 
the money, the fame and the girl 
in one evening. 
I'm not quite sure that 
I'll everget the girl, 
after someone once told me 
I was meant to be alone in the world. 
I was also told I had a rich aura, 
by an aspect of a drunken throng. 
But when I woke up in the morning 
I hadn't a clue of where she'd gone. 
And the fame seems to be restricted 
to those of my peers 
who correspond to some version or 
other 
of the beauty myth this year. 
Their names are decided by a group 
of desiccated divorcees, 
who decide what the current "look" 
Is, which is to say 
Who looks best in least under lights 
in black with pouting pained lips 
and who stalks best in tights down a 
catwalk, 
with manicured hands bouncing off 
wagging hips. 
Most of their still-damp photographs 
end up torn in rubbish bins, 
but Irfe is sweetness and exposure 
for the lovely femme who wins. 
With every pore penetrated 
by the long lens of the camera, 
her skin flushes under its waxy shell 
as she lies back and thinks of Canada 
Pimped in 1-D prostitution by a 
thwarted would-be model mother, 
nothing seems to matter now 
except for glossy "Dolly" covers. 
It seems society asks too much 
of its young people. They suffer such 
anxiety, loss and dull privation 
because of the misguided expectation. 
That they can have it all while they're 
still young: 
parties, babies, dope and fun. 
Still, it's always tempting to impute 
unlikely virtues to the cute. 
And those who look extremely nice 
(but aren't all that bright, mysteriously) 
are taken far too seriously 
but only leave after their hasty flight 
impressions in discoloured light. 
Marcus Salisbury 
. . .SUCH QUOODY AWFUL POHRY. 
Violet and Daisy A story for people v/itti eyes in their feet. 
by Paulette Dupuy 
Violet and Daisy gently, yet firmly eased 
Iheir roots oul ol their morning dew 
moist, flower beds and decided to take 
3.1 adventurous stroll. Petal to petal, so 
as not to lose each other they made 
their way across the soft lawn, treading 
carefully on their tender roots. They 
came to the edge ol the garden and 
pondered the cool alien texture of the 
concrete sidewalk. Ants were busy sing-
ing instructions lo each other via-their 
ever twitching antennae as they scur-
ried irMo ar\d out o! the cracks spread 
like dead arteries over the path. 
As if testing water, Daisy daintily toed 
the path then proceeded boldly on-
wards. Violet followed cautiously and 
the two flowers ambled ever so sweetly 
across the palh fo what we know as the 
council strip. jjk 
The grass was rather spiky and un-
friendly to their sensitive roots which 
were only tamiliar wilh the soft brown 
earth of the flower bed and velvety 
green of the garden lawn. The distant 
grumble of a car caused the pair to 
move curiously closer to the gutter 6dge|'; 
of the road. The sound of ths approach-
ing car grew louder and more horrible, 
the grass blades trembled and Violet 
and Daisy clung to each other for dear 
life as the car hurtled past How hectic 
adventures can be. Ihough Vtolet. Daisy 
I
trees and advised them to uproot and 
find a new home in a cool moist garden 
bed such as their own. The trees 
heaved bereftly and pointed to the 
tarmac and cement that anchored their 
roots mercilessly. Violet felt alarmed by 
such gloom and doom and suggested 
to Daisy that .t might be a good time to 
return to their own safe bed. But Daisy 
had drifted off ahead and was waving 
her leal energetically for Vblet to corns 
and join her. Violet sighed and went to 
Daisy. From the edge of the strip Daisy 
pointed out across the road to its cen-
tre where a series of square gems 
glinted gayly in the sun. There was a 
long trail of them stretched in a line up 
and over the hill from whence they dis-
appeared into thai obsciire infinity that 
Violet and Daisy burned to learn more 
about. Violet wondered if they could ask 
the shiny squares what it was like over 
there. Daisy was most enthusiastic, ig-
nortng the caution in Violets voice as 
characteristic. The tarmac was very 
warm and Violet faltered more than 
once, but Daisy skipped lightly ahead, 
oblivious in her passion to quench curi-
osity. Just before Daisy could politely 
ask her question of Ihe cats eyes a great 
Four Wheel Drive came coasting down 
the hill and squashed her to a flat death. 
Violet watched and was dumbstruck. 
Full of sorrow and guilt, Violet wumpled 
to the ground and jay there, petalled 
nodded her pretty head In agreement JJi cheek to the hot bitumen and withered 
then added that it was just thai feature; ' ' " - -
which made adventures so exciting. 
The pair picked their way through the 
spiky strip and encountered a strange 
mound of what appeared to be mqist 
soft earth. As they neared the moiirid 
in curiosity, an awful smell became ap-
parent. Violet and Daisy stopped short 
of the doggy deposit and observed an 
extended family of green eyed flies din-
ing voraciously upon it. They were buzz 
ing, vying, and arguing over which por-
tion was the most delicious and upon 
noticing the pair of ontookers buzzed 
toudly that there was nol enough for 
every Tom, Dick and Harry and that the 
pair should "Go find your own pool". 
^ Violet and Daisy were quite offended 
* byihe Flies bad manners and conceded 
to each other that they niuch preferred 
Btood and Bone anyway. 
As their adventurous stroll unfolded Vio-
let and Daisy noticed many strange life-
less object^strewn throughout the spiky^ 
strip. Silver discs and papery leaves! 
square and brightly patterned, spongy^ 
orange coloured cylinders that smalt 
somehow burnt, large hollow cylinders 
gayly coloured that glinted beautifully 
in the early morning sun, littered the 
council strip. Strange decorations are 
these thought Violet and Daisy feeling 
quite plain and sheltered in their con-
ventional garden bed. The concrete 
path seemed to stretch endlessly be-
fore them, Vblet and Daisy were full of 
wonder as they contemplated the infin-
"^ ity of oddities the strange path tempted 
tliem to explore. 
As the sun rose higher in the sky and 
tne dew disappeared into the thirsty 
verdure, Violet felt the path growing 
steadily warmer beneath her lender 
roots. The limpid trees sighed heavily 
Irom above, whispering wishes that the 
young trees would grow taller than they, 
and shed some shade upon their dusty 
leaves and share the chore of bearing 
shade. Violet and Daisy fett sad for the 
20 . 
A IVIodern Day Fairy Tale 
y* 
A waif-like figure stands on a dark cor-
ner, anxiety settles in her eyes, her 
clothes bought from Red Cross 
substores, the only she can afford, her 
curly long black hair in dissaray, defy-
ing to be con"bed. Her arms embracing 
her ice cold body, trying to provide some 
warmth. Homeless, destitute and alone. 
Her sad thoughts echo into her lonely 
mind. 
She leans towards the shiny black car 
that has just pulled up near the curb 
where she stands. Hushed v/ords are 
spoken. She gels in. They drive off. 
An our later the girl is no longe' feeling 
alone, home ess or destitute. Her eyes 
stare out into space. She feels like she 
belongs and ihat is all that matters. It 
makes her happy...for a few hours any-
way. She looks at her arm, slovWy closes 
her eyes and sighs with contentTient as 
she is carried away to another place, 
another time. She doesn't question her 
sanity. Later, maybe... 
A long time later, she is numb f'om her 
illusionary trance. She adjusts her eyes 
to the late afternoon darkness. She sits 
up abruptly, pushing her unruly curls out • 
of her face, her eyes dart around the , 
room, looking for somelhing, anylhing 
to focus her mind on. She can hear her 
mind screaming and she wants to ex-
plode with anger but she's too tired to 
move. Images start to flood her memory 
and her soft whimpers are heard. Panic 
settles in the pH of her stomach as she 
starts to rationa'lsie her actions to her-
self. The questions in her mind are 
neverending. Why am I feeling like this? 
y | she asks of herself. Why can't I be nor-
" mal? Where am I going?...Nowhere, 
whispers the rational part of her mind. 
Maybe she agrees, as she sighs with 
partial relief. Perhaps expectation is kilt-
ing her, perhaps everything is not sup-
poses to make any sense.in the cos-1 
mic scheme of things and she shouldj 
just follow the flow of her abstract, 
dreams. But the panicky feeling of.the | 
^ uficertainty" of tomorrow is still there, 
' ^ looming, a silent threat. She slumps | 
•'^ back against the wall allowing the mor-
bid emotions take over her weak body. 
.;l She is tired of struggling wilh her self, 
' ' tired of listening to the loud voices of ] 
insanity and the whispers ot logic. Her 
sense of comprehension has left her. 
She doesn't care to ssupress these 
overwhelming emotions anymore. She 
doesnt care to end the bitter lug of war 
going on in her tonnented nnind. The 
voice of reason.is a mere whisper she 
is loo exhausted to tune into. And she 
doesni know whether she wants to hear 
what tt is saying. She hears encourage-
; ment lor what she does to her body. The 
'light feeling she gets when she drifts 
off into the new world she visits when 
her sense are no longer conscious of 
I raality. Her thoughts end unresolved. 
Slje picks up the small compact mirror 
lying onthe floor wilh the shiny surface 
facing upward; She taoks into the re-
. flection the mirror projects. HerRps are 
swollen and their natural,-dusty rose 
cobur has,laded away and. has been | 
replaced by a sickly pate pink. The face 
Is hers.fThe'eyefs are not. Sheiis 
haunted.TTiedeep blue.eyes question 
her weakirieiss. Herywill succumbs to 
apathy. It is:oasior-thal way,* She cries .| 
out in pain'l Her thoughts are empty;rjrhe 
edioing sounds other stifled sbte 
^v • •v:'"'-*?*'*^*""^! 
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You've made it to Uni... 
You survived High School and QTAC... 
But can you survive lunch? 
Eating on campus. One wrong 
decision may put you in hospital 
fora week, destroy your budget 
for this month and the next, 
leave you mentally disturbed, 
or perhaps, just down right 
disgusted. With the great 
importance of the task in mind, 
your friendly Semper expedition 
set out in search of 
User-Friendly 
University-Fodder 
MAIN REFECTORY 
Any tour of the eating establishment of 
this fine in.slilution must begin with the 
main refectory. The Main Refec is 
usually more noted for the strange 
species of people that frequent it, and 
the hours people spend trying to guess 
exactly what they are eating, rather than 
gastronomical delights. For value 
saving, watch the poster board outside 
the refec for the daily specials ($2 meals). 
BIOL REFECTORY 
A little less central, and not such a big 
social cenire, biol refec is suited to those 
creatures who inhabit the holy and sacred 
institution known as the Law library. 
Two minutes and less than 200 metres 
distant from the law library, biol delivers 
a similar deal lo the main refec with a 
little less of the fancy overhead. 
PHYSIOL REFECTORY 
Located not to distantly from the science 
laboratories, rumours persist as to the 
exact constitution and make-up of the 
fare served here. Considering this is the 
designated University staff refectory, 
some have been as bold as to suggest 
that it is part of a QUI conspiracy to 
undermine UQ's academic excellence. 
ARCADE ESPRESSO BAR 
The "Coffee Shop", a centre for coffee 
shop thought, and a good chance for a 
casual chat and a break between lectures. 
The coffee shop food may be a little on 
the expensive side (no let's face it, damn 
expensive), it is also tantalising, tasty 
and tempting. Unless you're not on a 
budget, or you do have an independent 
source of income, you won't be able to 
afford to eat here. 
UNION LOLLY SHOP 
For those of us with a sweet tooth, a 
craving for pack of chips or an addiction 
lo nicotine, the Union Lolly shop is 
mecca central. Being Brisbane's largest 
vendor of cigarettes, this shop has added 
to (in)sanity levels of many thousands 
of students during exam times. 
SCHONELL PIZZERIA PIZZA CAFE 
The Pizzeria has rightly achieved a 
renown throughout Brisbane for the 
gastronoinically delightful, totally 
wicked and different pizzas it produces. 
The service is friendly, the atttiosphere 
is relaxed, and one of the twenty-four 
wood oven baked pizzas seems to be 
able to do something for everyone. This 
is a must visit. 
Vince on the go forlhe Semper Research Team 
Welcome to Page 22 
This is only a dr.edi^  
Refec 
good 
food neyealiMJl 
VENDING MACHINES 
For those students who live on campus 
(that includes those of you who live in 
the Law Library), vending machines are 
usually a quick and efficient means of 
obtaining the necessary sustenance/ 
caffeine/break. Unfortunately there are 
no cigarette vending machines. Adding 
to the conspiracy theories, whenever 
exams come and you are in need of that 
caffeine fix, the vending machines 
always eitherreject your money, swallow 
your money (more likely) or will flash 
weird messages at you. (Urban legends 
tdt of a college student who once linked a 
vending machine to their computer, ostensibly 
to clieck tlie supply ieveis of their favourite 
drink, hut we suspect idterior motivcs.-$) 
STAFF AND GRADUATES CLUB 
(GRAFT and BRIBERY CLUB) 
If you are an undergraduate, you little 
scum (their words, not mine!), you aren't 
welcome at the Graft and Bribery Club, 
unless you are the guest of a member. 
This might prove quite useful if you are 
using the club as a means of convincing 
a lecturer that you are an academically 
talented and brilliant student (this 
• usually happens after the fifth beer or 
wine). You might like to pick up the tab 
for the food at the Staff club too, just to 
impress that lecturer a little more. 
TENNIS CLUB 
A down to earth, no crap, no artificial 
meat, no pretend tomato satjce, and 
genuine, real McCoy burgers and chips. 
The Tennis Club is the cheapest eating 
establishment on campus. 
.«3 ..ii**.. 
REC CLUB 
Get a liquid lunch into ya !!! Or maybe 
just grab a steak sandwich or pie, the 
food is good, the price is decent, and 
with the right atmosphere, it may just 
happen for you. 
COLLEGES 
All of the colleges put on lunch. 
However, all colleges now have either 
priced their food at such a level, or forbid 
it, that for day students colleges aren't 
an option (unless you can convince 
someone you actually are a college 
student). If you are a college student, 
you will probably realised why it has 
been described as lunch and not as food, 
BRING YOUR OWN 
The great court is a great venue for a bit of 
picnic, or cut lunch. It has some mystic 
charm which exudes from the character of 
the sandstone, the sense of tradition, and 
the close proximity of the law library. 
FACULTY STAFF ROOMS 
Probably not ideal to raid during lunch 
lime (there are always people around), 
but Olher limes if you are sneaky and 
devious you can redress the social 
inequalities of staff/student relations by 
allowing them to quite generously 
(though without their consent) provide 
you with the sustenance necessary to 
continue your academic pursuits. 
However, don't get caught or else il 
might be the end of your academic career 
(some how it seems if you get caught 
doing it in your own faculty your GPA | 
starts to mysteriously drop). 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
See article on where Disco Dirty Man 
Dave goes for a drink on campus or the 
not to distant surrounds. 
Have a drink (or two or three or more) 
Don't eat anything that is moving 
Don't cat anything you can't identify 
And if you can identify it, think twice. 
Cheers, 
Eugene Erd-Weiss, 
Leader, Semper Food Expcdi:ion. 
Next Issue: 
Eugene gathers the team, points 
toward Hawken Drive and shouts 
"To The Ville" as Semper goes off 
campus in the pursuit of the Holy 
Grail of student consumption: 
The Quick Cheap and Tasty Lunch. 
Thanx this issue lo Vince Lester for providing such a 
fabulous phoio for us lo rip-off. Vince wc love you. 
BANKNOTES 
TURN IT UP WITH THE CAMPUS TARGET SAVER ACCOUNT! 
T S TIME TO GROOVE WITH THE 
•
COMMONWEALTH BANK ... 
Just get down to your Commonwealth Bank Campus Branch 
before 31st March 1994, open up a Campus Target Saver Account 
and you could be pumping up the volume on a fabulous Philips 
Midi Hi Fi System. The system features a CD player, turntable. 
AM/FM digital tuner, auto scan, remote control and much more! 
14 sound systems to be won - 1 prize draw per 
campus plus 500 Bank Notes CDs up for grabs 
Australia wide! 
Just be one of the first 500 new account holders to return your 
entry form and we'll send you our exclusive Bank Notes Music 
Collection of Australian and international rock artists such as 
Sound Unlimited, The Black Sorrows, and L.L. Cool J. 
The Commonweaith Bank has 
designed the Campus Target Saver 
Account to help you save while you 
are studying, and after you graduate. 
• Just nominate a savings target - the amount 
is up to you, but must be a minimum of $250 
for the Bank Notes promotion. 
• Make regular deposits toward your target, 
• It doesn't matter how long il takes you to reach your target, 
but once achieved you can access your savings without 
incurring account keeping fees, then set your next target and 
carry on saving! 
SO GET TUNED INTO THE BEST SOUNDS ON 
CAMPUS BY OPENING UP YOUR CAMPUS 
TARGET SAVER ACCOUNT TODAY. 
JUST CALL us ON Q ^ 3 ^ ^ 2 1 4 4 
OR VISIT YOUR LOCAL 
COMMONWEALTH BANK 
CAMPUS BRANCH FOR MORE 
DETAILS. 
/ / 
/ 
Comnofiwealth B t 
QUEER TRIBES aims to promote 
homosexuality and to encourage 
all our non-heterosexual brothers 
and sisters to come out and feel 
good about our sexuality. We al 
Queer Tribes provide a social sup-
port group for lesbians, gay men, 
bisexual people, transgender peo-
ple and HUGS (Heterosexuals 
Unafraid of Gays). We also provide 
HIV/AIDS information, counselling 
and referrals lor anyone who re-
quires it. We are an activist group 
committed to combating 
homophobia and HlV/AIDSphobia 
on campus. We also maintain a 
small library ol lesbian and gay 
materials. 
To kicic off the year we will be run-
ning a Visibility Campaign during 
the first week of semester. Watch 
oul for our stall on the Wednesday 
Market Day. We will be selling red 
ribbons for people to wear to show 
their support for people with HIV/ 
AIDS, Thursday the 24th is Blue 
Jeans Day, Wear your blue jeans 
to show you are queer or queer 
friendly. To help make the day even 
more fun we'll be providing lunch 
snacks and fairy cakes at our meet-
ing place, the Rona Room (under 
Ihe main refec opposite Clubs and 
Socs -look for Ihe pink flag). That 
night at 6pm we will be having a 
start of semester party, also at the 
Rona Room. So put on your glad 
rags and come along. Our parties 
are famous for everyone having a 
grand queer time - we have only 
one rule; leave your beige behind. 
During semester we meet on Tues-
days and Thursdays at 1 pm. Tues-
days are our business meetings 
and Thursdays are social and dis-
cussion meetings. Meetings are 
held at the RONA Room and the 
room is also open other days of the 
week {generally from 12 noon) on 
an informal basis as a safe and 
friendly queer space on campus. 
So think about it. If you are out and 
proud and wondering where all the 
queers hang out on campus come 
along. If you haven't come out yet but 
you know you're nol straight why live 
alone and frightened in the closet? 
Why accept the dominant hetero-
sexual paradigm? Nothing changes in 
the closet - come out into the sunshine 
and live. 
HOMOPHOBIA IS OUT ALRIGHT -
WAY OUT OF LINE! 
What is homophobia? Essentially, 
homophobia is the hatred of people 
because they are lesbian, gay, bi-
sexual or transgender. No one can 
control a person's private feelings but 
sadly homophobia is more than just a 
private, personal thing. Generally 
homophobia (like racism and sexism) 
results in such things as discrimina-
tion, harassment, vilification, violence 
and, in some cases, murder targeted 
at non-heterosexual people. 
Homophobia does occur on campus, 
sadly too often. 
However, Student Union policy is op-
posed to any practice that discrimi-
nates against a group or individual on 
the basis ol sexual orientation. The 
Union also does not allow the publica-
tion or distribution of homophobic ma-
terials with Union resources. In the 
wider world, Qld anti-discrimination 
legislation prohibits discrimination 
against lesbians, gay men and bisexu-
als in most areas of employment and 
service provision. At a federal level, 
similar provisions apply and the Fed-
eral Industrial Relations Act is being 
amended to outlaw homophobic dis-
crimination at the workplace. All this 
plus such things as the recent NSW 
Anti Vilification Legislation are evi-
dence that Australia is recognising thai 
homophobia exists, that it harms peo-
ple and that it is unacceptable and il-
legal in a society that cares about hu-
man rights and human dignity. 
IF YOU ARE A TARGET OF 
HOMOPHOBIA YOU DON'T HAVE 
TO ACCEPT IT. Discriminatory prac-
tises are, in large part, illegal and com-
plaints can be made to the Anti Dis-
crimination Commission who can in-
vestigate and rectify the situation. In 
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Queensland, there has also been, since 
law reform, lesbian/gay/police liaison par-
ticularly to deal with violence. 
Homophobic harassment and violence is 
illegal and can lead to criminal proceed-
ings against the perpetrators. 
There is now a Queer Sexuality Collec-
tive as a formal part of the Student Un-
ion. One of our major concerns is 
homophobia on this campus. We know 
that, in some faculties and colleges, peo-
ple are the targets of homophobic harass-
ment and intimidation. We believe that 
what wo know is only the tip of the ice-
berg. If you are a target of homophobia 
we want to hear from you. Come along to 
the Rona Room (under the main refec op-
posite Clubs and Socs) or call us on 371 
1611 ext 338 (12 lo 2 is the best time to 
catch us). It's time lo say enough is 
enough! 
QUEER COLUBORATIONS 
What is Queer Collaborations? It is the 
national conference of lesbian, gay, bi and 
tranny students and their friends. The 
conference was first held in Sydney in 
1991 and has been held in Sydney since 
then. But the big news is that Queer Col-
laborations will be held in Brisbane this 
year! 
We are planning a week long conference 
to be held in the first week of July this 
year. The plan is to hold the conference 
during Pride so as interstate visitors can 
see Brisbane at its best. We are planning 
five days of Conference activities, three 
of which will be held on participating cam-
puses, one to be a public event in Alben 
Park, and an outdoor beachside day deal-
ing with queer creativity and spirituality. 
Additbnally we are planning a Conference 
cabaret to be held as a Pride event. 
If you want to find out more or get involved 
contact the Queer Sexuality Collective or 
Queer Tribes through the Rona Room or 
phone on Tuesdays and Thursdays be-
tween 12 noon and 2pm on 371 1611 ext 
338. 
Do come along and get involved, With 
Queer Collaborations as well as the Na-
tional Lesbian Contest both being held in 
Brisbane next July (on top of the annual 
Lesbian and Gay Pride Festival) we know 
this town witl be really jumping. This is 
your chance to help make it happen. 
P n u w 
^hool of Australian 
& Comparative Students 
presents a 
LESBIAN AND GAY 
RESEARCH SEMINAR 
Starting in Ma;dt 1994, Ihere will be a loitnigtiliy ssmina; series des'gned lo provide 
a space for lesbians a.Td gay men !o sba'e researtti intefes'.s, present papers and 
conduct woiksticps around lesbian and gay-speci!^c issues. 
Research and woitehops topics might :ndude Queer Sludies, lesbian-'gay histories cl 
Australia, policing sex, sexual geog.'apfiy, policymaking, anii-lesbian'gay violerce,. 
bea'iS, sexual health, violence in IesbiaR.'9ay le'alioi^hips, ccpir^g viilh iionicpticbia, 
media (pfi.t and eledron'cj represenialions cf lesb'ans'^ys, drag allure, strSegies 
for sx ia l change, elc. Suggesiions are welcon-e. 
Seminars will be tieW on aliernalive Wednesday evenings from 6.30-8.3Cp.Ti a! 
Griflilh Universi:/s Nathan Campus. 
If you a'e inieresied in presenting a paper, condx'ing a workshop or a"end'ng 3r.a 
participating in disccss'on, you a'e webme lo contad: 
A in«4larM Collint > Faculty of HumanitiH > Griffith Univtnity > Nathan Q 4111 
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This is the singularly dLsiillcd rav-
ings of one third of an editorial team. 
Allow mc to introduce myself, I'm 
the pony tailed, baseball cap wearing 
editor who, in pursuit of electoral 
success last year danced about in 
trench coal and handed oul jelly ba-
bies and propaganda sheets. Thai's 
my side of the TIMELORDS cam-
paign. 
As far as Semper goes, my division 
of responsibility covers film reviews, 
sport, political liaisons' and live mu-
sic. Understandably, I'm ihedislribu-
tor of Freebics in the office. I also do 
layouts, write articles, play CD Rou-
Ictic^ and look exiremciy stressed 
when all three phones ring at once 
when I'm the only one in ilie office. 
If you're interested in doing film 
reviews this year, your best bel is to 
come in and visit the office on a 
regular basis as tickets lend lo be 
disirbiiued to whoever is nearest un-
less other arrangements are made. 
One of the great things aboul editing 
a newspaper (and having your own 
column) is that you gel a chance to 
complain about anything that's an-
noyed you recently. One of these 
tilings iliat really bugged me recently 
was the cover of the January issue of 
Cosmopoliian.3 "Can you be a fcmi-
nisi and siill be attractive to men?" 
Huh? You mean, you can be ^ femi-
nist and be attractive to menl This 
was news tome. After all I'm a femi-
nist, and not attractive tomcn. (Being 
a male heterosexual feminist prob-
ably doesn't bring lhe boys flocking 
cn masse.) Seriously ihough, I never 
really considered feminist ideologies 
to be repugnant to men, after all cqu al-
iiy, freedom from discrimination and 
the ending of sexism seemed pretty 
much ideal goals for all of us. 
So, I bought Cosmo, and read the 
article. Naomi Wolf, friend, you wrote 
a damn good article but you were 
betrayed by your subeditor. Check 
tliis for a sure fire method of aggrava-
tion "Despite plenty of evidence to 
the contrary, there are men oul there 
who love nothing more lhan sharing 
their beds with tmly liberated women. 
Here, Naomi Wolf gels beyond the 
paradox and says il 15 possible to be a 
feminist and be witJi a man" Al this 
point I wanted to put an axe ihrough 
to the skull of the subeditor who set 
thai piece up. Have a careful look at 
that little quote, "be a feminist and be 
with a man". Hey bugger equal op-
portunity, stuff equal pay, that's not 
importani really because you can still 
gel a man. Oh like they aren't more 
important things in life? Like having 
a man defines you? Really enlighten-
ing stuff, the stuff that would make 
the sisterhood rise as one and say "I 
can be a feminist and still HAVE A 
M AN!" Whoop bloody whoop. When 
abortions are still illegal and life 
threatening, women are still raped, 
equality is a long way off, what does 
Cosmo do? Promotes the value of 
having a man as being all important. 
And precisely whal the hell docs hav-
ing a man mean? "See Jennifer I do 
have a man, it's on the sideboard... 
Well, yes darling, il goes fabulously 
with the drapes,butlkeepmymanon ^ 
the manile piece at home." Or an-
other alternative, "Well I'm having a 
haircut and then I'm eillier going to 
have a facial or have a man." What 
aboul "Well we're having salad, soup 
and a man for dinner." The combina-
tions get worse die more you look at 
il. "Doing anylhing d^ is afternoon. 
Well I was thinking about having a 
man." I'll stop now. 
Finally, when I did read ilic article, 
IT HAD NOTHING TO DO WITH 
THE REALLY DUMB HEAD-
LINES. Il's a good piece on keeping 
feminism in perspective, on keeping 
the definition of die enemy as those 
who stand against reform not those 
with the wrong set of chromosomes. 
There are a few people oul there who 
could do wilh reminding that classi-
fying all men as bad is sexist, dis-
criminatory and counterproductive 
lo the movemenl. 
Now ilial's off my chest 1 can relax a 
bit more... 
Final point for Rave 1, Issue 1,1994, 
concerns the Toga party. Large cali-
bre handguns are still tlic ultimate 
rape deterrent.'' And if Toga isn't 
your kind of show, come across to die 
Women's Cabaret and check it oul, 
since it promises a greal nighl of 
entertainment, which I 'm looking for-
ward to seeing. 
Have fun people. 
Stephen 
Stephen is one third of an editorial team 
that is slarting to come to terms with what 
tha word Vort" means. Tl^ $ call sign 
originated on the blacklxard of the law 
library as shorthand version ofhis name for 
leaving messages and has gradually 
started taking over his signature. Flattery 
and bribery are still the quickest way to his 
heart. 
^ Ministerial press releases, faxes, and 
asking various writers what does the word 
'deacHine" mean in their language. Sheesh, 
jt's not all lun you know. 
2 Five disk multi player. 4 disks you like, 
one CD single, either Teen Queens. 
NKOTB, or Achy Breaky Heart. Hil random. 
Musical Lottery. 
3 Now I've got some money I can buy 
magazines rather than borrow my mother's 
New Idea & or Women's Weekly 
'* Wilh thanks to Janie Fitzgerald, Bob 
Heather and Craig l\^Cosher. 
I.C.C. REPORT 
So you all know college people have a crazy fun time, but how do they do it? Well 
il it wasn't ior the Inter-College Council, many things just wouldn't happen. 
ICC is responsible for the sporting, cultural, and many of the social events that 
occur on the college calendar. Each year a different college runs the Inter-College 
Council, and this year Djchesne and St. Leo's are sharing the responsibility. 
The college sports gurus can compete in fourteen different sports throughout the 
year, and presentations are made at the end of each year lo the legendary teams 
which managed lo survive bites, scratches, kicks, bruises and batterings to strag-
gle home first. For those superior beings that consider themselves a class above 
the rest of the college competitors, there is the extra reward of an ICC select'on. 
ICC team's are honorary, and usually go to the best and fairest player's in each 
sport. 
ICC social functions have the reputation of being the wildest, craziest, funkiest lun 
times! It's the one time when people forget college rivalries, get pissed together, 
and 'get to know one another'. The ICC Pool Party, featuring Weddings, Part es, 
Anything on Wednesday 16th of February is proof oi our pa-ly-hard, big time atti-
tude! Then there's the O'Week Recovery on the foiiowing Sunday - you won't get 
bigger than that! There'll be heaps more social functions throughout the year (in-
cluding the ball!) - look out for them and don't miss the best nights of the year. 
For all the cultural buffs there's a chance lo participate too. Throughout the year 
ICC hosts the Choral Festival, Art Show, and Public Speaking Competition. And of 
course, there's the hard fought debating! 
To ensure that everyone has al least some idea ol what the hell is going on, there 
are regular ICC meetings where two reps from each college meet with the ICC 
Exec. 
The outrageous, senseless, insane ICG Exec (well they will be by the end of the 
year!) for 1994 is: 
President: Brett Hawkins {oh captain, my captain!) - Leo's 
Vice President: Joanna Stevens - Duch 
Secretary: Andrew Shaw - Leo's 
Treasurer: Anna-Maree Carol! - Duch 
Sports Convenors: Jane McCosker - Duch; Mark Goodv/in - Leo's 
Social Convenors: Sam Collins- Duch; Dan Birmingham - Leo's 
Cultural Convenors: Samantha Byrne - Duch; Cormac O'Connor - Leo's 
UP THE REST OF YA'S 
Many external observers often stand mystified by the culture at college. Due to the 
overviewed second rale An-crican movies about college life, there has developed an 
unqualified perception of collegians as being arimals of alcohol, sex and apathy. Although 
Ihese facets are the fundamental principles upcn which colleges' O'Weeks are built, net 
all collegians are lucky enough to GET ONE during the week of pillage. 
"College identity" does exist. Indeed ICC rivalry marks the differences between colleges 
illustrating each one's deeply embedded pride for their own. Nonthcless. ihere arc 
commonalities which unite the ten members of ICC into one poweriul sole identity within 
the university. Rivalo* is great, it's healthy! But all new collegians mjst acknowledge from 
'Day One" that they also be'ong lo a larger idenlity ot ali college. Colleges are a 2 000 
strong force of students who study, play and sleep on the university's campus. However, 
ailhough it may be a small world of its own, college is by no means a sub-set of reality. 
New collegians must appreciate the fact that campus liie is oul ol Ihc ordinafy. O'Week 
should lend you to this tact. Permanent sodalising, with the aid of alcohol, is no irue 
insight i.nto reality. Saying this, is not to condemn such traditional praclice. In fact, it is 
quile Ihe contrary. Once a collegian comes to the realisation that the college lifestyle is far 
from 'real life", then there is every reason why they should see tho need to make lhe very 
most of il. This is to suggest that a college student should bo grateful that they belong to, 
not just their own college, but college life itself. Further, it is to propose that all collegiars 
should, since recognising such opportunity, contribute as much as possible to evidence 
their own college's success wilhin ICC and Iho maximisation of their personal enjoyment. 
It is not reality - realise il - and thus, make the most of it. 
Ttiis first College Comment for 1994 welcomes back all returning collegians and gives a 
fresh gidday to all new ones. Get amongst O'Week - don't hold bac'< - college is now your 
home so give it all you can. 
NOMINATIONS FOR COIJLEGES YICE-PItESIDENT 
Nominations for ihc position of Colleges Vicc-i'tcsiileni will be c.-illcti for in \hc agenda for 
the 2nd Ordinary .\1ccling of Council scheduled for 2 .March 1994. 
Nominaiion forms arc available from ihc Union office (located on ihc Isi Hoor of ihc t>nion 
Huilding). l-onns can be complulcd anJ hanJcd in lo ilit office, lolhc Union Sccvclar)' or lo 
the Chairperson of Council, al tlic niceling, i») llic nighl the meciing will be held in lhe ilcath 
R()omai6.15|>.\1. 
If there is more lhan one numinalion, members of Council will vote for the p<)sition on llie 
nighl. 
onvKKK-YO(?f.LrAr:cn VO[?I.L(:HY....YOI?L[JILHM 
They v.'ander in young, infantile, naive, awestruck and ovenvhelmed, only to 
find that deep down in their shy timid, vestal little bodies, dwell untamed 
WILD ANIfMLS. 
Each year, 2000 strong students descend upon the University of Queensland's 
ten colleges. For approximately one third of these hapless fools, 1994 will mark 
their first time at uni, and more immediately, their first orientation. 
Previous house captains, prefects, school leaders, OP Is, sports captains, 
cultural figjre heads, and alter boys throw aside their pre-fab morals and non-
biodegradable reasoning, to become rule breaking barbarians, hormone 
heightened youths, impressionable piss-cutters, intellectually unbalanced 
freedom lighters, and much more. This amazing transformalion lakes about a 
v/eek. One legendary week - O'WEEK! 
For most, Ihis will be their first time away from friends, family and school. They 
come from hard vjorking study orientated environments, and are unsure as to 
what they will lind al uni. Spirits are high, and expectations wry. No longer do 
curfews apply, nor rules exist. First years have totally unabated freedom to party 
like things possessed. 
Music, drirks and lack of supervision lead to fve days of non stop partying, 
piss-cutting, and 'getting to know' one another, along with the general cavorting 
and rooting around in the bushes. 
By far the local poinl of O'Week is piss-cutting and 'getting lo know' one 
another. Bul still, there exists an even deeper, more sinister motive behind 
O'Week. From the first activities on Monday morning, O'Week leaders begin 
moulding lhe spirit of their respective colleges. The strong unity and friendship 
which v/ill grov/ from O'Week, is responsible for much of the college spirit which 
will siretch over the next ten monlhs. 
O'Week organisers from rival colleges scheme logether to pitch their first years 
against one another in activities such as bucketing (Leos), streaking (Kings), 
grunting (V/omens), praying (Grace), tractor driving (Union), hu'ling 
(Duchesne), barking (Emmanual). and keeping to themselves (Cromwell). 
Johns doesn't do anything thanks to last yuar's O'Week. 
The ensuing rivalry v/hich fo lows, fuels college spirit for the rest of the year, 
being undoubtedly, one of lhe best parts of college life. 
Colleges exchanges are the highlights of O'Week. Toga parlies, champaigne 
breakfasts, boat cruises, morning ae.-obics, hurling, ICC Pool Parly, Ice Skating, 
fornicating, REC CLUB, funky disco evenings, and even more hurling, all add to 
Ihe cavorting and rollicking good fun times. 
Il's the week that we alt find so hard to forget, yet difficult to remember. Still, with 
such frolicking merriment being had by all, one question still remains, "What 
does IH do during O'Week?!" 
Happy Hurling. 
The Commander of Fon Emmanuel is planning to upgrade his insii-
iiiiion's recently installed Ibnifications after receiving rcporl.s of in-
creased activity at neighbouring King's College. The above photo 
intelligence would .seem to indicate diat room will Lv ni,adc for an-
otiier si,\iy Kingsmcn to impale ihctnsclvcs on Tlic Great Wall of 
Emmanuel in 1994's skirmishing on Upland Rd.. 
29. 
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So you have a taste for power, 
greed and cornjption, got straight 
A's in High School and couldn't 
stand the sight of blood. Welcome 
to the UQ Law School! This report 
aims to give a few handy tips to 
those students new lo the faculty 
and address a few of the fnore con-
tentious issues re; the law school. 
The first thing that you have to do 
is enrol. This may seem rather 
straightfonward, however, the differ-
ence between a course lull ol ex-
citing challenges and one in sleep 
therapy, leading to caffeine - fla-
voured duodenal ulcers around 
exam time, will depend upon the 
lecturers and tutors which you 
Chose. Take, as a hypothetical ex-
ample, the study of Criminal Law 
where one might say that enrolling 
in the day stream wilh Mr Kenny 
would be the preferred option. As a 
guide to good lecturers the UQ Law 
Society conducted an extensive 
sun/ey«lasl year and published the 
names o' the ten top lecturers in the 
Law School. These were: Ms Grant, 
Ms Marshall, Dr Moens, Ms Hogg, 
Ms Howard, Mr Kidd, MrMcNab, Mr 
Mortensen, Dr Puri, W Ratnapala. 
Next comes the purchase of text-
books. This very painful fiscal ex-
ercise can be ameliorated by pur-
chasing your books second tiand 
from the Union Bookshop or off the 
numerous notices which students 
post around the law school office. If 
the textbook set that year is a new 
edition then go to the Uni Book 
Store and compare its prices with 
those of the Law Book Company in 
the city which usually puts out a 
price list. If you would rather spend 
your summer's savings on some-
thing worthwhile, such as food and/ 
or alcohol, but you still want to study 
law then you can find all the neces-
sary textbooks in the Law Library 
30. 
where the arctic temperatures keep 
them all in pristine condition. 
When I first came to Law School, 
not so long ago, first year assess-
ment was in the form of 100% end-
of-year exams artd although I'm 
sure that we all appreciated being 
presented wilh such a challenge it 
did result in just a few too many 
panic-stricken drop-outs and nerv-
ous students throwing up on the big 
day. Since then things have 
changed a little and we can all be 
thankful forthe gradual iniroduction 
of assignments and smaller exams. 
Studying for these exams still in-
volves spending a lot of time at-
tempting to interpret reams of notes 
hastily scribbled down in lectures. 
However, the provision of pre-taped 
notes in the library along wilh typed 
notes on some subjecis on the li-
brary's computers provides a use-
ful alternative to lectures. Hopefully 
the Law School will one day be able 
to afford issuing printed lecture 
notes so that students may spend 
their time learning instead of sim-
ply transcribing. 
The primary impediment to reform 
within the TC Beirne School of Law 
is its state of funding, it being among 
the worst funded departments 
within the University ol Queensland 
and Australia. This has been the 
result of a perception within the 
University administration that the 
training of a law student is a rela-
tively cheap exercise. Conse-
quently a disproportionately small 
amount of government funding is 
allocated to the Humanities Group 
within the University and to the Law 
School within the Humanities 
Group, in relation to the amouni of 
students which these bodies repre-
sent. In short, the University makes 
a profit on each law student in or-
der to support spending in other 
areas. This leads to the ludicrous 
situation wliere the acquisition ot a 
single piece of equipment within the 
Physical Science & Engineering 
Group costs more than the Law Li-
brary's budget. The Law Library is 
one area whore the Law School had 
been treated on.gn equal basis with 
other areas when all library funding 
was severely curtailed in recent 
cutbacks. However, other than 
wage costs, the funding of the Law 
Library is the only major demand 
made upon University finances by 
the Law School. Furthermore, fur-
nishing the library with sources on 
the latest legal developments is a 
costly yet essential exercise with-
out which the Law School cannot 
function professionally, if the Law 
School received the funding to 
which it is entitled then it could have 
a library which is not only up-to-dato 
but could provide a larger number 
of textbooks for disadvantaged stu-
dents. The Law School could also 
begin to examine the possibilities 
for reform within the lecturing sys-
tem, ie. replacing lectures with 
printed lecture notes and seminars. 
One criticism which is sometimes 
made of the legal community is that 
its members are not truly repre-
sentative of the rest of the commu-
nity. Although this is also a problem 
in other professions it is one of spe-
cial concern within the law owing to 
its role of mediating between differ-
ent elements of the community. The 
place ol women within the law 
school is now secure at the studenl 
and junior stall level with 58% ot 
students being female. Women are 
still poorly represented at senior lev-
els. However, with two recent sen-
ior appointments going to women 
this situation would seem to be 
changing. A new student club, 
Women and the Law, has been es-
tablished to address gender issues 
within the law. The Aboriginal and 
Torres Straits Islander Studies Unit 
(ATSISU) has increased the 
number of students from these ar-
eas in the law school with academic 
support and financial assistance. 
The most prevalent inequity within 
the law is that of socio-economic 
origin with surveys of both lawyers 
and law students indicating an over-
representation of students from elite 
independent schools. To remedy 
this a very limited government pro-
gramme giving financial assistance 
to students from socio-economically 
disadvantaged backgrounds and 
isolated areas does exist but Is not 
extensive enough to achieve pro-
portionate representation. 
Finally, there is the matter of what 
influence the Solicitors' and Barris-
ters' Boards have over students. 
Bolh these bodies require students 
to spend almost all of their subject 
electives salistying professional re-
quirements. This leaves very little 
room for specialisation or tho satis-
faction of personal interests. How-
ever, the system is freeing uo with 
Family Law being dropped from the 
list and extensive changes being 
planned for 1994 involving article 
clerkships being reduced to one 
year and far fewer subjects being 
placed upon the compulsory lists of 
the professional bodies. This may 
lead to a greater number of special-
ised subjects emerging within the 
law course instead of the strict re-
gime of business orientated sub-
jects which currently exists. 
Good Luck in '94! 
David Bolton 
Law Representative, 
Humanities Group Council. 
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DEGREES 
OF 
INFAMY 
by 
Arthur Chrenkoff 
Confused? 
Unhappy? 
You don't know if you've made the 
right choice with the course you're 
undertaking? Maybe you didn't gel 
your first preference and you are 
stuck for the next few years with 
studying something you don't par-
ticulariy like? Or maybe it's your 
parents who want you to become a 
brain surgeon? 
Don't worry! Regardless of what 
you're studying now, there is a mul-
titude of interesting careers just 
waiting for you if you have a degree 
- just about any degree, in fact so 
many famous and influential peo-
ple left the university only to do 
something entirely different or 
changed their occupation later in 
their lives that you should be in-
spired by their example and start 
considering some exciting alterna-
tive careers. 
How aboul being a dictator of a 
Third World country? Libya's Colo-
nel Khaddati successfully com-
pleted a combined arts/law degree 
(majoring in government) lo be-
come el supremo of a country 
where there is not much arts, but a 
lot of laws and government. 
Saddam Hussein is a law school 
dropout, but even that disappoint-
ment did not hamper him in his re-
Yasser Arafat 
Saddam Whosux 
solve to achieve professional hap-
piness as the butcher of Baghdad 
(he obviously must have failed Con-
stitutional Law and Human Rights 
Law and his handling of the Kuwaiti 
crisis also demonstrated why he got 
only a conceded pass in Interna-
tional Law). 
But don't even for a moment think 
that a law degree is a necessary 
prerequisite in order to oppress your 
people and create international 
havoc; after all the one and only 
Yasser Arafat studied engineering 
(ah, those engineers!). And don'l 
v;orry: somewhere there is a Third 
World banada republic waiting for 
you. 
But being a dictator can get tedious 
and boring. For those of you who 
are adventurous and just out of uni-
versity, what's better than :o be-
come an international terrorist? You 
gel to visit many interesting coun-
tries, meet seme interesting people 
and then kill them (plus you gel an 
unlimited free travel courtesy of 
world's major airiines). Just about 
every degree vj\\\ qualify you to be-
come the world's most wanted per-
son; Che Guevara was a coctor; 
George Habash and Wadi Haddad 
of the Popular Front forthe Libera-
tion of Palestine were paediatri-
cians; Renato Curcio, the founder 
of the Red Brigades was a philoso-
phv student; members of the 
Babder-Meinhof group were art stu-
dents, journalists and lawyers; and 
of course Abimael Guzman, the 
founder of Peru's Shining Path was 
a philosophy professor (you'ue got 
to watch out for those!). 
Organising a terrorist cell is some-
thing you can do if after finishing 
your degree you simply cannot bear 
to part ways with the wondertui 
friends you ve made in your few 
years at the uni. Just about every 
respected terrorist group has its 
own alma mater: for the Turkish 
People's Liberation Army it's the 
Middle Eastern Technical Univer-
sity; for the Italy's Red Brigades it 
was the University of Trento and the 
Japanese Red Army called Kyoto 
University and Meiji University their 
home. So one way not put the good 
old University of Queensland on the 
map might be to start up the 
Queensland Revolutionary Army or 
the Animal Liberation Front (after all, 
there is an animal inside us all that 
needs to be liberated). 
But if being a dictator or a terrorist 
strikes you as being loo over the lop 
and you're looking for something 
more cerebral, why not become a 
spy and betray your country to a 
toreigri power? You have to be in-
telligent, well-connected and an arts 
degree always helps - a History 
major 'or Guy Burgess, Economics 
and History for Kim Philby, French 
lor Donald Maclean and Art History 
for Anthony Blunt. Remember, you 
loo can contribute to turning the Uni 
of Queensland into another Cam-
bridge; let's show the Poms that we 
can produce more spies than they 
ever did. But if you're not doing an 
arts degree, don'l desoair, you can 
make a wonderiui traitor after study-
ing science, all you budding physi-
cists (or electrical engineers in case 
ot Julius Rosenberg) can tollow in 
the footsteps of Klaus Fuchs, Bruno 
Pontecorvo and Alan Nunn May and 
sell ycur country's atomic secrels 
to the highest bidder (not that Aus-
tralia has any atomic secrets, or any 
other secrets for that matter, but 
where there's a will....) 
So there you go. You are young and 
you have the v/orid at your feet. All 
you need is a burning ambition and 
no hang-ups about killing people 
and you can turn the degree you 
feel ambiguous about into a corner-
stone of a successful and exciting 
new career. 
Good luck, but when you are stand-
ing before a tiring squad, don't tell 
them it was me who provided the 
inspiration. 
31. 
president's report 
Well, I hope you've all had a good break 
over Christmas. Il's amazing how 
quickly three months go, hey! A special 
welcome for Ihose of you who are mak-
ing the trip to Si Lucia Jor your first year. 
I hope that uni and uni life fulfils your 
(not doubt) high expectations. 
Last year was one of consolidation for 
the Union following two years of decline 
under the right-wing administrations. 
This year, however, the Union has the 
opportunity :o expand the services it 
offers, while still keeping its budget in 
check. 1994 could therefore be quile an 
exciting year - well if you lind the idea 
of extra Union services exciting anyway. 
This year, the Union will be offering four 
major new services. I'll give you a bit of 
info aboul each of them. 
1. O-Week Camp 
For the first lime, the Union is this year 
holding an O-Week camp. (Actually, by 
the lime you read this, it's already been 
held. I hope il was worthwhile.) The idea 
behind it is to give Ihose first-years who 
don't know much about Uni or many 
people coming here the chance to meet 
people and ieel a bit more comfortable 
on their first day. With this in mind, it's 
interesting lo note that most of the peo-
ple coming are Irom oul ol Brisbane and 
don't know anyone else coming to um. 
2. Margaret Cribb Chi Wcare Centre 
Named after the first female Vice-Presi-
dent of the Union, this new childcare 
cenire has been built in response to the 
huge demand for childcare on this cam-
pus. 1 musl admit that it's been qu'rte an 
eye-opener for me, as a young male, 
to see how much demand there is. 
The new centte is situated at the back 
of Oval No. 7 (the one near Ihe infor-
mation booth) and a waiting list for 
places is now operating. The cenire will 
open in late March. 
3. Employment Officer 
At present, Ihe Union's Welta.'o Officer 
is responsible for finding part-time em-
ployment for students. Unfortunately 
she is so overloaded with work handling 
your Austudy/social securily/health/ac-
commodalion queries that only a quar-
ter of Ihe Welfare Officer's lime can be 
spent finding employment. 
For this reason, the Union will this year 
employ an Employment Officer, initially 
on a full-time basis. This was one ol our 
team's (FOCUS) main eleciion prom-
ises, so I'm glad we have been able lo 
deliver so eariy in our term. Look out 
for the Employment Officer from Feb-
ruary/March. 
4. Resource/Library and Computer 
Cenire 
One ol lhe services which used to be 
offered by the Union was the Resource 
Library. While it has still remained, in 
existence, it has been a bit stuck away 
and hasn't been used to its potential. 
To remedy this, this year the Union wili 
be opening a new Resource Library and 
computer cenire down near the 
bikeshop, ll will house information on 
topics not comprehensively dealt with 
in the University's libraries, such as 
feminism, environmentalism, education 
and religion. It will also hold a bank of 
computers which can be used to 
cheaply word process for your assign-
ments. Much better than paying 
buckelloads at the Prentice Cenire! 
This room will be ready about the mid-
dle ol the year. 
Well that's what the Union intends to 
provide lor you in the way ot new ser/-
ices this year. I could say more about 
the campaigns we intend to run, but 
hope'ully my fellow Union Executive 
members have written about those. 
I hope you have a successful year at 
Uni and I hope I've got some meaty is-
sues to raise in my nexl column. 
Murray Watt 
Union President 
secretary's report 
This is the first in a series of instalments 
about the Union. 
One of the primary functions of your 
Student Union is to provide resources 
and help for students 10 do the things 
they think are important. One way 'his 
is done is through Clubs and Societies. 
However, another imporianl avenue is 
the Union committees. 
The committees are where most of the 
Union's activities are generated. 
Committees receive funding to co-
ordinate projects which address 
students needs. 
There are many committees cf the 
Union (some listed below) and each of 
these are open to every memtjer of the 
Union. 
Ust of Committees 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders-
deal with all issues relating to ATSi 
students. 
Activities - responsible for organising 
cultural, artistic and recreational events 
on campus. 
Clubs & Societies - makes decisions 
about Clubs & Societies need on 
campus. 
College Area - maintains contact in 
colleges and represents their needs. 
Differently Abled Students - initiate 
campaigns for Differently Abled 
Students'issues. 
Education - watches out for decisbns 
potentially bad for students and ads on 
them. 
Environment Collective - is generally 
active on environmental issues,, , 
Executive -this commtttee has me on 
it, plus Murray, ths President, so it's 
worth coming to. It also has a lot of 
power to make decisions about the 
Union. 
Hospitals Area - looks after the interests 
of medical students al Herslon. 
Turbot St Area - the same as H.A.C. 
but for dentistry students. 
Legal Aid - supervises the Legal Aid 
Service. 
Legislative Committee - looks al stuff 
which is sometime dull but often 
importani; to do with the rules of the 
Union. 
Overseas Students - this committee 
works lo make life easier for Overseas 
students al U.Q. 
Part Time Students & Postgraduate 
Students - the same as the overseas 
students committee but for Part-Timers 
and Postgraduate Students 
respectively. 
Services & Finance - monitors the 
financial affairs of the Union. 
Welfare - co-ordinates campaigns 
around student issues like Ausludy, 
overseas and welfare services. 
Womens Equal Opportunity - this 
committee is concerned wilh women's 
rights at U.Q. and organisation activates 
for women. 
Queer Sexuality Collective - raises 
awareness around these issues and 
provides support for people identifying 
as queer. 
If you have any ideas atwut things you'd 
like to see done for students, be that 
something in fun, or redressing a 
problem, or merely improving a service 
already provided, the committees are 
the place to go, Any member of the 
Union has access to any committee. 
What's more, the permanent members 
of the committees will always greet new 
faces enthusiastically. 
The committees should be a place 
where everyone feels comfortable 
attending and can make contributions. 
If you would like to be on the mailing 
list for any particular committee, contact 
me {Jenny McAllister) at the, Student 
Union on 377 2200 or just come along 
to a meeting (advertised in the foyer of 
the Union building). You could also just 
come along and chat to me about what 
you want to do, We. look, forward to 
seeing you and hearing your kieas. 
Jenny McAl lister.. :^ ', .^ v.; V ;'••' 
Union Secretary'\t.:„^.;v",';: 
9 0 
weo 
area's report 
O.K. So now you're at Uni, hopefully here 
to soak up some light, liberty and 
learning. University, to its credit, is a 
place where you can study when you 
want, avoid gelling told what lo do, 
question authority and gel away with il, 
and study for careers which used to be 
barred to women. On the other hand, the 
same sexist bullshit you find elsewhere 
is just as rampant here. Sexual 
harassment, rape, course content which 
doesn't even acknowledge that women 
exist, let alone reflect their 
achievements, lack of childcare and 
women's sen/ices etc. elc, 
While sexism and discrimination still 
exists, women^will still be actively 
working to demand the equal rights and 
respect we know we deserve. This is 
where the fabulous Women's Equal 
Opportunity Area comes in. We are a 
resoLirce for ajl women on campus, 
whether you want to campaign on a 
women's issue, get away from it all, 
have free tea and coffee, meet other 
women students or participate in a 
.workshop. We're planning to have 
.regular workshops and forurnscovering 
'everything from the personal, to the 
practical, tothe polilicai, as well as lots 
of other events. 
Definite Events 
1. A four week self defence workshop 
presented by the WEO Area in 
conjunction with E.S.C.A.P.E. F.A.S.I 
March 8, 14, 21 and 28 f'om 6:45pm-
9.00pm in the Axon Room. Women are 
already booking places, so hurry and 
coniaci the WEO Area beiore places 
run out IThe cost is $10 for UQ students 
and staff, $30 for other students, and 
S40 for waged people. The course is 
v/omen only. 
2. During O-Week vje're having a stall 
on Market Day, Wed 16lh Feb, near '.ne 
other Union Area Stalls. So come have 
a rave, pick up some info, and meet ;he 
WEO Collective. 
3. Our fantastic women's cabaret, 
Venus Rising, is on Thursday nighl, 17th 
Feb - a hassle-free alternative to 1he 
Toga Party. We'll have bands, 
comedians and theatre and il's all 
licensed and cheap! Only $5 'or 
v/orkers, $3 concession (student and 
unemployed). It starts al 7pm and 
women and their friends are welcome. 
4. March 8 is International Women's 
Day and to celebrate (and agitate) we're 
having a speakcul aboul women's 
issues and the International Year of Ihe 
Family in conjunction with the 
Resistance Club. This will be at 1 pm in 
the Main Refec 
Tentative Events 
During the first (ew weeks of semesler, 
we'll be organising a Screenprinling 
Weekend Wo.'kshop and poster project. 
a car maintenance workshop. 
Introduction lo Fe.minism session with 
tne WEO collective, and anything e se 
women are interesled in. You can 
suggest, organise or present a 
workshop of your choice, just coniaci 
US for details. 
Collective Meetings 
Are held every Tuesday, 1pm in the 
Women's Room, every woman car 
particioate, make suggestions and 
make decisions. This is the best way to 
ensure the Area is responsive to your 
needs. 
To Find Us 
Ring Carolyn or Toni on 377 2242, find 
us at our stall at O-Week, or come 
, upstairs in the Student Union building 
(:he office or the Women's Room). We 
hope to see up soon! 
education 
area's report 
At this early stage in the semesler you 
may be finding yourself in a frenzy, 
irying to figure out your subject choices. 
It certainly isn't fun. The Education 
Office wants to know of any subjects 
where lectures or tutorials are 
overcrowded or if you are being asked 
lo pay for any subject materials olher 
than textbooks. This information will 
assist us in advocating lor your needs 
Unfortunately we haven'! got the 
resources to investigate the problems 
in every subject. So please lei us knov/. 
Please remember that if you have any 
difficulties in your academic quest the 
Education Office exists to support and 
assist you. We can't help i! we are not 
av/are of your circumstances. 
In case you do nol know, this year: 
• The standard HECS rate has 
increased by $27 to be $2,355 per full 
lime year (not S3,000 which was the 
amount the Government initially 
wanted). 
• The salary threshold al v/hich we begin 
to pay back HECS and Austudy loans 
has decreased by almost S2,000 to 
$24,668 per annum. 
• The proposed extra fees for sludenls 
enrolled in their second undergraduate 
degree (2xHECS) and students who 
have taken longer lhan a semester of 
the standard duration to complete their 
degree (not part time students) 
(1 .SxHECS) will nol commence. 
Other campaigns that we'll be working 
on include: 
• Assessing the financial needs o! 
students 
• Grievance procedures for students al 
UQ 
• ILLEGAL CHARGES for lecture 
material 
• Student Bill of Rights 
• HECS on placement 
• Overcrowding in lectures 
• Library resources 
and many more. These things effect 
your education and indeed the nature 
of education in this country itself. United, 
students have got some pov/er and can 
have an effect on higher education. If 
you're nol part of the solution you're part 
of the problem. Come lo the education 
office and lind out how to be part of the 
solution. 
Don't forget to pick up a copy of this 
years Alternative Handbook. Available 
at all refectories. 
What are the financial needs ot 
students? 
How are you coping? What is your 
income? How do you live? Does your 
income meet your costs? The Union 
wants to know. 
On the 2nd of March al 1pm in the 
Whitlam Room of the Student Union 
there will be an initial meeting to discuss 
the conducting a comprehensive 
assessment of the needs of students. 
Bring our ideas, your experience and 
your interests. 
Sean Lynch 
Education Vice President, 
33. 
welfare 
area's report 
This year the Welfare Area is going to 
emerge from hibernation and be 
noticed! The plan is lo brighten up the 
area with some eye-catching 
promotional stints throughout the year, 
Tho first step has been the creation of 
our Welfa.'e mascot - the possum, 
which made ils inaugural appearance 
in O-Week. This (as yet un-named) 
possum can be seen draped across 
Welfare Area posters and will take you 
on a guided lour througi various 
exciting and colourful Welfare inlo 
leaflets. It is even cooking up a bit of a 
storm in our FREE recipe book, which 
is available as we speak. 
This essertial range of info sheets are 
designed lo give students up-to-date 
information on areas such as setting up 
a household, part-time work, award 
wage rates and student loans just lo 
mention a few. We have alsc produced 
info on shopping tips, markets in 
Brisbane and surrounding areas and a 
cheap entertainment guide. Keep a 
w/atchful eye oul for this stuf^ . While on ' 
the topic, thank you to Vivienne Brown. 
Aaron Johnson, Kyla Reid, Adam 
Siapleton and Diane Cox (Welfare 
Officer) for all their hard work in the pre-
0-Week period. 
Our most prominent expansion for the 
year will be the addition of a new full-
time employment officer who in short, 
will be finding more part-time jobs for 
students. Our current employment 
service will be greatly enhanced 
(thankyou thesaurus-Dan) by this 
employment officer who wil canvass 
prospective employers for jobs, 
organise work shops and educate us in 
employment-related matters. 
The Welfare Area is all aboul looking 
after students, and we strongly urge you 
to get involved and share your ideas 
anc suggestions wilh us! All Welfare 
cc'T'm<ttee meetings are "ooen-house" 
a? tney say and are advenisea on the 
Uf-:on noiiceooard, so you re welcome 
'.c come along. 
(.-eiting a place to live, looKing lor a )0D. 
ana finding olher ways of suoponing 
yourself Ihrougn means such as 
Austudy, are nol things you have to 
plough Ihrough alone. We're all in the 
same boat wilh respect to these student 
hassles, and the Welfare Area can help 
, ou, advise you and get you on the right 
track. 
Hnally, I just want to say that our 
wondertui Welfare Officer, Diane, is 
ocated on Level 1 of the Union Building 
(ph: 377 2241) and is the one to contact 
^or help and guidance on Austudy, 
accommodation, part-time work, loans 
and olher life threatening student 
matters. 
Good luck and help to see you around! 
'Jamali Gunaralne 
Welfare Vce-President 
activities 
area's report 
For any newcomers lo the University of 
Old (or those ot you who've been 
hibernating for years) this is a brief 
introduction to your Activities, and an 
update on our plans to entertain YOU! 
The Activities area has many useful 
resources on hand such as a Darkroom, 
a 16mm projector and a projection 
screen, a bandroom, a space lor 
bannermaking or olher artistic pursuits, 
all available lor hire. There is also a 
Screenprinling area in the same space 
as Ihe Activities are where Maria and 
Greg can help you design and print your 
posters or t-shirts. 
Activities will also be running many 
"entertaining" events during lirst 
semesler, the first (after O-Week anc 
Recovery Week finish) being the 
University Revue. "Shut Up and Nobody 
Gels Hurt" will be presented for four 
Fridays in a row starting on the 25 Feb," 
in the Union Bisiro area and for a 
bargain $5. Aren't you all excited?!! 
We'll then continue to have Friday night 
entertainment forthe rest of Semester 
in the Bistro/Pizza Caffe area. 
Activities presents an Advenalin 
danceparty on the 12lh March at the 
Roxy nightclub, Fortitude Valley, and 
discounted tickets will be available to 
all UQ students. 
At lhe moment plans are underway for 
a Kitsch Film Festival for all you tovors 
of the absurd and trashy, and there will 
'lOpelully be 2 or 3 interstate band 
events for first semesler (perhaps even 
an international on©,..) 
Also, on ihe 21 March the first of six 
weeKs of workshops begin, with 
something to interest even the most 
stagnant unmotivated person. 
St Jonns Ambulance course 
- B & W photography 
- Bar course 
- Make-up tecnniques for film and 
theatre 
- Life drawing 
- Bicycle maintenance 
- Meditation classes 
- Video production 
- Intro to mac'basic D.TP. 
- , DJ skills 
- Screenprinling 
If any of the above workshops 
interested you; "come on down" to 
Activities and sign yourself on. Paul and 
I are open to any creative suggestions 
too, so don't by shy, 
Narween Otta 
Activities Vice-President 
clubs & soc 
area's report 
Dear Kids 
Oid you have a good holiday? I hope 
so, because from now on Ihere will be 
no rest for the weary, especially for 
those 16,000 students currently in-
volved in clubs! 
For those ol you who are new girls and 
boys at UQ, the Clubs and Societies 
Area is just like the sandpit at your old 
kindy - a pleasure palace of perpetual 
playful pandemonium (hows that for al-
literation!). But seriously, there are cur-
rently over 120 clubs affiliated wilh 
Clubs and Societies. These range from 
poiiical to cultural clubs, from religious 
to ethnic clubs, from Welfare to faculty 
clubs, and there is always room for 
more! ,. ' 
"Where do we sign?" I hear you cry. Well 
I'm glad you asked that! This year we 
are holding not one but TWO, yes you 
heard it here lirst folks. TWO Markets 
Days, the first being the traditional 
O'Week extravaganza and the second 
ALL NEW Recovery Week event which 
will be held at lunch time on February 
23 outside the Biol Refec, in conjunc-
tion wilh a band and BBQ. 
Other exciting events coming up are 
"Global Groove', an internationalist 
dance party to the held on the 11th of 
March by the Borneo Students Asso-
ciation, and the ever popular biannual 
"Fiesta". "Fiesta", with its plethora of 
international beers and food, accompa-
nied by the dulcet tones oi a reggae 
band or two. witl be held in the Bisiro at 
7.30pm on the Wednesday of Recov-
ery Week. 
Between planning for O'Week, Recov-
ery Week, grants consideration and the 
over abundance of groovy and diverse 
activities goingon. you'd expect that the 
staff down here would be pretty crappy 
and burnt-out, Bul paradoxically, they 
are so vibrant, fun and just plain 
goodam amiable that its ridiculous! 
Come down to the office and experi-
ence them yourself.! I'll look forward lo 
seeing you all. 
Well au revoir, adieu, ciao until next 
ed'itioni Have a fabulous few weeks, 
Cheers, 
Michelle Teny 
1994 Clubs and Societies 
Vice-President. 
general vice 
president's report 
The mosl perplexing problem of this 
Union - and others is how to communi-
cate and inform its members. Of politi-
cal iss jes, offering of services of activi-
ties. Only some people read Semper. 
Only some people look at posters. Only 
some read leaflets. Yet every member 
of this Union needs to be informed. 
In an attempt lo enhance communica-
tion, the Union is wriling regularly to all 
counsellors and trying to involve them, 
has organised orientation camp for 1 st 
years to enable setting up and has pro-
duced a mail oul for eve7 member. We 
will also endeavour to use posters and 
noticeboards to notify and publicise in-
formation. 
The union can only inform. Use the 
services, and notify through he Union 
by phone call 377 2200, or letter. (Stu-
dent Union University ol Queensland). 
Of any feedback. And gel involved in 
the Union. It's resources are therfe for 
you. 
Dave Shankey 
34. 
student 
senator's report 
The Senate is the governing body of tho 
University, ll is comprised of a broad 
cross-sedion of the University and out-
side community- clergy, industrialists, 
professionals, politicians, public serv-
ants, and three student representatives. 
One of these students is tho Student 
Union President, Murray Watt, while the 
other two are elected by the student 
body for a three year term, Marcus Clark 
and Anastasia Palaszczuk. 
While many important decisions made 
concerning the University are made al 
lower levels the Senate retains final 
author.ty. Some very importani issues 
are discussed in length by the Univer-
sity. -.; 
Proposed satellite campus 
One particular issue al present is 
whetherihe University should establish 
a satellite campus. A number of loca-
tions have been muled including Ips-
wich City, Bond University, New Farm, 
Redlands, Pindjarra Hilis, Cabooilure, 
and Springfield. 
At present Ipswich, Springfield, or Bond 
would be the most favourable options. 
As a studenl representative I will be 
working to ensure that such a campus 
will have the following important require-
ments: 
'availability of part-time employment 
within the area 
"good public transport facilities 
'community facilities commensurate 
with St Lucia 
'availability of affordable and diverse 
accommodation 
'University educational and student fa-
cilities of appropriate .standards. 
High text book price? T 
Another issue istudents should be con-
cerned with is the high cost of new text 
books at St Lucia. The University in Iheir 
wisdom granted the UQ Bookshop a 
complete monopoly over tho sals of 
new text books- it banned the sale of 
these books by the Sltdent Union's 
bookshop. 
As a result the University can charge 
what they like because there are few 
bookshops in Brisbane that specialise 
in text book sales. Where does this 
money go ?- cross subsidisation. 
The University operates one of the most 
prestigious University Publis'iing 
Houses in Australia publishing famous 
works like Peter Carey novels and "For 
the Term of His Natural Life" to name 
two examples. It runs at a loss- a loss 
that is almost identical to the profit made 
by book and stationary sales. 
The question for students is should ney 
have to pay for Ihe prestige earnt oy 
the University or v/ould it perhaps be 
more honesl for the University lo Day 
for it. This is an issue I will be pursuing 
this year. 
In the meantime shop around for text-
books. Medical, Therapies, and Den-
tistry students are lucky because ihey 
can obtain text books from the Union 
run Bookshop al Herston (ring Johi on 
365 5275). 
Students may be able to pick up a sec-
ond hand version of their book at the 
Union Bookshop located in the Union 
Complex (be quick), scout the 
noticeboards at University for second 
hand books, or try the following text 
book stores: 
American Book Store -173 Elizabeth 
St, 229 4677 
Folio Books - 80 Albert St, 221 1358 
(music architecture) 
University Co-op Bookshops - Grfi.t.h 
University, 275 2677 
Law Book Company- 40 Queen St, 221 
6683 (law only) 
eultenworths - 7 1 Adelaide, 221 9172 
(law only) 
QUT Bookshop - Gardens Point and 
Kelvin Grove 
Finally ask yourself do you really need 
the book- often you wont read it at all-
many lecturers subscribe useless bcoks 
only because they wrote the book and 
want lo sell some copies. Another op-
tion is to photocopy the book as it m ght 
be cheaper and is legal because ,1 is 
for educational purposes. 
Assistance with any problems 
Many students may be reluctant to ap-
oroach the Union or University v/ith their 
problems for a variety of reasons. If you 
'all into that category or have already 
been to the above then I would urge 
you to drop me a note. My job is to rep-
resent your inlerests and help you with 
any problems- no matter how small, li 
you keep quite then I can'l do my job. 
My address is PO Box 41 University of 
Queensland 4067. 
Marcus Clark 
national 
student affairs 
area's report 
Let's start '94 with an explanation. What 
is an NSAO? Welt, I'm llie National Stu-
dents Affairs Officer, in olhsr v/ords, I 
liaise with other student unions at uni-
versities around Australia, work with 
NUS on national education, welfare etc 
campaigns and speak to otfier national 
groups relevant to your student union. 
What can I do for you? Well the NSAO 
isn't the most studenl coniaci oriented 
position ir the union bul I can help. If 
you need info about sludeni accommo-
dation interstate, or whal life is like on 
other campuses or would like to know 
more about NUS - see me! Ph 377 
2200 ext 543. 
So what's been happening these holi-
days? VJeW in early December, I went 
to NUS National Union of Student Na-
tional Conference (at my own expense, 
nol the union). This allowed me to find 
out more about what NUS does and 
how it runs. NUS is a peak student body 
which lobb'es the government on issues 
such as HECS. Austudy and standards 
of education. 80% of all student unions 
are members (400,000 students) but 
UQU is not. As a result we don't have a 
say in hov/ NUS is run. There will be 
articles aboul NUS in the next issue ot 
Semper and I'm sure I'll have more to 
say throughout the year. 
As a result ot speaking to people from 
olher unions, I heard atxjul O'camps 
which are held on other campuses. So, 
being the progressive union we are, and 
not wanting to be left out - we're hold-
ing (or by the time this is published -
have held) an Orientation Camp for first 
year students. This is intended to pro-
mole friendships between students who 
may not know other people when ihey 
arrive at UQ and help nev/ students get 
a feel for UQ life. 
In some of t.he Liberal slates in Ausiia'ia 
(WA, VIC, Tas)the stale governinents 
are imposing VSU (Voluntary Sludeni 
Urionism) won student bodier,. T'lis 
does not by any means have popu'ar 
support by tne students ol the ioli?vant 
campuses. The legislation is dosirjned 
lo shut down student unions so as to 
quash the voices of students. In West-
ern Australia, Guild .^ residents aie be-
ing taken off Univers.ly Senate, tnereby 
removing the only studenl representa-
tion on the university's peak body. VSU 
does nol give students more freedom, 
it merely removes .'epresenlalion -
united v/e bargain, divided we beg. The 
UQ Student Union al.so assistod tne 
Richmond Secondary College picket in 
Victoria opposing Kennetts shut down 
of disadvantaged high schools. 
I also have heard from students around 
Australia, that Semper vvas, over the 
las; two years, the best student nev/s-
paper in the couniry. The challenge iias 
been thrown down to Ihis years editors 
lo maintain tne diversity of interests that 
Semperhas come to represent, it i-; ^m-
poftant to represent all groups on cam-
pus nol just appeal to the majority wher 
writing student paper (if v/e wan' ma-
jority pulp interests we can read The 
Courier Maif) 
I w sh a yea.' of joy and fun to .i'' UO 
students and their friends. Chec s 
Dan Siskind 
35. 
CLUBS & SOCIETIES 
Classics & Ancient History Society has mucin in store 
in 94! 16 February: do not nniss our 0-weel< marl<et 
day stall for T-shirts, badges, membership and FREE 
nibbles. Wednesday 16 & Thursday 17 February: FREE 
LUNCH following Classics and Ancient History De-
partmental head's talk - room 734 Michie. Friday 
25 Feb: Rec Club get-together 7pm onwards. 
Wednesday 2 March: midday BBQ at fountain quad-
rangle near UG library - cut prices for CAMS mem-
bers. Do NOT miss these events and watch this space 
for many more... 
Contact Cathy Cogill 341 9864. 
Fijian Students Association 
The FSA didn't do a hell of a lot last year but this year it's 
been revived with a brand new commillce of rangers, a new 
image and a new name to match - The Indo-Asian Students 
Association/Cult! The name change was considered appro-
priate so as to incorporate all Indians, Sri-Lankans, Fijians, 
Pakistanis and anyone else who may be interested. 
We have an exciting agenda of functions and parties planned 
throughout the year, so come and check out our 0-week stall 
and keep your eyes and ears open for further details. We look 
forv/ard to meeting you all soon. 
Contact: Geetha Sathianathan on 378 5465 to find out how to 
become a member and further details. 
UNSA Club Report 
UNSA - United Nations Students Association is a non-
political, non-religions internationalist group at UQ. Our 
goal is to promote internationalism through forums, 
speakers, events and access to UN resources. So what's 
on? 
Wednesday , 23 February-7.30pm Main Refec 
Bistro 
FIEST A - international beer , tood and reggae 
Yes this hugely successful event of '93 is back. UNSA, 
UQU activities and the international clubs of UQU bring 
you an evening of fun and festivity - come along its 
HUGE. 
Wednesday , 2 li/larch - 5.00pm-7.30pm Axon 
Room 
Wine and cheese new members welcome. 
Speaker from UNIFEM (UN organisation forthe rights of 
women) 
If you'd like to join UNSA visit our stall at Market Day 
(Wednesday 16) Clubs & Socs day (Wednesday 23), 
Fiesta or outside the main refec during Recovery Week, 
Cheers-Dan. 
Debating Society 
Contact name: Stephen Uhr 
Contact number: 368 1993 
Annual 0-Day Demonstration Debate - prob-
ably about sex! 
• Chicken & Champagne by the Lakes. Thurs-
day Recovery Week - 1pm 
• Women's Debating Seminar. See UQDs stall 
on Market Day of details and talk to Sue or 
Dahlia. 
• Coming up: 
- fortnightly meetings 
- inter-club debates 
- lots of intervarsity debating opportuni-
ties 
- social events i.e. the annual Cocktail Party 
& Regressive Dinner 
36. 
Women And The Law present 
JudiTh Lucy 
supported by Paul Brasch 
Appearing Live on Campus 
28 Feb in the 
Axon Room 
also appearing at the Sit Down Comedy Club 3-5 
March 
Tickets $12 available at the Women and The Law 
Stand at O-wccb or outside the Law Ubrary 
proudly tupporicd by Snug Harbour Bar 
The Thoughts of Food 
So.... you've moved oul of home for 
the first time, and have begun to sam-
ple the sweet fruits of independence. 
You can make your own rules.... do what 
you want lo do, .sec who you want to 
see, be who you want to be, screw, 
smoke, drink and consume whatever or 
whoever is available, and the next day 
cither do it all again or do something 
completely different. Bul sour too is the 
price we must pay for our excess. This 
price comes in many forms, bul chiefly 
in the.... 'mundane', (ie: cooking,clean-
ing, washing etc) and .... 'responsibii-
ily', (ic: cocking, cleaning, washing etc). 
You are also, by now probably contem-
plating survival tactics for your 
newfound life on ihc Ausludy allow-
ance. And as these tactics will also, no 
doubt, probably involve others from 
similar predicaments (ie: the motley 
crew you call flatmates), the situation 
is bound to get a little stressful at times. 
For here in paupers paradise, you, the 
future of our counuy, get to experience 
life below the poverty level first hand. 
The powers that be, living in their ivory 
towers of stoicism, expect us to be grate-
ful for the princely sum expended upon 
us. But the equation (Cost of living = 
Austudy with spare change left over) is 
aboul as realistic "^ s a Paradise Beach 
script, or a politician's promise. Some-
thing always has to give. Eilher some-
one gives you mere money, or you give 
up something. 
It is unfortunate that for iJiose unable to 
beg, steal, borrow or earn the extra 
The Semper chef 
takes up his post 
on the regular 
cooking colu/nn 
tliia month. F.at 
thy heart out 
Margaret Fulion. 
(But saute it first 
darling!) 
ChcfClay 
(pictured right) in 
a particular 
special item of 
head gear. Clay 
denies any 
responsibility for 
any aftermath of 
the Radical 
recipes 
money required just to survive, diis giv-
ing up concept often realises iiself in 
the food budget. And leLs face it, if il's a 
choice between delving into the deptlis 
of dipsomania - a common occurrence 
when grades of 3 or less arc given to 
assignments - and eating baked beans 
on toast until you next 'crisis is over for 
the moment payment', it's a clear cut 
choice isn't it? Fan on dude. 
As a chef with fourteen years experi-
ence, (eight as a vegetarian), born 
cheapskate, tightwad, bargain-hunter, 
specialaholic and miser, (amongst other 
names) I hope to be able to, if not save 
yOii from confinement to roughage, then 
al least show you how to turn your 
'beans' into someiiiing a little more ex-
citing (see April's 1993 Semper). 
My move down tiie socioeconomic 
scale to the second lowest class in west-
ern society - just above unemployed 
children, (yes I bccanie a siudcm). also 
found me wiili two extra moutiis to feed 
and one extra bum to wipe. 
Two years down llic track, however, iliis 
family's situation has improved with-
out the addition of extra finances. Botli 
tlie co-parent and myself have discov-
ered numerous ways of increasing our 
food purchasing power. And many of 
these survival tactics, as I call theni, 
require litUe effort other th;ui tliouglu, 
phuming and consistency. For example, 
our average food budget for tlie past two 
years has been $100.(X) per fortnight. 
Tills has naturally required some sacri-
fices, bul far fewer ilian expected - tlie 
non-vegett>rian co-parent eats far less 
meat tlian she did before, and my tx)ur-
bon has been swapped for Diaper 
Klcen. 
Over tlie next few monlhs I will be high-
lighting a number of tactics iliat can 
help you lower your food expenditure, 
as well as improve llie quality of your 
did. The emphasis will always be to-
wards food and ideas that are both 
cheap and non-time consuming. I will 
also show you a number of hints for 
around the kitchen, as well as inexpen-
sive dinner parly menus, ideas and in-
fomiaiion reg.u-ding tiic vegciarian diet, 
good value eating establishments in 
Brisbane and a variety of cost saving 
ideas, including tlie benefits and ease 
ofhomebrewing.n 
1. Budget-andstick to it 
Budget enables the scrooge to ration-
alise food expenditure against all other 
expenses. However, slicking to it is 
easier said lhan done. Remember, be 
lough, be tight and be a lyram if nec-
essary. Make sure that any items re-
quired by an individual arc paid for by 
that person over and above the budget. 
This can help avoid the knit-picking 
that lends to occur when financial and/ 
or relationship problems begin to sur-
face. 
2. Plan before you leave home 
Planning a shopping list brings those 
items you need into your mind, and 
prevents excess buying. It also lessens 
die need to visit tiic local 'charge like 
a bull siore' before your next expedi-
tion. These are the nio.si common 
Shopping Hints 
causes of budgel blow-outs, and arc 
mostly the result of poor planning and/ 
or la/.incss. 
3. Never, but never, shop on an empty 
stomach. 
The best of frugal intentions goes out 
ihc window when you're so hungry 
you could cat die cruich out of a dead 
camel, or even worse... Camp Pic. Re-
member too, the tight-fisted shopper 
never cats the high overhead shopping 
centre food. You may think you can af-
ford it on paymeni day, but llic mcmor>' 
is cold comfort when you're broke a 
week or so later. If you have to cal 
Uiere, keep it cheap. Better to spend 
S2 on chips than put an extra $50 worth 
of food in your trolley. 
4. Use a calculator 
Radical Recipes Number 1 
Roast Duck SIromboli 
1 duck 
3 eggs 
4 slices cf pineapple, chopped 
1/2 kg (approx) dry, uncooked popcorn 
Method: 
Mix popcorn, eggs and pineapple. 
Place duck in oven and cook moderately slow (180-200) for one hour. Re-
move duck from oven and stuff with mixed ingredients. Replace in oven. 
Cooking should be completed when the popcorn blows the arse oul of the duck. 
The editors completely and utterly disclaim themselves ard Semper from any recrimination, damages 
suits RSPCA actions or visitation from ttie ghost of Elvis ttiat may occur as a result of following ttiis 
recipe. Quite franl^ly we weren't game enough to try it out ourselves in the Semper kitchens and anyone 
who does cool* this bud is eitner very brave or a bloody id.ol 
A calculator is the skin-flint shopper's 
mosl useful tool. It not only allows you 
to add up the prices you carefully wrote 
down lx:sidc each item on your iisi, and 
thereby avoid any embarrassment at 
die check-out; but you can work oul 
the best buys antl check whether or not 
the advcriiscd 'value buy" is indeed a 
value buy. You can also qucsiion the 
scanner's accuracy while you're at ihc 
check-out. (they are IrequentK' wrong 
- especially on specials), and if the 
misiake is in your favour get your free 
item. Of course lhe truly ruthless shop-
per would gel their accomplice lo race 
ixick into the siore, urab another of 
those items and pick luiolhcr check-oui 
to go through before the price is ad-
justed. Naughty.... but I like it. 
5. Shop generic whenever possible 
Mosl of the generic brands (ic; No 
Frills, Familand etc) .sell products that 
arc almost as good, if not a.s good, as 
llie name brands. So why pay extra 
for fancy packaging and overheads. 
Some of the best generic goods in-
clude; most cooking and cleaning 
needs, as well as tinned loniaiocs, com, 
beetroot, dried milks eic. Olher prod-
ucts, such as baked beans and spa-
ghetti, pasta sauces, cordials, cling 
wraps, alfoil, plastic bags, and dairy 
products (like cream, cheese and 
icecream etc) may not be as good, but 
the lower price along with a liiilc crea-
live imagin:iiion make lliem a viable 
altemative. Include most dried pastas, 
coffee and teas, rice and toodipaste in 
die yuk! department.p 
37. 
Starting trom Scratch 
The most important ingredient in 
any kitchen is "planning". Knowing 
what you are going to do and need, 
as vcrell as how you are going to do 
it, is as much a part ofa professional 
coot?'s job as it is for ihe individual 
or family/household cook. 
Planning can save you both time 
and money, as well as make the task 
at hand a much easier and more 
enjoyable one. But vjhere does one 
start, especially one whose 
experience in the kitchen may have 
only been to heat up cuppa-soups 
and make coffee? Let me suggest a 
glass of wine, a comfortable chair, 
and a few moments reflection. Oh. 
and get some paper - for the list. 
You can'l have a plan without a list 
can you? 
The Plan 
1. ESTABLISH YOUR BUDGET: 
Okay, simple enough start. Bul 
remember, (if you haven't found out 
already) the initial stock for you 
kitchen/toiletries/cleaning and 
laundry requirementscosts a hell of 
a lot more than your usual shopping 
sprees. 59 items typically found in a 
very basic starting stock were 
recently costed. Included were 
herbs and spices, oil. dried milk, 
tomato paste, and other cooking 
needs, as well as rice, cereal, pasta, 
and a few cleaning Items, laundry 
needs eic. The average cost of these 
items was $98, and very little was 
readily edible, However, with the 
addition of some meat, vegetables 
or legt;mes a reasonable number of 
meals could be prepared from the 
basic starling Slock. 
2. WHERE TO SHOP: 
The aforementioned list of items 
was taken \Q a number of 
supermarkets in the high density 
student living areas between 
Indooroopilly. Siones Corner and 
Fairfield. The iiems chosen were the 
cheapest available (in many cases 
these were the generic brands), and 
were, as far as possible, of standard 
sizes and weights. The results were: 
Coles - ToDWoriy SI01.5o 
COIL'S - Taiflioki I Si03.04 
Cok'.s - CjrcL'fiskipes : S*>8 64 
Wdulworihs - Tooworn' : S100 4i? 
Woolworihs - IndoorvJoptlly • J95 07 
l-Dotl Tor l.cs.s - Annerley . SIO.%05 
rriinHins - Sioncs Corner S9C 77 
rranHins - Irnkjoroofiilty S90 54 
7i:iL-vcn iSI'JloO* 
'\^ llen1^ not iiv;iilab!o IS iicnis of lesser 
quaniiiy. 
With a difference of some Si3 
between ihe cheapest, and most 
expensive (not including 7 Eleven), 
it can be seen that some decisions 
need to be made as to where you 
want 10 shop. Location will of 
course play an importani role in 
this, but if lis not that much further 
to one of the Franklins stores, you're 
going 10 be better off. 
The same applies to fruit and 
vegeiable purchases. The price 
differences between various 
green^jrocers can be quite 
staggering. For example. 15 item lots 
bought at Coles in Fairfield Gardens 
on the day I visited would have cost 
$50.35, Literally next door, however, 
the same number of items would 
have cost me only $19.81. and with 
little, if any. difference in quality,Q 
ARRISON FORD J ^ M K M W W WWEMSBtKI^^^M 
«-^^ JTUIIN CINCMBSglOl 
^ M M 4 . ^ ^ ^ 
ONE FILM f l ONE 
nunncn 
D I R E C T O R ' S CUT 
lEXC, FIRST 
REI EASES) 
$4 
$5 
$6 
T H E 
• •ludiiliMn III ' 
I r t i i . i l ivr rilflint' 
( )M W o M A N S f n i H N j x [|J()M 
l i o j i i l o l f i v t ii> 1 )is( ( i \ I WS > 
A N Olivl \l Slo'M I iJ.M 
I I H ' fii'i^i iiii-,p'.,)| 
l i ' i . 'Tf i ! ;n\ i | , , ,:|' 
lillfflily 
Directed hy DAVID LYNCH 
OTHELLO 
TR8AL 
WED 16 FEB 
l.l'-y ( ASAinANt A (!'(;) 
2I'M N()SIIIAI)A,\U).SKII)(M 
.U'M tilADrRUNNriUM) 
'I.i,-5 rilADFKUNNEIMM) 
.'•..1.'^ n r i u r r o i ^ U F i M ) 
urs\ WIDDINC; IJANl^UIT (M1 
7.11) N{)SII«Ar)AMi)SKII)(M)| 
HI'M IVVINITAkSlK) 
<).!(» MIAIir KIINNIK (M) 
THU 17-WED 23 FFR 
(..1,'-, NOSIRADAMUSKIIKM 
(Ixt. Mon) 
7I'M Kri) ROCK West (M) 
ll.,l() KCDKOCKVVrSrfM) 
(Sim «)rM) 
')I'M IVVINITAKStR) 
(.Sun H. to) 
MON - Cincmnthi'nue 
li'M AMrRiCAi^c.i^ANDSON 
SAT-SUN MATINEF^ 
2I'M N()SlRAI)AMuSKin(M;| 
2..t() n i i i i ; ri'OQUE (M) 
41'M HEU.E EPOQIJE (M) 
4.:t(l IWIN PEAKS (R) RIVER PHOENIX 
Memorial Foslival , 
THU 24 FEB ONLY 
6pm SNEAKERS 
8.15 MYOWN P. IDAHO 
10pm 1.JONES & L^ ST (CRUSADE 
THU 24 FEB - W E n ^ M j i R 
(..4.'; HEAVEN AFAR 11 MM) 
( r . \ ( . I l l l J iSfMON) 
7.1.-; SHADOVVLANDSd'G) 
O.l,-; IWIN PEAKS (R) 
(Exc. Ilm 
").!() R E D R O C K W E S I (M) 
SAT-Sl^N MATINEF.'^ 
2.]r> SHAI)OWEANl)S(P(;) 
M""* VIN< I N l (Gt 
4.4'; l!EllEri'<H^lM (M) 
.'•>.i.'-. REI) ROCK WEST (M) 
MON - Cineni'''l'iC'lije 
7PM i w o r R t E N h s 
A new film by DAVID LYNCH, director • * 
of WILD AT HEART, BLUE VELVET " " 
SEASON a 
SHERYL LEE 
MOIRA KELLY 
DAVID BOWIE 
CHRIS ISAAK 
HARRY 
DEAN STANTON 
RAY WISE 
and 
KYLE 
MacLACHLAN 
HfSTHICTEDTO 
iOULrJHtUiS 
A DAVID LYNCH FIIM 
TWIN 
PEAKS 
FIRE WALK WITH ME 
DAVID LYNCH'S weird and wonderful world is magnified on the giant cinema screen in itiis 'prequel to his cult TV series which covers the las seven days 
of .he life of Laura Palmor. I! is sure to elicit controversy and il shows him al his mcst assured arid conttollcd. Still, there are enough bizarre olomenls and 
visual surprises to create a quality of disorientation best described as trance-like L^na'd Klady Cannes h im rcsiiva!) 
, EXCLUSIVE EXTENTED SEASON FROM 10 FEB. Adm. S6, S8, SIO (Tue S4, Sa, 56) • 
fi^^^vrv^tt^.l^'M'^^^ 
Tu)0^ 
''BR1LLIAINT...INTELUGE1HT, THE MOST EXOTIC 
MESSAGE YOU'LL HEAR In THE DARK THIS YEAR." 
, ,1 TATLER - JuuE BURCHILL . * 
".. iHlGHLY ENTERTAiNING, PLAYFULLY IlNGEPIlOUS 
UPDATE OF THE CLASSIC HOLLYWOOD THRILLER... 
THE SHEER PANACHE AND TORTUOUS PLonino 
PROVIDE PLEASURE A-PLENTY." 
TIME OUT - GEOFF ANDREW 
^fc^ 
EXTENDED SEASON! 
EXCLUSIVE EXTENDED SEASON FROM 17 FEB. 
POLYGRAM FILMED ENTERTAINMENT PRCSKTS A PROPAGANDA FILMS PRODUCTION 
AriMevJOHNDAHL NICOLAS CAGE DENNIS HOPPER RED ROCK WEST 
U R A FLYNN BOYLE TIMOTHY CARHARTAI.DJ.T, WALSH AS WAYM 
»,'US': BY WILLIAM OLVISPHSC'JCTiDMItS 3KE.RR0B PEARSON 
fC TED BV SCOTT CHESTNUT DIRECTOS OFPhOTCGWHy MARC BESHOVSKV 
ASSCCiATE Pt!DDj:E;iSRICK DAHL & LYNN WEIMER 
ETECUTVE H CwaSE OF PRODUCT Of, TIM CLAWSON SUPfRVSiNj PRODUCED AROH WARNER 
EXECUTVE ?^CP'J:ERS MICHAEL KUHNAKC JANtE MC CANN 
WRiTTEf. B^  JOHN DAHL At,D HICK DAHL 
'^CCU:ED BY S I C U R J O N S I G H V A T S S O N Af.C STEVE COLIN CiRECTEO BV JOHN DAHL 
juice PolyGram MORRISSEY EDMISTON 
|OHN DAHL enters tho film twriiory wilh David Lynch, in his debul Noir thriller, and has fashioned a dark talc aboul an essentially honest drifter, whose 
one night stopover in Wyoming, plunges him into a deadly mislakcn identity charade. "A very sharp and slyly funny thriller, where it counts - in script, 
performance and atmosphere". IVAN HUTCHINSON "An hilariously wicked Black Comedy" HERALD SUN (1.38) ($6, $8 $10) (TU^ S4, S5, S6) 
TO CONFIRM SESSIONS PHONE 3711879 or CHECK COURIER NfUL/TINE OFf FREE CAR PARK 
WiKNER Of 9 GOYA AWARDS 
(iMCi BEST Fii*,, ACTRESS, DIRECTOI 
Bf l lE 
EPnmiE 
A fltM 8Y FEWANIXJ TWE»A » JOKGI SAKZ 
"ENTHUSIASTICALLY RECOMMENDED 
for lovers of Cinema Art" 
DA VID STRA TTON 
"UiTicei^t 
THE LIFE AND DEATH OF VINCENT VAN GOGH 
T H E F I L M B Y P A U L C O X 
38. 
X RrTi.xnoR % ANTHONY HOPKINS 
DEBRA WINGER 
From the Director of 
EUROPA, EUROPA 
OLIVIER 
A film by Agnieszka Holltind 
Director, James Ivory 
REMAINS 
OF THE I W 
Anthony ' ^ S r ' ^ Emma 
Hopkins ' ' ' Thompson 
A Ravlshlnj Feast for Ihe 
iiH^ TTCS A Eors. .MoTJns Erotic 
OBBARD 4 GIIIL1.AUME 
DEPARDIEU 
WMAGNIFICB^RIMVERSDN 
aMTAN'S 
Tin: jOY LUCK 
CLUB 
ACADEMY AWARD NOMINEE 
BEST FOREIQN RIM 
L^^K E W E I L M y 
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I'd Love To Have a 
Beer With a Davo!!! 
What does a Davo do when he 
wants a drink ? Whai are lhe 
drinking options, on campus and 
il5 not too distant surround.s ? 
'ITic Ucc Club 
The Rec Club is run and opx'rated 
by the Sports and Recreation As-
sociation (SPRA). It is the scene of 
many carnage nighls for college 
functions (the legendary Duch 
Jugs, Leo's Cabaret, John's Infor-
mal). To drink at the Rec Club, 
membership is a requirement (@ 
$2). The prices are quite decent, 
and if you're looking for a good 
way to pass away an aflernoon 
rather lhan attending lectures, the 
Rec Club is close, convenient and 
has a certain kind of atmosphere 
about it. 
Q.U.A.F.F. is a communiiy service organisation dedicated to 
providing party-goers with timely, concise and relevant infor-
mation on pub.s and nightclubs frequented by University stu-
dents. Stay tuned for the next edition when the Q.U.A.F.F, 
teatTi take an in-depth look at the RE. 
Ojr ipolojjKi lo l i t O^jceniluiil L'nivcnily Apic'Jlute ind Korejoy Slmiciia' .SocKly O L' A !'..S..S.). The cnincjilcticc ww 
cniiirly uniiianlinnil ind t^u nm mcint u > reference ID lhe locia) hibiu ot l)e racmbeij nf O.I.'.A.I'.S.S. 
Staff and Graduates Club 
If you don't have a degree, or 
aren'i on staff, then you can't 
become a member. There are two 
ways to cure this problem: gel 
your degree, or, suck up to some-
one who has got a degree or your 
favourite lecturer lo gel them to 
take you to the Staff Club. If you 
don't mind having a beer with 
your lecturcrs/lulors watching on, 
can stand a bit of pretension, and 
can get in, ihe Staff club is the only 
regular alternative lo the Rec Club 
on campus. 
Club Functions 
Despite the draconian alcohol 
policy oflhe University (basically 
"we're all wowsership wankers 
and you'd better be one too"), 
functions at University still pos-
sess some kind of mystique, at-
mosphere and charm whicl'i is 
hard lo exactly explain. The besi 
solution, gel involved wilh clubs 
(college clubs, faculty clubs, so-
cial clubs, political clubs) and get 
yourself along lo a few of ihese 
funclion.s. 
The RI-
The Royal l-xchange Hotel at 
'I'oowong is affeciionately known 
as the "RI:" by sludenls. IL is the 
iraditional escape afler the pres-
sure of exams end al semester 
end, and the source of many good 
Thursday Nighls . It isn't exactly 
the physical surrounds that make 
the place, but the general Univer-
sity company and atmosphere that 
it creates. 
The Kegaiia 
If you feel like going a bit further 
a field lhan the RH, the Regatta is 
an option. Somehow, however, 
the Regalia doesn't quile cut it in 
RHlation lo the RI-. 
Take Home Option 
There is a bottle shop al the Si 
Lucia Village (the Ville) and there 
arc others al the \U'. and Rcgaua. 5f 
you jusi want a quiet night wiih a 
few males (or maybe a not .so 
(]uiei nighl). this is a cheap and 
quite often rewarding way of 
.spending a nighl avoiding study. 
WARNlNCiS 
If you are under age, we don'l 
really have to tell you that there 
are bloody ridiculous fines for 
having a beer anywhere. Unfortu-
nately, ihere is nothing we can do 
aboul it. So be sensible, smart (or 
crealive) aboul it. 
Cheers, 
Blue Dog. 
FREEBIES 
We have 3 doubles to a 
special preview screening 
of Philadephio, on February 
28, to give away to the first 
people carrying Philadel-
phia Cream Cheese packs 
to enter the office at 10.00 
am on Monday Feb 28. 
There is also 5 doubles to 
Corlito's Way on the 21 Feb-
ruary up for grabs, to win 
bring in a souvenir of O-
Week, on Monday 21 Feb-
ruary oround 1 1.00am. The 
five best souvenirs win tick-
ets. 
And to prove what nice guys 
we are, we also have five 
single passes to the Cinema-
teque group, whose screen-
ings start on 2 1 Feb. To win 
these passes bring in your 
best O-week photo by 5.00 
pm on Friday 1 8 Feb. Write 
thy name and phone number 
on the back as the winner 
notified by phone to come 
and collect their tickets on 
Monday 21 Feb. 
Aren't we really generous 
people? 
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HEART AND SOULS 
If you're in the market for some 
lignt entertainment that doesn't 
strain the brain or recjuire any real 
effort on the part of the viewer tlien 
tWs is the film for you. It certainly 
was for me. In a nutshell the plot 
revolves around Robert Downey 
inn's character having the souls of 
four people attached to Itis body, 
and, in one rather long day, 
Downey Jnr has to perfonn the one 
act that they (ye ghostie compan-
ions) always wanted to do, but 
never did because their life was cut 
off prematurely. Given that only 
Downey Jnr's character can see 
theseghosts,and that theycan over-
take his lx)dy when they want to, 
there's a far amount of slapstick 
humour, but it's backup witn bril-
liant actino by Downey Jr, and a 
plethora of good lines. All in all it's 
an enjoyable movie. $ 
LIKE WfiTER FOR 
CHOCOLfiTE 
Winner of 10 .Arid Awards. 1992 
Ttic scene i.s Mexico, 1910 - a 
revolution is brewing; machismo exudes 
from the boiling Mexican soul, .^nd yel, 
amid this lumioil, life on the dc la Garea 
hac icnda is set lo continue the way it has for 
centuries. There reigns the widowal and 
embittered Mama Elena, motlicr to three 
females from whom she dcmatids com-
plete and unquestioning obctiicncc/obsc-
qiiiousness. The .screenplay certainly un-
derlines tlic feminist cause. Set in a world 
which is so often rendered in masculine 
lemis, iliis highly emotive film provides an 
insight intoa culture and s])iriiualism which 
could never be ;iccomplished by a West-
em. 
Depicting this world of her jmces-
tors from a revisionist, feminine point of 
view, Laura Esquivcl seLs tlic RKUS of 
action as tlie kitchen - to where a daughter 
can, in these times, expect to tx: relegated. 
But it is from tliis very hcanh of activity 
lliat the as-sault on the oligarchy is simmer-
ing, ils ingredienLs being suppressed cmo-
tioas and a desire to break the time-hon-
oured shackles ofa prc-phuined exi,slence. 
The figure of the youngest daugh-
ter, Tita, is tints in its fomiative stages 
rendered in muled tones. As the youngest 
of liie lliree sisters, Tita is forbidden lo 
marry, let alone fall in love, as she must 
serveherniolheruntilherdyingday. Alas, 
a handsome Pedro Muzquiz enters the 
scene, luming his buming desire towards 
her and thus fuids that his hot-blooded 
amor is fully reciprocated. Pedro's re-
quest for matritttony is vchemciAily refused 
by Mama Elena, who,"in exchanging tacos 
for enchiladas", offcrr; the hand of llic 
eldest sister, Rosaura (who, incidental ly, is 
not consulted about any of these goings 
on). In a moment of caprice, Pedro accepts, 
believing that .such would provide auniqiie 
opportunity to be clo.sc lo his bclove<l Tita. 
All of this cenainly sounds like a good 
cause lo rebel to me. 
Tita, broken hearted and uncomprehending 
of Peiiro's motives, iaslead decides lo fo-
cus her attention on her culinary accom-
plishmcnLs/punsuits. However, as punish-
meniAciribuiion for attempting to pervert 
tradition, Tila is forced lo bake P«iro and 
Ro.saura's wedding cake. Tears of bittcr-
ncs,s flow into the bailer (when Mam Elena 
is not looking, of course), infusing the cake 
with a sense of longing and frustralion, 
which affecus the guesLs in a rattier melan-
choly, emetic way. 
This is where we first become aware oflhe 
genre of the film - in tlie Hispanic commu-
nity whal is known as "lo real maravil io.so" 
- magic realism - which allows for the 
juxtaposition of the seemingly ordinary 
and the fanta.stic, producing often shock-
ing re.sulls tlirough a beautifully rendered 
simpliciiy of direction. 
What follows is touched by tlic 
occasional sensitive witticism - like how a 
quilt Tila has been knitting when so 
overwraught by such a distressing condi-
tion goes on for an iuibelie\'able 20 meters 
or so, and the rallier hilarious effect of a 
dish of quail inrose petal saucecanhaveon 
the middle sister, who is .sent into such a 
state of heated pa.ssion that when taking a 
cold shower she seus the bathhouse on fire. 
This liighly .successful prcnluction is in-
deed full of wonderful momenis which 
usually correspond to the cul iiiary delighls 
as they are influenced by the cook's prc-
vailingmooti.lt is often redolent of (.Shake-
speare's) King Lear (well, at least .Act III, 
.scene ii), in tiiat thunder ;uid lightening of 
tJie macr(KOsm mirror desires and pas-
sioiLS ruiuiing wild in tx-'tlrcxims acro.ss the 
farmyard, but il really should be lieraldcd 
as an expression of victorious leminism in 
a time of great change and new values. 
Well worth lhe watch if you're prepared 
nol to be cyiiically unacccpting. 
Rachel Cobcroft. 
f i l m 
Recycling, Hollywood Style:^,r^ 
Sequels, spin-offs and the same again. 
1 spy with my little eye something begin-
ning witJi the Idler "S"... Give up ? Well, 
incase you 'vc liecn dead for the last i don 'l 
know how many years, you would know 
that ihorchas been an onsl.iughi of sequels. 
Everything of late has been or is in the 
process of becoming a sequel. There musl 
be morc lh;in a thousand writers in Holly-
wood waiting lo pilch their slory lines and 
all they come up with are god damned 
sequels. Lethal Weapons, Indiana Jones 
and his crusades are real money makers so 
hence the sequel. But Beethoven's 2nd? I 
complelely missed the first. They couldn't 
find anylhing else lo film except a bi^ ; 
awkward looking dog and it's family saga'? 
Everything gcis made into a seciuel when 
you run out of good writers. 
Occasionally you gei a quality sequel like 
Sister Act, bu: that loo is debatable depend-
ing on who you talk to. 1 am extremely 
relieved liialThclma and Louise {Thelma 
anil Louise) died at lhe endof ihcfilm.That 
was the god damned Grand Canyon they 
jumped in and there is no way, no way, 
they could realistically do a sequel! But in 
a society where audiences hang onio ihc 
edge ofllieir seau; to find out who killed JR 
anything is possible. 
Is it jusi me or does anyone else feel that 
ihcir intelligence is constantly being in-
sulted wilh lhe sequel. I enjoy the occa-
sional sequel but how many limes can you 
walch.Mcl Gibson go'mad'or Junior Jones 
try lo save some precious artifact thai can 
possibly change the world as we know it? 
.So I ask whal is the alliaction to the sequel'.' 
Is il that as an audience we jannot do 
withoul familiarity and that wc even trans-
fer our routined lives onto the big screen by 
creating a market for sequels? Perhaps wc 
need reassurance that we're nol that boring 
any morc if movies also tell a similar story 
to ours? 
Surprisingly enough, it seems that even 
the .sequel has been overdone to Holly-
wood's lastc. Now they are jumping on the 
lei's-iake-a-classic-novel-and-tum-it-into-
a -modern-flick band wagon. Gone wilh 
ihc Wind has been done, now '.here's lhe 
novel's sequel by Alexandra Ripley, 
Scarli'ti) lo be screened on lelevision. 
Daphne du .Mauner's Rebecca was made 
in 19-40. and like Gone wlh Wnd, will also 
have ils novel's sequel (by Susan Hill) 
produced. Edith Wharton has iiad two of 
by Elizabeth Georgiades 
her niwels already produced Age of Inno-
cence and Ethan Frorne. Another novel 
update is Jane Austen's novels and a re-
vamping of Jane Eyre which was previ-
ously produced by BBC. As well as these, 
Shakespeare continues to be a source of 
film-making inspiration for director/actor 
Kenndh Branagh (Much Ado about Noth-
ing. Henry V, come to mind). My Own 
Private Idaho is yet another film cleverly 
based on Shakespeare's Henry the fourth 
part 1 & 2. 
Why are films like The Picno so rare? I 
doubl that Jane Campion would consider 
writing a sequel to ihLs, il would defeat the 
purpose. Lilie Water for Chocolate, is a 
scrumptious film ofi"cring minus the gra-
tuitous .sex and violence and madcar chase. 
Male bonding films have been done and 
are redone, l^jok al Dumas' all for one and 
one for all gang, The Three .Musketeers, 
now reproduced with Hollywood'.'; Brat 
i'ack Previously lo diis film, Robin Hood 
has seen a succession of film adaptation 
ihc earliest my age allows me to recall is 
Flynn, Olivier and now Costlier and Bcrgin 
(the wife basher in Sleeping with the En-
emy). Andnow wc have Mel Brooks* spoof 
of Robin Hood (McnlnTights). As if those 
weren't enough male buddy bonding mov-
ies, Hollywood's latest recycled offering 
in thai area is Totnbsione (Russ^.U), lhe 
original beginning with Gunfight at the OK 
Corral. Cosiner is also to star in a similar 
western of anoihcr name. 
There is a definite lack of creativity 
emanating from Hollywood's apparent best 
production companies as well as television 
shows. Il's nol thai ihe original films were 
bad, on ihc contrary some arc quiie good lo 
watch, il's the unnecessary sequel we 
should object loo. Australia also seems to 
be following the sequel formula withZ/eo/-/-
break High, a spin-off from The Heart-
break Kid. I think it is a great film and it 
docs whal it is supposed lo do, wouldn't a 
television series make it lose its initial 
appeal? 
The bottom line is that as an audience 
we a,'e not stupid, we know, well we should 
know not to aeccpi the constant rewriting, 
recasting of movies ihat have been here 
and (lone that. 
IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER 
In the Xame of • 
lhe Fal her is a , 
movie primarily*., 
aboul connicl. 
The conllici be-
tween Caiholic 
and Proiesianl. 
Father and Son. 
Order and Jus-
tice. The most 
telling theme of 
(he film, however 
is the conflict 
within the hero 
himself, as he grows from a pa-
thetic thief to an inspirational 
leader capable of gathering one 
oflhe largest protest movements 
of the mid eighties, 
In the Name of the Father be-
gLns with the troubles in North-
em Ireland where a pelly thief 
called Gerry Conlon is pursued 
by both the British and the Re-
publicans. He is an example of 
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^^  ^ ^f ,| I the effecl that hope-
0x1 Icssness. broughl on 
t ' - l^ ^y unemployment. 
"*" H? violence and social 
dislocation, has on 
,*^  f* young people. Gerry 
: f^ is forced to flee lo 
5 fl London where he, 
. ^ w i a n d eventually his 
^ -' entire family, is lied 
up in one of the 
greatest tragedies of 
British legal history. 
It is during his and 
his father's imprisonment of fif-
teen years for a crime Ihey did 
not commit, that Gerry devel-
ops from a weak pathetic char-
acter lo a dominanl personality 
capable of forcing justice from, 
what appears, an unjust sys-
lem. He reconciles with his fa-
ther and makes clear stands 
against the senseless violence that 
caused his dire predicament. 
Geny who is loser in the begin-
ning is a true hero by the end. 
Naked 
Brilliantly scripted and equally 
well acted (particularly by David 
Thewlis (Johnny) who was 
awarded best actor, Cannes 93). 
Naked the newest film by ac-
claimed British director David 
Leigh, attains a frighteningly vivid 
realism which is only heightened 
by the innovative interweaving of 
cinematography and soundtrack. 
It is probably Leigh's most vigor-
ous and energetic feature film to 
date but fails to sacrifice any of 
the urbane poignancy and im-
maculate attention to detail for 
which he is highly regarded (Leij-h 
was accordingly awarded best di-
rtictor, Cannes '93). 
While viewers familiar with Leigh's 
previous feature films (High Mopes 
(1988), Life is Sweet (1990) etc) 
will see much that is similar in 
Naked (the black humour espe-
cially) but also many fresh ideas. 
The most noticeable variation Ije-
ing the displacement of the in-
nocuous even helpless characters 
of previous films with characters 
which have a malign and ruthless 
edge. Johnny the central charac-
ter is the epitome of this complex 
new personality appearing almost 
schizophrenic on tne surface but 
developing in a coherent manner 
throughout tiie film to the point 
where this final decisive action is 
almost expected. 
The plot of the film develops 
around the encounters of Johnny 
who could be best described as a 
destitute philosopher who lives 
on the streets of London, With his 
lightning wir and confident and at 
times obnoxious manner there is 
no shortage of interaction and con-
frontation between Johnny and the 
other inhabitants of his nether-
world. The most memorable en-
counter is with Brian (Peter Wight}, 
a security guard who offers Johnny 
shelter for the night in the build-
ing in which he works and suffers 
a philosophical earbaxhing in re-
turn. If there is any of the cast who 
rivals David Thewlis' conviction 
and acting performance il is Peter 
Wight and the longest scene in-
volving the two actors is perhaps 
the most entertaining of the film 
An alternative story develops 
somewhat separately from John-
nys meanderings for most of the 
film and involves the harassment 
and exploitation of a group of fe-
male flatmates Louise (Lesley 
Sharp) and Sophie (Katrin Cart-
lidge) by their landlord (Greg 
Cruitwell). This side of the film 
insofar as it can be interpreted in 
isolation examines themes far more 
familiar to Leigh's previous work. 
The film is not one which can 
easily discussed in terms of simple 
plot and character interrelation-
ships whoever as the true virtue of 
the film is the depth and complex-
ity of the characters Leigh creates 
and the evocative and convincing 
performances given by the entire 
cast. Again, the soundtrack com-
posed by award winning composer 
Andrew Dickson and the cinema-
tography are both crucial elements 
in the films success and should not 
go without mention. 
Rather than reiterating the virtues 
of the film, I would prefer to leave 
the las: word to Mike Leigh himself 
as his synopsis comes as close as 
gossible to articulating tiie inef Ta-le nature of the film. 
M.I.: My feelings about Naked are 
as ambivalent as my feelings about 
ourchaotic late twentieth-century 
world, and probably as ambiva-
lent as the lilm itself, which is I 
hope, as funny as it is sad, as 
beautiful as it is ugly, as compas-
sionate as it is loathsome, and as 
responsible as it is anarchic. But I 
really don'l want to pontificate 
about this film. I'd rather let it 
speak for itself. 
Mitch Cunningham 
The Joy Luck Club 
Wiien Amy Tang set pen to p;i|XT in her highly 
acclaimed novel Hie Joy Luck Clui), she woie 
ofgenerationsofChinese women wtxise lives 
were susuiincd b\ tlic Ixijies iliey had fostered 
for Ilieir diiughters. it W;LS. however, perhaps 
more an cndunn;; hojie tiiat united lhe four 
fmiiiies of iliis enioii\'e e|)ic ih;m eiiiier joy or 
luck. Poignant ;md fascinaung, UK* movie 
beainies markedly uixing as we l)egin to delve 
deeper inlo tlic beleaguered lives of all in-
volved. 
Wayne Wang \!k.cs us tlirougli the trials and 
nibulaiions of the Joy Luck Club's three mem-
biers and tJieir kin-as a non-linear epic the suiry 
cuts biick and fonh over a periixl of about 50 
ycair;, rekindling old friendships and evoking 
past animosity and huning tlirough qui'ji lucid 
direction. 
"1 wanted to lell all 16 stories," Bass, apromi-
ncni cntcrtainmeni attorney, recalls, "because 
tlwy are really one. It is only in .seeing the 
div'.Tsiiy that you get the universality, I saw al! 
the moil'.ers' and datigliten;' s:oncs as facets of 
die same experience," 
it was on liie condiuon tiial all ix' U)!d tiiat Tiu; 
herself joined llie [Jiirlnerstiipof [jrcxluciion. 
'niericline.ssoftJie.saeenplayJiatre,sultLxlfron' 
Amy Tan's, RonaidBass', ;uid WasneWang ^  
txLssionanda>mnuiment is tobe eommendod • 
butthercisyei anotiier ;L -^[xx'tofiliemovie wilier 
musl nol go unnoticed - tlie fact tliat it is tmi\ 
politically correct. Surj^ rising in a production 
dealing witli Asi;in/Americ;mexjwrience. liierc 
are no .';tereol\'}x*s of women lo te found • 
a] tiiougli tiic figures of tiieir husbands :md lovers 
leave much to be desired. From llie auiiienljcivy 
ofdialojiueiolradilionsofllieniaiijong, die film 
keL )^s tnie u> tiie onginal ideal, Su-;inge at times, 
yet credible. The Joy loick Club provides an 
interesting and uniching insight inU) filial rela-
iionshi]K and must be accomi)anied by a box oi 
Kleenex, 
Rachel CohcTofi 
The really scary thing about In 
the Name of the Father is that 
ils true. The fact that a legal 
system can be manipulated 
through fear and deception is a 
lesson lo all democracies. 
In the Name of the Father stars 
Daniel-Day Lewis and Emma 
Thompson as well as a fine sup-
porting cast, all of which pre-
form well. An added bonus 
comes in the original title track 
written by Bono of U2. among 
others. In the Name of the Fa-
ther is an excellent film for peo-
ple interesled in Law, Justice. 
Northern Ireland, orjust as great 
Cinema. 
Gerard Paynler. 
tRue Romance 
IROM i l i t DiiJtcroR ol iin LASI Boy 
Scov! (loNy Scot ri A,\d ilir wmiiw ol 
RtsmvoIti doqs (OLEMIN hRWAMiNo) 
covifs iliE LslQLC filM, TRLI Rovi,\Ncr. 
Ihc liilc AT liRsi \i\y bcrvi A l i i i l r 
,vilslrAdl,\q AS IT dots .\ot / d l o w il ir 
CONVCNTlONAJ ROVlANCf bfOsy TIIAT WL 
ARC SO ACCUSTOVCd TO EXpcCT ( R O M 
l lo l lywcKXi . IARRANTIVO'S SCRlpi is A 
.MiXTLHE d All l i l t lIllNqS WE loVC AIXXJT 
Dol lywoal . 
IRUE ROMANCE Is QLlck TOSTART wi i l i i l i i 
ROMANCE bEIWEEN CIARENCI WORliy 
(0)RiSJiANSlATfR)A\dAlAbAV1AWlmM,\N. 
CIARE,NCC spENds Itis blRiklAy AT IIIE 
MOVltS WAIclli.NC, kuNq fu MOViES, A I A -
bAMA.ACAll qifil,wAsliJRrd TOACCKJE.NTIV 
buMp INTO I I IM AT TIIE viovirs by hb 
IX)SS ANd bAslCAlly sIlOW lliM A QOOcI 
TiME. ANd iliE STORYSIARTSIROM IIURE. 
CIARENCE ANCI .AUbAMA qri MAkRircl 
AhtRANiCjllI ol PASSIONATE 5LX.C1ARENC( 
iNspiREdbvliisidolflvjb, lirdECklrs TO 
fRtt AIAIMMA IROM IIER VIOIENI piMp, 
DREXI (GARS' 01C1M.\N), WIIAI ENSUES 
.AIIEH this is (liciclEdly A coMrdv ol 
ERRORS. CI.MM NCr ACCidENllv VliSIAki S A 
SLiiCASE ILII OI LNCL! c(x:AiNE wliicli 
bilONqs 10 i l l ! M l^iA IOR his will 's 
cloiliES. Al IIR tlu iNiiiAl shockolwliAi 
i l i ry ACtCAlly l i \d IN iliiiu possrssiON 
ih iy lAkr oi l IOR l l o l lwuxx l lo si l l i i . 
CIARENCE IRITS IO sill iht CCXLAIM 
iliRocql) his iRiiNds COSMCHONS 10 A 
biq TIME jjRCxlicrR, CIARENCE lit s lo IIIE 
MiddlE . u \ \ A1X) I I how 111 CAME I O IIAVE 
LNCLI COCAiNE wIlO JN ILRN, by sllfiR 
siLpidiiyAloNi. nils i lu poller. A t this 
pOiNI lIlE MAILV lllE poliCE ARE AII A IUR 
CIARENCE. UIERE WAS ONE SCENE l iow-
EVER i\ lllE MOViE lllAl \{M\ ME E\-
IIIRAIIECI. AT ONE poiNi IIIE VIAIIA GMCII 
LP Wi l l i AUbAMA is lIlE l lO l t l ROOM, llE 
WANTS TIIE SUITCASE Wi l l i lljE COCWW sIlE 
do ts ,NOT IE I I lllM. WllAI f.NSLES IS A 
bATik of pliysicAl siRENqih, All I AM 
qolNq TO s.\y is II IAI bilNq IIIE ONIV 
IIMAIE IN iliE AudiiORiuM I h i l EM(X3W-
EREcl TO qEi up .\Ncl do AN Kdi.\N CIANCE 
of viciORy. I COUICIN'T loRqivE viysilf 
if I lOld you wIlAT llAppENECl NEXT, VOU II 
ll-WE TO SEE i l . 
Schindler's List 
starring Liam Neeson, Ben Kingsley 
Director: Steven Spielberg 
"Whoever saves one life, save the 
world entire" - The Talmud 
Reviewing Schindler's List has to 
be the hardest task I have ever 
faced as a writer, as I can not find 
words to adequately express what 
must be said, tt is the most impor-
tant film of the decade, and it must 
be seen by everyone so we will 
never everforget what happened in 
the Holocaust. Schindler's Ust is a 
very powerful film, shot entirely in 
black and white, and portrays with 
horrific accuracy the story of Jew-
ish people in the ghettos, the inhu-
man roundup campaign and the 
death camps. 
Rated M 
Running Time :185 minutes 
Spielberg stayed accurate to the 
events as pointless brutality and 
senseless murders were part of the 
Nazi terror regime. The hardest 
part for me in watching the film was 
the sense of helplessness I had 
watching, knowing there was noth-
ing I could do to change what was 
about to happen. The problem is 
that the Holocaust is happening 
again in Yugoslavia, and I still 
haven't done anything to stop it. It 
is this knowledge, and the horror of 
the past that makes the movie a 
very emotionally draining experi-
ence, for the images from the film 
stay with you for a long time, but it is 
vitally important that everyone sees 
the film, so no one will forget the 
past.. 
The film could not have come at a 
more relevant time in history either, 
with the rise of nationalism, reuni-
fication of Germany, and the 
Bosnian Hotocaust, we need re-
minding of what happened only fifty 
years ago, and the dangers of if 
happening again. History repeats 
itself all too often. The legacy of the 
man's bravery can be seen in the 
fact that there are only 4000 Jewish 
people in Poland, whereas the de-
scendants of the Schindler Jews 
number more the six thousand 
(6000). One man's courage, and 
willingness to sacrifice everything 
he had did indeed change their 
world, Let's hope his story will 
change our wo rid. $ 
llir c.\si ol ihis IlKi w.As ixcdliNily 
SEI ICKCI ANd Also LNcifRWINI cllANqES 
to pliysiCAl Appi,\R.\Nci. VAI KIIMI R, WAS 
pERfixily disquisid .;s CIARINCI'S idol. 
I SAy EXCEIIENIIV biCAUsr IOR IIIE IIIE ol 
ME I COukJN'l Ri CEXiNJSI JIJM ANywIlJ UI. 
G'Mjy OklM\N, NO stl^\^c^l« to uxkf -
up ANd COSTUME (URAM Sioki R'S DU.\CLI A) 
pERlEClly CAI?RiEd blACk SlRf 11 IAIK ANCJ 
spoRird fOR iliis fil.M dHEAcllocks 13ob 
\1.\Rlcy would bE pROud of. BRACI Pin 
Also IEATURES IN IIIE I I IM AS TIIE CONTINU-
Ally dAZEd IROM dRu^ q USE IRIENCI i \ 
I lolly wood. 
Ihis is NOI A R()\V\NCI W( ARf USECl 10, 
ClARiNCf ANcI AlAb.\N^\ EXpRISS IIIEIR 
pAssiON IOR ( A C I I O I I I I R ON I.XIREMI 
EMOIIONAI AN(I pllysiG^I IIRMS. It is 
[JlRllApS ill! clARkER Si(lr of loVE MOST 
ARt IOO SCAWK) ro i.xpwss. JKLE RO-
M.\NCE is A dtAR.\CUR CIRIVE.N (IRAMA ANCI 
iliE o^sl pel IN qREAt PERIORMANCES 
sliowixq iliiiR divEHSiiy ANd skill, ihis 
siORy is Noi colouREd .by I lollywood's 
ROviYNiicisM, it is liONESi ANd REAI. 
f l i /Al)t i l t GrORqiAdEs 
My Life 
Nicole Kidman and Michael Keaton 
Poim I. Packiissucs. 
My Life i.s liic slory of Bob (Michael 
Kciiion) who has everything, a good job, 
Ihc ubiquilous BMW, a happy marriiigc 
complete with pregnant wife (Kidnian-
Cmise) and tenninal cancer. Life wiih 
the works. Bccaii.sc Bob is expected to 
die before his child is bom. he scLs alx)ut 
leaving a legacy for his child via video-
ia[ic, and kirgc araounis of llie film is 
spent Willi Bob cither bchinc' or in front 
of lhe camera recording his liiotighLs, 
hisiors' and advice for his unLx)ni child. 
In lhe proccssof deiailing his life in from 
of Llie camera he sums lo analyse his life 
and aclually gci 10know who hcreiilly is. 
and what is really importani in life. With-
out a plot like this the possibility of die 
whole show degenerating inlo a mind-
less collection of self righlcoti-sncss wa.s 
ever present, but ihankfully it never hap-
I)cns. Il's a siory of hope, of courage and 
of one man's voyage of self-discovery. S 
SHflDOUJLflNDS 
That which was ambient and subtle 
aboul lhe theatre lighting disappeared -
amidst the usual stirrings of innumer-
able chip packets. Moments later ihc 
name "ANTHONY HOPKINS" was be-
ing rendered in rather large, imposing 
Roman capitals across the screen. Peo-
ple behind me struggle with die concept 
of ihal which was so cauterised into 
ilicir cerebral cortex several years be-
fore, and half expect a cenain Dr. H 
Lecter to lurk from the so-called "shad-
ows". All of this, of course, is pure 
delusion-especially soinamoviclipped 
lo be "one of the mosl extraordinary 
love stories of our time." 
But this is nol lo be misinterpreted 
eilher as il being pure bliss - it isn't. 
Yet again Richard Aitcnborough has 
excelled himself-ihis time dealing widi 
the sensitive and politically correct is-
sues of terminal illness, pain, dcadi, 
Americans, and brilliant one-liners de-
livered by a Jewish female in lhe midst 
of more than jocular opposition. 
Shadowlands is the biographical ac-
couiit of the life of writer CS. Lewis 
widi whom we most readily identify the 
cvcrpopularsevcn volumes of die Namia 
Chronicles. Having adopted the rile of 
Professor of English Language and Lit-
erature at Oxford University, and that of 
beinga leading authority in many fields, 
Chiu"les Staples was more than likely to 
have been resigned to the destiny of a 
confirmed bachelor. Ii was platotiicand 
fraiernal love that abounded - bul ihc 
iirolhcrs of Oxford were no iniolleclual 
match for hin:, and took great care not to 
intrude inlo the sacrosanctily ofhis pri-
vate life. Had they done so, they would 
have dLscovered a dislinclly religious 
man who wus deeply devoted to his 
scholarship, and lillle else. 
Then came the letters, their stamps 
bearing the postmarks of various loca-
tions in die US. The friendship which 
was then in its inchoate siages is that 
which the screen play homes in on. 
Enter Joy Gresham (Debra Winger), 
American poet and wri ter, radicr irrevo-
cably. CS.confides in his elder brother, 
Wamic, that she writes "as ifshe knew 
mc". As if strangely proplietic, she was 
soon to do so. 
Upon dicir first meeting, he finds he is 
suangcly taken widi this argumentative 
and gregarious author, which is wholly 
unexpected, given his staid and reserved 
character. Things develop from diere, 
along wilh the "magic" of die story. 
There is die transition from denial of 
feeling to delighting in il - and wc begin 
to sec die emergence of a metamor-
phosed CS Lewis. 
The movie is feasibly one oflhe sad-
dest 1 have seen in a long lime, and yci 
diere sils die paradox. We feel dial life 
is much better and indeed richer for il. 
From a technical point of view, the film 
is exquisite - the direction superb: die 
images ofOxford and ils surrounds quite 
unforgettable. Undoubtedly a film diai 
is heading towards sweeping up die 
prizes at Cannes as a very special pro-
duction that should not be missed. 
Rachel Cobcrofi. 
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UNDA GRANT 
To start wilh, let's get one point straigtil, I 
have a major problem wilh anyone who is 
writing aboul sexual revolutbns and uses 
'liberal' as a term of abuse, I figure liberal 
is exactly what you needed to be to part of 
the revolution. But hey, who knows? 
A duiJtnft li»im»rft'" f^ 
hiuDT) U' ihc it»aJ^<yvotuti«h* 
;O*NSKITM 
The book is remari<at>ly like the 1960s re-
aiy, pnom'tsed a lot but really didn't deliver, 
and in retrospect kx)king seen the eyes of a 
1990s stuctent, rather out of dale. The prob-
lem wkh Sexingthe Miltennium is thai it never 
really achieved wtiat it sel oul to do. give a 
history of the sexual revolution and what the 
future for sex hoWs, Instead it drifts of into a 
tiresome expose of the autiiors sex life and 
howhwasnlasgoodasHshoiikibe. t^w 
given the author states that she has had a 
dozen of bng term SGX relatbns and near a 
hundred one night stands, quite frankly the 
only thing it seems she hadnt got out of sex 
(prior to the book) was money. Enter Ihe 
book, and she gets to recount how busy 
her sex IHe is, and here come the money. 
All the vi/allowing in self piiy aside, Ihe 
earlier chapters of the book reveal some 
chilling and disgusting details of the de-
velopment of the pill, Ihe attitudes of nol 
that long ago, and how the fight lor wom-
en's equality still has a long way to go. 
But iinally, what really licked me off in 
this book was the case study "Someone 
keeps poisoning the well" What really 
bites is that this aging hippy who slept 
with anything that moves, partook of any 
drug that was going can't cope with the 
fact thai his son believed in the Reagan-
Bush administration, is straight, doesn't 
do sex and isn't into drugs. And the old 
flippy isn't open minded enough to let 
his son live his life his son's way The 
old man is as much of the establishment 
now as the people he rebelled against. 
The more things change, the more they 
stay the same. Best bet: Get the book 
out of lhe library, read up to page 77, 
Ihen send it back before the self indul-
gent rubbish gets overbearing. 
Stephen Dann 
DAVID EDDINGS 
This book, David Eddings' latest effort 
in an over-prolific and under-inspired 
career, can be which happen lo deco-
rate the back of the dusl-jacket (a hard-
cover book is a luxury with which Sem-
per easily bribes me) and here they are 
^ THE -^  
SHINING ONES 
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only slightly accompanied by com-
ments, scathing or olhenwise.... 
"Sparhawk is the best-realised hero in 
current fantasy: Daily Telegraph 
Sparhawk. those brighter /eaders 
amongst you may have already real-
ised, is the main character oi the book. 
Whoever was responsible for staling 
that he is well "realised" has either never 
read any other fantasy books, has never 
read any books, or can't read. I'm lean-
ing heavily towards the latter. 
"What separates the grown up authors 
from the boys is the quality of the wril-
ing and David Eddings is one of the 
best" Western Mail 
Oh. please! Is this person for real? Are 
they so far behind in their reviewing that 
the cop ol the Female Eunuch they 
were sent thirty years ago is siill at the 
bottom ol the pile? This comment is 
completely offensive, not only to me but 
to the many fabulous female writers oul 
there who are writing the panis off David 
Eddings. He is not a "grown up" author, 
he writes harmless, unchallenging boys 
own adventure which entertains in a 
mild sort of way I enjoyed it in Ihe same 
way that I enjoyed his other books, and 
in the same way t enjoy Melrose Place 
when I walch il: It's got a mediocre plot, 
predictable characters, poor jokes, drift-
ing storyline, unsound ideas, and an un-
rrtistakable appeal when you want to 
turn off your brain. Or at least that's what 
I've hard about hdelrose Place, 
Michelle King 
JUNG CHANG 
When Wild Swans arrived in Aus-
tralia during the winter ot '93, it had 
taken all the awards and had topped 
the book sales in Europe for well 
over a year. In Northern America 
Jung Chang's story brought to life all 
'<• • : • : 
JUNGCiWG 
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the tragedy and Ihe misery associ-
ated with China's hellish transition 
from the mandarins and the warlords 
to Maoism, For Australians Jung 
Chang brings lo attention the resil-
ience of the Iraditional Chinese fam-
ily, focusing on her parents and her 
grandmother superbly whilst her 
own account is one of agonies and 
opportunities. 
The author Jung Chang records and 
explains the lives of three generations 
of her family, beginning at the turn ol 
the century with her grandmother's birth 
until 1978 when Jung leaves for schol-
arship in the U.K. Jung calmly details 
her family's horrific history wilh enough 
emotion to stir the reader's feelings 
while remaining highly professional with 
her descriptions of the social, political 
and economic changes under the revo-
lution. Her balancing of popular history 
along wilh personal experiences pro-
vides the complete perspective. 
Wild Swans is the leader on a flood 
of modern Chinese literature avail-
able now. It deals with issues such 
as the persecution ol women under 
the concubine custom, the Japa-
nese presence in Manchuria, the 
conflict between the Kuomintang 
and the Communists, the deification 
of Mao, the Greal Leap Forward 
and the Cultural Revolution. 
The subject which Jung places the 
greatest emphasis on, after her fam-
ily, is the tragedy of revolutionary au-
thority This beings wilh the success-
ful defeat of the Japanese in 1945 and 
ends with the death of Mao. Unlike im-
perialism were one can be certain of 
a measured level of oppression of 
sorts Maoism in the lale fifties and six-
ties reeks of anarchy with enemies 
and allies changing roles yearly 
Jung's parents displayed how there 
was no escape from violence or de-
nunciation under Mao, given their 
ideal attributes as revolutionaries in 
a Communist China. Ths breaking 
and cleaning of an elitist class to be-
come a peasant - worker based na-
tion resulted only in a new class of 
bureaucrals full ol the same old 
problem which the revolution was 
meant to solve. This proves Mao 
never had a disciplined understand-
ing of Marscism instead it shows his 
favouritism towards Stalinism. 
The content and speed of this story 
makes one lapse into thinking it has 
fictional influences, rather than this 
though the fact is Jung Chang had 
some amazing contacts during her 
youth. Her parents came into contact 
with Zhon Emiai and her family lived 
next door to Deng Hiaping's aunl. 
The effects of war, betrayal, the at-
tacks made upon once sacred as-
pects ol society and Ihe rare displays 
of political courage provide Wild 
Swans with a momentum which will 
guarantee you read it within a week 
if not a weekend. (The story explains 
the happenings inside three prov-
inces of China mainly, there are over 
twenty provinces in China how many 
biographies of this nature rest unsaid. 
MartalnRathie 
he Goss Governmen 
BRON STEVENS AND JOHN WANNA 
The government Ihat I lead will be a gov-
ernment of rational economic manage-
ment; a government that will recognise 
and respect Ihe primary role of Ihe pri-
vate sector in the generation of economic 
activity and empbyment. My government 
THE G7OSS 
GOVEf^MMEMT 
Promiw umt Pcrformanw 
of Lftbor in QitctDslfliid 
rJ A 
man KTCVE^ a & JOBN WANNA 
will be one that recognises that prolitabil-
ity is the bottom line for the private sector, 
and that, in the absence oJ profits, employ-
ment and investment cannot be gener-
ated. For this reason my government w;th 
reject as absurd the notion that orofit is a 
dirty word' - Wayne Goss befo.'-e ne oe-
came Premier, September 1989. 
"Although Goss paid homage lo the Ira-
ditional Labor values of social justice and 
equality of opportunity, his primary locus 
was on economic development. This al-
titude dovetailed neatly with some as-
pects of the prevailing economic ratbn-
alist framework, in which society and 
politics are subsumed by lhe economy'." 
- p,27, in relation to Ihe above speech. 
These two paragraphs sum up the 
Queensland Government. The Goss 
GovernmenI is a government that is 
concerned with economic management 
and development. II is a government 
concerned more so wilh Ihe politics of 
development than ideas and people. 
Strangely enough (or nol), this is not 
limited to the current or former govern-
ment. It is found wilhin all Queensland 
governments of every colour and it can 
be argued thai 'politics of development' 
have always dominated State political 
life. The vast open spaces and greater 
agricultural base than olher States and 
parochialism and distance from major 
population centres (Canberra, Sydney 
and Melbourne) help(ed) to breed an 
isolalionist poiilicai culture. The inieri-
oritv suffenng Queensland Premiers felt 
connecjed with Ihe overall v/eaith ot the 
State compared to other States which 
concentrated resources on the devel-
opment oi industjy, resources and ag-
riculture. Isolationism was very strong. 
When old Joh bashed Canberra the 
primary focus was to win votes - som e-
thing being carried on today 
When Vviayie Goss and the Labor Party 
in 1989 set out to win the State electbn 
they had everything going for them, A 
huge win in lerms of seats and a man-
date for reform was the result of the elec-
tion. Groups marginalised by the Nation-
als would orobably play a part -.T the gov-
erning 01 tne State. Although a siighliy 
different oicture actually occurred, it is 
interesting to Icok at v/hat actually hap-
pened ano reasons as to way or wny not 
it did. This volume attempts to look at 
the actions of the Labor Government and 
as to wny it did what it did. 
Queensland Governments over the 
years nave had to deal witn problems 
of distance, lack of population, admin-
istrative practices, resource deveiop-
Tient, social problems oart'cuiarjy in 
outlying reg.ons and lacK of social serv-
ices. It appears axiomatic :n h-ndsight 
that the Queensland Labor Govern-
ment promised before the 1989 elec-
tion to review the entire S;ate govern-
ment apparatus. Yet ii is less than true 
that the promises of the government 
v;ere put into place without reservation. 
Some things promised v/ere done, oth-
ers placed down on the list of political 
priorities. Avery important factor in this 
is the keeping of the 'elites' of Queens-
land, the 'big end of town' satisfied or 
not overtly hostile to the State Govern-
ment. It has often been said by right 
wing members of the ALP including 
Ministers and some people on this 
campus "Ihe purpose of running in 
elections is to gel elected and it is use-
less to have policies if you don't get 
elected, being opposition is a wank'. 
While this is quite correct, it is also true 
that "it is no use gelling elected and 
not implementing the policies you were 
elected upon" which appears to be the 
case of this government. 
You may remember the reason for the 
ALP election in '89 had a part to do with 
'reform* of the old corrupt regime. Elected 
would be a nev^  fresh, honesl and ac-
countable administration, in which ordi-
nary people would have a say - a gov-
ernment of people. Remember the hap-
piness when the Nationals v/ere swept 
away in the flood against them. Well it is 
now over four years since that time and it 
is interesting to look at their achieve-
ments. 1 - Phantom voters for large west-
ern electorates 2 - screw the environment 
if 'a means dollars 3 - v/ho cares atxjut 
reiorms if nobody knov/s (or if apathy from 
more people ai!ov/s you to not implement 
changes). This could De seen as a cyni-
cal portrayal of emphases of the govern-
ment but the achievements of the Goss 
Government do not always live up to the 
expectations and oromises. The ideas are 
cenainly not limited to any small section 
of the community or Ihe ALP (of v/hicn 
la.'ge sections agree with this sentiment). 
'On the opening day of parliament in Au-
gust 1993 a rainbow alliance of protest 
groups dem.onstrated against the Goss 
government under the banner of "No 
More Broken Premises". The crowd 
v/as angry al predicted cuts to some ar-
eas of soending in ::ie 1993-94 state 
budget. Tnose participating m the rally 
outside Parliament House included: 
teache.'s, nurses, rail worners, public 
sector un'on;sts, woxen's g.'oups, Abo-
rigines, environmenta'ists, parents, stu-
dents and acaaemics. Speakers at the 
rally expressed deepdisap.pointmenl at 
the government. They pointed oul that 
the government had failed to implement 
commitments made in 1989 over wel-
fare, education, health and abortion.' 
P.1. This is all quite true - it could be 
said Ihat the groups that supported 
Labor previously do not any longer to 
fhe same extent and that any under-
standing betv/een progressive group-
ings and people and the Labor Party/ 
Government had faultered significantly. 
The ALP takes them for granted 
electorally, as it reckons people wouldn't 
vote for Nats/Libs and their votes, if 
formed into new parties, would end up 
going to Labor as preferences. Perhaps 
progressive people just wouldn't vote 
(that would be the best way). 
The subject GT206 - Queensland State 
Government is being offered this Se-
mesler. If you are doing it then I sug-
gest you look al this book which is a 
reasonable analysis of the government 
of Mr Goss and the environment in 
which it works. It helps gain and under-
standing of the process and procedures 
of the government, the mot important 
sort ol area of government (apart from 
sen/ice delivery) - really excitmo stuff [ 
know but necessary. The detail witnm 
the book is good, sufficient ior academic 
study and reading. I heartily recom-
mend it to anyone interested in govern-
ment or wanting material upon whicn 
university stuoy may be based. (Note 
some lecturers nave maoe some con-
tributions, including the GT206 lecturer): 
Sacha Blumen 
fie New Emperor 
HARRISON 5AUSBURY 
i HARRISON t. SALISBURY 
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he (lie and times of Mao Zedong and 
Deng Xiaoping, skilfully v/rilten by an 
author who must be considered as be-
ing among the very top authorities on 
contemporary Chinese affairs. 
Harrison Salisbury provides an innova-
tive, nev/ perspective of events in China 
since the Liberation and in particular 
how these events were influenced by 
these two dominant figures. This booK 
significantly supplements Salisbury's 
other highly-rated books on modern 
China. It will be most valuable to all se-
rious students of Chinese affairs. 
David Bolton 
HE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNES 
Ti)e Importance of Being Earnesl may 
well be the most frequently staged non-
Shakespearean play in the English lan-
guage, so when someone promises to 
"move beyond a conventional comedy 
of manners and bring out the text's 
wicked sense of humour in a weird and 
wonderful way', the inslani reaction is a 
half-hopeful "oh yeah?" But good news, 
oh yo jaded and cynical - Pandemonium 
Theatre have actually been and-gone 
and done it. Well perhaps they came 
and wont and overdid it just a little, but 
this just goes lo show that in theatre 
more is nol always necessarily less. 
Oscar Wilde's classic drawing room 
comedy centres around Jack Worthing, 
adopted son 0/ a wealthy man who has 
died and left his grand daughter Cecily 
lo Jack's guardianship. Since being a 
guardian requires that one adopt a 
"strict moral tone" which is not condu-
cive to Cither one's health or one's hap-
piness, Jack has invented a reckless 
younger biother called Earnest. This 
enables him to escape up to London 
whenever he chooses, and lo have 
whatever adventures he likes, since he 
is known in London as Earnest Wor-
thing and thus there is no danger that 
Cecily will ever hear of unsavoury ex-
ploits by Jack. All goes swimmingly until 
Jack's friend Algernon, his interest 
piqued by the knowledge that Jack has 
an extremely pretty eighteen-year-old 
ward in the country, impersonates Ear-
nest and turns up at Jack's country 
house to win Ihe affections of Cecily 
Meanwhile, Jack is making eyes al 
Algernon's cousin Gwendoline, under 
Ihe outraged stare of her mother Lady 
Bracknell, and everyone is in the soup 
when it comes clear that both young la-
dies are prepared to marry their swains 
only because of each believes her lov-
er's name to be Earnest. 
The script is extremely smooth, funny, 
laugh-a-line stuff, beautifully crafted 
and paced to get the most out of every 
subtle barb and devastating witticism, 
and the only mistake Pandemonium 
has made in ils fresh and innovative 
production is to underestimate the 
comic brilliance of the script as it 
stands. This lack of clarity was appar-
ent on opening nighl in both the act-
ing, with the actors failing to leave time 
for 'he laughs, and line direction, wilh 
a number of jarring cheap gags inter-
rupting the flow of what is really an 
exciting interpretation. Gratuitous 
blackouts, a silly gesture and farting 
noise in response to a name, a little 
skip on another, heads in bosoms, 
handcuffs in a handbag and several 
other gimmicks got laughs but were 
painfully out ol place. The play overall 
is a mastertul exercise in irony, on the 
edge of Absurdism, and it was here the 
directors had caught this vision and ran 
with it, that the production achieved oc-
casional magic. The well-conceived 
deep stage design was overlooked 
throughout Ihe all three acts by a por-
trait of Judy Garland, and the audience 
walked into the theatrical experence to 
the strains ol "Thai's Entertainment". 
The experimental cross-gender casting 
pointed out the various ironic generali-
sations about "men" and "women", and 
the joyous msh-mash of period cos-
tumes highlighted the underlying maxim 
that 'style", not sincerity, isthe vital thing" 
Karen Murphy delivered Algernon's end-
less Ibw of epigrams incommendably lan-
guid fashbn; Mark Mclnnes was precise 
and powerful as Lady Bracknell, Tim 
Benzie's Gwendoline was a steal in cash-
mere, and a pleasure to watch despile the 
distracting sideburns. Emma Rusher had 
Cecily all sewn up, Raymond Carnes' Dr 
Chasuble was a suitably ludicrous object 
for Miss Prisms dusty-virgin desires, Nigel 
Pearn played the two butlers wilh plenty 
of contrast, and Emma Hynes found her 
timing as Jack Worthing by the end of Act 
Two, For me, Ihough, the really delightful 
performance of the night was Katy Wild 
as the drab, timb, secretly seniimental gov-
erness Miss P.'ism, round whose at)sent 
mindednessths final Iwist of the pbt turns. 
On the whole, this is a lively and colourful 
productbn that delivers on its promise of 
"subversive silliness" and very probably 
fulfils its director's hopes of making Oscar 
"dance a jig in his bijou Parisian mauso-
leum". To be Irank, see Earnest- it's a hoot! 
THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST 
PANDEMONIUIVI THEATRE 
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mony of yellows, greens, blues and 
purples; lo the Expressionists - all in all 
more occupied wilh moral signficance 
- there was the symbolism that colour 
could hold. Playing a great part in the 
evolution of modern art were the paint-
ings belonging to his French period, 
while his Dutch paintings aroused less 
interest until the First World War when 
the Belgian/Dutch Expressionists found 
inspiration in the harsh virtues of an 
existence chiselled oul close lo !he soil. 
Through such works as "The Potato 
Eaters", representing the culmination of 
his Dutch period, one can sense an in-
tense need for communication with his 
fellow men and women. Consciously 
setting out lo portray the humble, Van 
Gogh had recognised their unprofitable 
toil. And indeed from every piece radi-
ates a humanity which is unquantifiable. 
"I have tried to make it clear," he wrote, 
"how these people eating their polatoes 
under the lamplight, have dug the earth 
"Starry, starry night, flaming flow'rs that 
brightly blaze. 
Swirling clouds in violet haze, reflect in 
Vincent's eyes of China blue. 
Colours changing hue, morning fields 
ol amber grain. 
Weathered laces lined m pain, are 
soothed beneath the artist's loving 
hand." 
Don McLean, 
A whole century before our time it was 
with that immortal palette of blue and 
grey that Vincent Van Gogh rendered 
the World in sympathetic, conprehend-
jng tones, '.he brush strokes never fal-
tering in their strength. On lhe canvas 
reality was caught and transformed wilh 
a poignant inlensity. This ol a career 
spanning less than a decade - the Dutch 
master produced over two thousand 
paintings, drawings and sketches. Now 
his works are ours lo see - over a bil-
lion dollars worth, but truly an exhibi-
tion that could be termed "priceless" 
otherwise. 
"Van Gogh: His Sources, Genius, and 
Influence", running until March 13, is ex-
pected to be viewed by 180,000 
Queenslanders and tourists alike, mak-
ing it the gallery's mosl popular exhibi-
tion ever and thus surpassing that of 
the Entombed Warriors which attracted 
178,000 in 1983. With such a collec-
tion on the walls, the Van Gogh pieces 
chosen Irom the short, highly produc-
tive era, it is hoped Ihat the selection 
shall bring about a greater understand-
ing and appreciation oi Ihe man known 
as Vincent, 
What is unique aboul the whole Ihing is 
that it has placed such artworks in a his-
torical and developmental context - hav-
ing pieces such as "The Chair and Pipe' 
juxtapositioned by Kandinsky's "Houses 
in Wurnau" and Pechstcin's "Bridge over 
the Seine", Divided inlo "Sources", "Con-
temporaries", "Genius" and "Influence", 
the exhibition exposes Van Gogh's debl 
to a wide range ol influences, provides 
a stunning selection manifesling his own 
singular style and reinlorces that his own 
works served as great inspiration to 
those artist who followed him. 
As much as he was initially taken by 
varied styles, such as those of 
Rembrandt, Dupr, Jules Breton, 
Daumier, Daubigny. and, above all. Mil-
let, Van Gogh exerted a complex influ-
ence. To Ihe Fauves, Vincent showed 
how composition could be achieved 
through colour, having used it in a very 
personal manner, based on the har-
Andrea Baldwin 
with those very hands they put in the 
dish, and so the painting speaks of 
manual labour and howthey have hon-
estly earned Iheir food." 
Having been assembled from 28 gal-
leries world-wide, including those in 
Europe, the US and Japan, the paint-
ings p'-esented (numbering 61) form a 
superb selection which unquestionably 
deepens our understanding of this great 
artist's life and work. As an event un-
likely to be repeated, the exhibition is 
not to be missed. 
Admission Hours: 
Mon-Sun 10.00am-4,15pm. 
Wednesday 10,00 am - 7.15 pm. 
Admission Price: Adults: $12. Conces-
sion: $7, Little brothers and sisters: <§> S5 
Raechel Cobcroft 
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Now this was quite happening. The Having patiently suffered through it is probably significant that the Well after lookina al the cover and 
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very good mood. Only four songs passing over Souls of Mischief, an- Kool&ThrfGang, Buster Curtis and ° ' " ; " ° ' ' ° ^ '™^^^°P« f °^ 'hese 
on this E.P. made for a very pleas 
ant little listen. As I puffed and 
grooved away in my closet, I was 
struck by a strange resemblance to 
early bluesy Pink Floyd. Sunset 
Strip appear (o be a love child of two 
guys, Warwick Brown and Andy 
Taylor, who gel a whole lolla teve 
(sorry, Zeppelin flash back) olher 
dudes !o come in and jam on some 
tunes. To classify pigeon hole, note 
influences, or say 'these guys are 
just like', would be a mistake. This 
is truly original stuff. 
The first song seemed to me, to be 
a combination of grungy guitars, 
wickediy spun, sax, and complelely 
un/in discernible (I known, I know. I 
can't spell) vocals. I really dug itl 
Perfect music for a few friends to 
sit round, laugh, talk and smoke. 
The second song again had a laid 
back bluesy groove to it, bul also 
happening guilar effects. 
The next one was a bit more pumpy, 
even a little punkish in a cyclic kind 
of triangular way 
The last one blew me away Seven 
minutes long, and not lo.ng enough! 
Wicked harmonious vocal intro 
calmed me down just to be belted in 
the balls by one very coof heavy 
blues type riff. Fucking good ending 
too! (You can see how excited rs 
got me, just look at my shocking lan-
guage). This music should definitely 
be encouraged, go out and buy it. 
Slaine 
other youthful rap group releasing 
their first album on a major record 
label given that such album are al-
most always overly derivative. 
In fact, the mix of sounds to be en-
countered on the album is reason-
ably vahed while never straying loo 
far from Iheir still obvious roots in 
West Coast "Hip Hop". 
The Groups mosl engaging asset 
is their effective synthesis of Ja77y 
samples and aggressive and oddly 
syncopated lyrics into a densely lay-
ered sound. Rarely is there a layed-
back tune on the album but the less 
frantic of the tunes like Live and Let 
Live, '93 'til infinity and Outro on 
which the vocals are less dominant 
and samples are impressively incor-
porated are worth a listen. 
All in all this is a hip hop album which 
slands apart from the already large 
body of similar sounds sufficiently to 
warrant further exploration. 
Mitch Cunningham 
Bootsy Collins the lamed bass 
player who worked with James 
Brown and George Clinto.i. While 
the sources of these samples would 
seem to indicate that lhe members 
of Too Short understand fhe debl 
that modern rap owes to George 
Clinton and others; the weak inten-
sity of delivery of performances both 
vocal and instrumental (the guitar 
solo on i'm a Player and the 
uncredited female vocal o.n Il's All 
Good are worthy exceptions) and 
the over-slick production suggest lo 
the contrary 
Throw in the occasional, lyrical 
stab at MC Hammer & Kris Kross 
along with the obligatory piece of 
vague political commentary and a 
number of gratuitous claims to be 
"The Real Thing" and what you 
end up wilh is yel another per-
fectly conceived self promotional 
rap album to which today's youlh 
will surely flock in great numbers. 
Mitch Cunningham 
Unfortunately alter listening to the 
CD, my worst fears were confirmed. 
These guys are no; cool. To start 
with, (and this always pisses me 
off), the lyrics in the CD's fold out 
didn't follow the songs. So after al-
ready getting on my bad side I gave 
them a listen. 
The first song was meaningless, 
simple, and boring. The second 
song was al.<50 meaningless, simple, 
and boring. In fact, the whole CD 
was meaningless, simple and bor-
ing, the only excep'.ion being the 
end of track five v/hich had a bit of 
a heavy groovy Pangaea feel fo it. 
Basically these guys are a gmngy, 
pubbish, rocky three piece from 
f^ /lelbourne. They reminded me mas-
sively of that great Australian joke 
'the Cosmic Psychos'. I'll give them 
one thing, if they claimed to be a 
punk band, they'd be a lot betterthan 
most. Not even pot could save these 
guys! But hey, \'n)\us\ one little right 
wing, fascist, bully boy Pay no at-
tention to me, my mother doesn't! 
Get off your asses and buy the CD. 
These guys are Australian, and put 
together a CD. in my books that 
alone deserves credit. 
Slaine 
CLOUDS 
n a t u r a l t h i n g s 
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STAND BY for a sweeping statement. If there was a rock 
and roll equivalent to last year's 
Australian film event, The Piano, 
then it was Thunderhead, the darkly 
sensuous second album from the 
Clouds. The album's shadowy, 
stickily erotic lyrics and roaring guitar 
textures - like a particulariy horny, 
fiftyminute Coleridge hallucination -
approximate the waves, mud, rain, 
womblike jungles and hushed 
feminine sexuality that earmarked 
Jane Campion's film. All 
Thunder/ieatf lacks, really, are 
Harvey -^eilel's bullocks: whal il 
does offer is some powerful drum-
ming from Raphael Whitlingham, the 
newest member of the Clouds 
who has contnbuted substan-
tially to to the impressive "new" 
sound of this country's most 
diverse guitar band. 
SEMPER, How long have you 
been in the Clouds? 
RAPHAEL. About a year and two 
monlhs. 
SEMPER, How did that come 
about? 
RAPHAEL. A couple of auditions. 
I knew Dave and Trish and Jody 
from being in pubs -1 was in a 
band jDazychainsl and they 
were in a band, so we had a 
ccuple of chats even before 1 
joined. And one 
day I saw the ad in 
the paper. 
SEfvlPER. What did 
you think of the 
band before you 
joined? 
RAPHAEL. I really 
liked them. I loved 
the songs and 
drumming, and I 
thought it would be 
greal just because 
oflhe variety 
involved. It wasn't 
the same sound all 
the way through. 
SEMPER. Your last 
gig in Queensland 
was the Gold 
Coast Big Day Out. 
How do you feel it 
wenl? 
RAPHAEL. That 
was okay - il felt a 
bit flat lo us. 1 
don'l know, we just 
fell a bil weird that 
particular day. 
SEMPER. The 
crowd seemed 
more receptive of 
the new material. 
RAPHAEL. The new 
stuff is starling to 
get more appreci-
ated. We imagined 
it would take 
people a few 
monlhs to get 
used to It because 
it's a lol different 
tothe old stuff. 
SEMPER. Any 
sensationaf Sig 
Day Out anec-
dotes? 
RAPHAEL, Nol 
really! We didn't 
hang out back-
stage much and 
there wasn't any parly atmos-
phere going down at all, I 
suppose it was because it was 
the first one so everyone 
wanted to take things a bit 
easy, just to see how things 
went. Trish and Jody met Kim 
Deal and the Breeders. We tried 
to party on at tne hotel bul il 
was full room service prices -
we can't afford that! 
SEMPER. Have you been playing 
much lately? 
RAPHAEL, We've been doing a 
couple of Sydney shows and 
we're just aboul to go on an 
Orientation tou.', just doing all 
the unis. We're going to 
Tasmania, Adelaide. Melbourne. 
Brisbane and Sydney 
SEMPER. It's great that the 
sound of the band has evolved 
and changed so dramatically 
because we 've already seen 
you many times up here. 
RAPHAEL. I think il's the natural 
thing for the band to do just 
because we're pretty diverse -
we can't stand doing the same 
thing twice. There's a lol of 
variety in the sounds anyway, 
and il would be contradicting 
ourselves to keep on going with 
the same sounds, nol to trying 
to leap for further heights. 
SEMPER. Are Clouds rehearsals 
a workshopping process? 
RAPHAEL. Sometimes a really 
simple song might have already 
been worked oul, bul mostly 
Trish and Jody will bang in their 
stuff, give us a tape done on 
acoustic guitar and we'll have a 
listen at home. Then we'll all 
put ideas in when we're in lhe 
rehearsal studio. We'll pull it 
apart, put it back together, just 
lilie a puzzle. Some songs come 
logelher in one rehearsal, 
others take maybe two weeks. 
SEMPER. How big is the set 
you've been rehearsing for this 
tour? 
RAPHAEL, About an hour and a 
half. Sometimes we get off on 
four encores just because we 
really want to play 
SEMPER. Plans for this year? 
RAPHAEL. There is going lo be 
another single -we don't know 
what it is yel - in about a month. 
Pentactes is going to be 
released later on in the year. 
That's going to be a best of with 
all the old stuff and some B 
sides and stuff. 
This year we wanl to be going to 
America and hopefully Europe 
again. A month in LA, a month 
in London, a month in New York, 
just depending on who picks us 
up and likes us, 
SEMPER. Can you explain the 
enduring appeal of the Clouds? 
RAPHAEL. I hope it's the music. 
I don'l think il's a style thing 
you know, il could be the girls, 
il could be the guys - it varies I 
guess. I can't put it down to 
anything very much. Because 
we try lo change lhe sounds so 
much. People f nd different 
things about the band that they 
like, 1 just hope they like the 
music because that's what's 
going to carry cn. We're all 
going lo get old and wrinkly you 
know. 
Nick Dent 
You can catch the Clouds 
with Chalk and Prizm in 
the Bistro on Friday 18 
Fcbruar'y. 
CHALK 
MUCH as it pains me to use the 
phrase - Chalk are big news. They 
just are. Lale last year they were 
signed to Citadel Records (Died 
Pretty's label) and their first CD. Iris, 
will be released in March. "We're 
going to Sydney lo launch il. and 
46 
hopefully MelbournG," says 
drummer James Lees."and we're 
making a video with David Barker 
[Verge]' 
The four piece attracted some 
attontion last year wilh their 
song "September" on the Spark 
compilation CD, and through 
rigourous touring and tenacious 
self-management have clawed 
their way inlo the elite group of 
Brisbane bands with record 
deals • a group which includes 
Powderfinger, The Genes and 
Custard. 
And if you don'l believe it, 
consider that in jusi the past 
week, Chalk appeared at gigs 
with the Hoodoo Gurus, frente! 
M 
and of course The Clouds 
here al uni on Friday 18 
February. "Now we don't 
have lo worry about things 
like gigs and releasing our 
music, but we do have to 
worry aboul other stuff," 
says James. 
"The main thing is writing. 
Il's a bit of a rollercoaster, 
"We're putting out another 
EP before the end of the (V^ 
year, and doing an album __ 
after thai. So at the mo- ^ L 
ment we're working on 
songs for our second 
ailbum. We have lo because 
it's going to roll around real 
'ast," Dennis Chaplot 
PRIZM (Primal Zoo Machine) evolved from Brisbane's 
Human Zoo, who appeared on the city's live scene in 
August '93. This inspiring three-piece have come a 
long way since then, winning the University of Queens-
land heat of the 1993 National Campus battle of the 
bands. Their single "GUARDIAN ANGEL" will feature 
on Def Records first indie/grunge compilation album 
(tilled "FILTH"), which wilt be released in March '94, 
Prelly impressive for a band ihal's only been around 
for six monlhs, huh?As well they've just released a 
four-track E,P. "Solid Objects", My personal favourites 
off the album are "GUARDIAN ANGEL" and "STRESS", 
a funky little number with a hook big enough lo pull 
you righl in. As one of the eds of Semper il's become 
sort of a personal anthem as the deadline for our first 
edition approaches. Anyway if you want lo see what 
Prizm is all aboul come and see them at the University 
of Queensland's stOned Week gig in the Great Court 
on February 18. Cameron Ward 
Gilberts 
IF you listen to Triple J-and 
you may as well come clean 
abOLt i l - Ihere's nol much 
chance you would have 
missed Mr Floppy's Ih'ashy 
version of Kate Bush's 
"Wuthering Heights". "It's 
awful," says Gilberts 
guitarist Nick. "We had tho 
idea first and our inlerpreia-
tion is much beller, M-
Floppy are a God-awful band 
and further evidence of how 
slack the Melbourne band 
score is. They're third-rate 
TISM, they're crap and they 
know il." release of tho SPARK compila-
The Gilberts started iv/o lion album, 
years ago and quickly worked Supporting Paul Kelly at tho 
Into their sel of poppy 
originals l ie infamous 
"Smells Like Teen Spirit" 
version of lhe "Heights" 
song. It's their frequently 
Site earlier this year was their 
first gig for 9 .^. and their first 
with a now tlrummor. 
"11 was a shock '.vhen Angus 
lett for Melbourne and we 
requested encore piece, bul were thinking of following him 
not their cnly claim lo fame, there,' says Nick. 
For if you listen lo Triple J you"God knows there s a bigger 
may also havo heard "What audience for our kind of thing 
replacement and ihal's 
working out fine." 
With Tina on bass, Mark on 
guitar and Davo on vocals and 
trombone, the Gilberts intend 
to make their mark in igD'l, 
Thoir six-song tape Very Big 
Thing w\\ be launched in 
March. In the meantime, catch 
them on the bill wilh SHUT UP 
AND NOBODY GETS HURT on 
March 4. Dennis Chaplot 
Sho Wanls", a fiendishly 
calchy title number by the 
band which scored high 
rotation last year after the 
down there. In the end it 
wasn't practical so v/c've 
brought in Dale (from Palo) to 
fill in unlil we can find a 
..or NOBs have been logether for 
two years and suffered numerous 
lineup changes to emerge at the 
beginning of '94 wilh a brand new 
distribution deal with Larriken 
Records for their debut album • now 
retitled, simply, Natives of Bedlam. 
In the meantime they've been 
expanding their audience base with 
numerous couniry lours and shows 
down South. 
"We just went to Sydney," says Evan 
Natives of Bedlam 
(guitar and vocals). "This 
Irish pub. VVe only went 
down for the one gig but 
there was a good crowd 
and we had an absolute 
ball. 
"The idea was to go down 
every five or six weeks 
and we'll be doing a 
launch down there in l ie 
middle of March. And 
then we'll be recording 
our next album. It's a 
year since we recorded 
the last one and we've 
got so much material 
that some songs are 
starling to fall off the 
back." 
Four of the six mem-
bers of this folk/rock 
originals band are now 
prolific songv/riters, 
which will come as good 
news lo anyone who's been captivated by their excellent songcrafling and 
thrilling Erin- flavoured stage show. The Natives include mandolin, accordian 
and viola in their lineup, and although they've just lost their viola player, a 
replacement should be found in time for their gig wilh SHUT UP AND 
NOBODY GETS HURT on Closing night. Friday March 18. Dennis Chaplot 
Pangaea 
'PANGAEA'? you ask, Ycu ignorant slobs, heathers, 
morons, cretins, you you you !! Pangaea are one 
of the most original, groovy, grungiest. chunkiest. 
heaviest, filthiest bands to come out of Brisbane's 
originals scene for years. 
They're basically your average rock power trio consisting 
of Ben on bass and vocals, Jim on guitar and Dave on 
drums. 
Playing a combination of jazz, metal, rock, reggae, funk, 
punk, blues, rap, techno, classical. African tribal and just 
aboul any olher aural experience you can possibly 
imagine, it becomes a tittle easier to see hew they've 
come so far in the shori time they've been together. 
According to Ben. it all started one fateful night, many 
many years ago. when three young boys sold their soul 
to lhe Devil. No, hold on, that's not righl, It was in high 
school. 
Anyway, Pangaea formally began two years ago on new 
years at the Lands Office Hotel. Their first gig was with 
Screamfeeder and the Dreamkillers (two bands who also 
happen to be particularly filthy) 
Since then the/ve jammed, and 
gigged, and practised their arses off 
tc become the new messiah's for 
Brisbane's originals scene. 
Why? Why them and nol me or you? 
when I asked Bon tnis, the answer 
was extremely modest, and muuercd 
something like 'well, we've been 
jarriining for so long. We used to sit 
round, drop beer, and just trip out 
jamming for hours on end." 
This, in particular, really comes out in 
thoir live performances. Their light-
ness and familiarity is mind numbing. 
Dual tapping solos echo from bass to 
guitar and are then mimicked across 
the toms, as the crowd leave and 
surge, grooving, diving, slamming, 
jumping, pumping, fucking and 
generally swimming through the moosh. Diving? Did I say 
diving? Damn right! Take it away Ben. 
'I think ifs excellent man, I love il. Il's the peopio showing their 
appreciation. Il's like, we're all here, together, as like, one big 
energy force. Il's not like, come to see a band and then stand 
and clap. It's living the music.' 
As far as this ;nterviev/er is concerned, stage diving is the 
ultimate compliment I can pay a band. But hey! Do your own 
thing, stand and clap if you wanl, throw your underwear if you 
v/ant, orjust take it easy say 'tuck you worid,' and dive off a 
speaker stack, trusting in the good feeling below you. Because 
that's it guys and gals, when I'm down in front of the band, 
everyone's your friend. V;G are all good people. Thank Christ 
there's music like Pangaea's around that does this to people. 
So anyway, thanks lo Ben who has to be one of tho friendliest, 
coolest dudes around (after all how many people would accept 
smoke from a some weird dude wilh a funny hat and who 
claims to be a reporter with sone uni mag), and everyone go 
off completely on the 25 February al SHUT UP AND NOBODY 
GETS HURT ('cos Pangaea will be there too).S/a/ne 
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Uni Revue in the Bistro Fridays Feb25' March 18 
7.30pm $7/5 Four shows only with special 
guests 
Pangaea\Fri Feb 25 
\The Gilberts]Fri March 4 
Pleasures For the Sixth SenselFri March 11 
Natives of Bedlam Fri March 18 
book on 377 2202 
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TICKETS FROM FESTIVAL HAU BOOKING OFHCE 
PHOIUECHARGE(07)229 7788, 
FAXBOOK (07) 221 3232 (BANK/MASTER/VISA) 
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TripteJ 
ON SALE NOW! 
BONUS! 
FREE LIVE ALBUM 
FOR EVERYONE WHO 
BUYS SONGS 
OFFAIWAND 
DEVOTION 
FORAUUITED TIUE ONLY 
I I * 
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ACCOUNTING 
STUDENTS 
F O C U S O N YOUR CAREER N O W ! 
Become a member of the Chartered Accountant.s 
StLident.s' Society (CASS) and acce.ss: 
• employers & job opportunities 
• latest industry information 
• the student network 
• that leading edge 
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Win Depeche Mode Tickets 
Depeche Mode bring their Devotional Tour 
to Australia in March. 
The band will be in Queensland for only one 
show...and you don't want to miss out, do you? 
so 
Down 
here 
m 
We have a douWcTpass and consoTalion prize"oacl^onsisung of 
a double CD sci of bolh the live and the original version of "Song.s of 
l-aiih and Devotion", up for grabs. All you have to do is lell us in fifty 
words or iessCyes definitely less),"\Vhy you just can't get enough of 
Depeche Mode?" A bit banal isn't il, but belter lhan making you sing. 
Anyway get your entries in and don't forget to write your name 
and phone number on it, so we can contact you in case you win 
arnpedtionnj]es£nmacfoseRb25andtheEditoi'sd«5isioni^ 
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DEADLINES 
ISSUE 2 FEBRUARY 25 
ISSUE 3 MARCH 31 
ISSUE 4 APRIL 22 
ISSUE 5 JULY 8 
ISSUE 6 AUGUST 5 
ISSUE? SEPTEMBER 16 
ISSUE 8 OCTOBER 7 
CONTRII 
ISSUE 3 
ISSUE 4 
ISSUE 5 
ISSUE 6 
ISSUE 7 
ISSUE 8 
JUTORS MEETING 
MARCH 9 
APRIL 13 
MAY 11 
JUL 27 
AUG 10 
SEPTEMBER 14 
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That just about says it all. Due to the fact semester hasn't started, 
and we went to press just before the start of the winter seasons, 
there was naff all sport to report. If you're keen to get involved in 
spons reporting for Semper come down and see Stephen about 
getting involved. 
SPECIAL TEAMS MINI SEMPERS 
LOCAL COUNCIL ELECTlOiS'S: BRISBANE CITY COUNCIL 
MEETING WEDNESDAY MARCH 2 
DEADLINE MARCH 11 
The minisemper will deal with the policies and platforms of the 
candidates running for lord mayor. There will also be a feature on 
the direct effect the City Council has on student lives, and what 
each terain is offering for the student voter. 
FEDERAL BUDGET SEMPER 
The good the bad and the ugly of the federal budget as it relates to 
students specifically inm areas such as university funding, HECS, 
AUSTUDY. There will also be an impact assessment of the 
budget on student life in general ie tax hikes on beer, petrol etc. 
12 ^oc:><z\ reasons to ocill 
Brisbane Driving Scliool 
D DISCOUNTS & GIFT VOUCHERS 
D ALL CLASSES OF HEAVY VEHICLE LICENCES 
E STUDENT RATES 
n FREE PICK-UP & RETURN 
19 REFRESHER LESSONS 
n INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS WELCOME 
D FULL HOUR'S TUITION 
CARING PROFESSIONAL 
INSTRUCTORS 
n CARSIUIANUAUAUTO DUAL CONTROL 
D LICENCE TESTS ARRANGED 
Bi MEMBER ADTAQ 
D FREE ADVICE GIVEN 
Present this ad and receive 20% discount^ 
* Conditions apply 
fEB/MARCH 
1994 
UNION COMPLEX (near Commonweal th Bank) Ph. STT 2202/2301 
You may be wondering whof fhe Aeff all ihis shit is about, well 
A€tivities is an area of your students' union which responds to students 
needs tor KULTURB we put on Bands, Theatre, Recreation Workshops, 
Competitions,plus we can facilitate your own ideas by helpinq you print 
T-shirts, and posters in the Union's screenprinling facility, or by 
printing photos in our darkrooms, or if you are in a band come on 
down and use the hand practice room.We are situated in the Union 
complex near the Commonwealth bank so come on down and make 
yourself a coffee and create. 
HU:ini.-t 
Friday IBih Feb. 
Main R^iei. 7.30 
m CLOUDS 
Plus CHALK,& Prism 
Students $ 10 Tickets 
Through Union Shop 
wma S3rd Fob Bial 
flefec ffpitt 
T 993 National Campus 
Band Comp Winners 
m mmm 
riESTA 94, Wed 23rd 
7.30pm Main Hetec 
TOP REGGAE BAND 
KUBATA 
J:^tSiKMrSTRR 79Q4 
1 MAKE-UP TECHNIQUES 
2 w^n 
3 BIKE MAllsinrEloiilVN^E 
' Workshops in the following are 
^% offered in the first semester 
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INFO AND ENROLEMENT FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT ACTIVITIES 
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8 BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY 
9 INTRO. TO MACINTOSH/BASIC COMP. GRAPHICS 
i i ElASIC VIDEO PRODUCTION 
Openinq 
MFfB 
6piii ACimim CENfflE 
UNION COMPUEX 
^l)^\^:^=i 
OFF THE WAll is an retrospedive exhibition of 
sireetposlers produied by Ihe AcfiVif Jes Cenfre over 
ihe past 20 years, iheres free drinlisand hod. 
Arllovers are most weliome. 
SHUT UP AND NOBODY GETS HURT is the name of a strident €omedy cabaret 
from a new tompany, SANITY CLAUSE, in conjunction with PANDEMONIUM 
and University of Qveensland Union Activities. 
It's eight of the best of Qld Uni's studenl comedians in a fast-paced, 
niarp, song and dance, rough and rude k i l ler comedy/ which they'll 
:ing on tour later in 1994 fo Sydney and Melbourne, as guests of the 
FOUR PERFORMANCES ONLY 
razor's 
be taking ^ -
Melbourne Comedy Festival. 
FRIDAY 25 FEB PLVS Guests PANGAEA 
RIDAY n FEB PLUS Guests Pleasures 
f the Sixth Sense 
mVAY 4rEB?mGuestsTHE GIlBEm 
FRIDAY 18 FEB PLUS GUESTS 
NATIVES'OF BEDLAM 
7.30 Start 
MAIN REFEC/BISTRO 
TICKETS 
50. 
$5 AVAILABLE THROUGH ACTIVITIES 
CEOENT B OX 
2-19 FetKuary 
Pandemonium Theatre presents 
The Importance of Being Earnest 
by Oscar Witde 
Pricas $12 and $8. Bookings 371 7663 
23 February-12 March 
A.C.R.O.N.Y.M. presents 
AB YOU Like It by Wflllam Shakespeare 
Prices $19 and $12 
'Alt the world's a stage 
And all the men and women merely play-
ers..." 
The forest of Arden, the setting for As You 
Like It, Is less a real forest than a place 
of the mind. It Is an atmosphere, a meta-
physical space In which the willing spirit 
can run free. Despairing critics have 
noted that the play's plot Is slight, noth-
ing much happens. Nothing, that Is. but 
the exploration of the very stuff of life -
freedom, companionship and. most vi-
tally, love. 
As You Like It Is a free, rambling Joyous 
meditation on the nature of love. It cel-
ebrates the Ideal of love while accepted 
the limited reality; It shows us the rose, 
thorns and all. And strangely, that may 
be why As You Like it has always been 
popular; It strips away our cherished ro-
mantic Illusions while leaving us with the 
wondrous and Indisputable truth that 
love Is the only thing which con make us 
truly alive. 
30 March-23 April 
Forte In conjunction with 
The Amardeons presents 
Amadeus 
A powerfully beguiling yet sinister jour-
ney to 18th Century Europe amid the bril-
liance and Insonlty of history's most'per-
fect' musician. This will be sallied via 
dance and magic ond a thoroughly ac-
curate and modern musical accompani-
ment. 
iHnat^ 
O ' U E E K LIBRARY TOURS 
Central, Undergraduate 
Wednesday: 11.15; 12.15; 1.15; 2.15: 3.15 
Thursday: 9.15:10.15; ll.iS; 12.15; 2.15: 3.15; «.i5 
Friday: 10.15; 11.15; i2.15; 2.15; 3.15 
Biological Sciences 
Wednesdoy: 11.30; 2.30; 3.00; 3.30 
Thursday: 9.30; 10.00; 11.00; 11.30; 2.30: 3,00; 3,30 
Friday: 9.30; 10,00; II.OO; 11.30; 2.30; 3.O0; 3.30 
Physical Sciences and Engineering 
Wednesday: o.30; 1030; 11.30; 1,30; 2.30; 3,30 
Thursday: 9.30; 10.30; 11.30; 1.30; 2.30; 3,30 
Friday; 9.30; 10.30; 11.30; 1,30; 2.30; 3.30. 
Ubrary AudiO'Visual Services 
Wednesday: 11.00; 3.00; Thursday: 11.00. 3.00; Fridoy: 11.00; 3.00 
Architecture and Music. Law ond Geology Libraries will not be offering tours during 
Orientation but visitors are welcome. Tours will be offered in most branches during 
the- first week of semester. Check branch for details. 
Online Catalogue Classei ^lease note; Classes Introducing you to the online cata-
logue will be held In Centre Jbrary. Pleose sign up for these. Times during Orienta-
tion are: Thursdoy: ic.05:11.05:12.05; 2.05:3.05, 
Friday: 10.05:11.05; 12,05; 2,05, 
FiNA'NCiAL' NEEDS 
Whara are the financial needs of stu* 
dents? 
How ore you coping? V/hat Is your In-
come? How do you t,ve? Does your In-
come meel your costs? The Union's Edu-
cation and Welfare Committees are inter-
ested to know ond wort to conduct o com-
prehensive needs assessment about this. 
WITH WORLD FAMOUS ICE CREAM 
Sl-DERFUL FLAVOURS 
Prilinc n Cream, Jjmoca Almond Fudge, CooUcs n Crum.Kody Ruid, ,Mjngo, 9i% f*l fdlfri.via> ca-jm and Runy m:ire... 
Basking Robbins 
SHOP 49, LEVEL 1, WESTFIELD SHOPPING TOWN, INDOOROOPILLY 
•coi.Li:cT siL>i)i:.vr DISCOU.NI'CAKD AT Aiiovi-: s\m\i OK OLK STALL (XV CA.MI'CS O.\ O-DAY 
Open, Initial Meeting: 
Wednesday, March 2 - 1pm 
Location; Whitlam Room, upstairs Union 
Building 
If you can't moke It. but would like to help 
or move Information, contact SoUy 
Hoyden or Sean Lynch In the Union's 
Educotion Office. 
INTERNATIONAL 
UOMENS DAY 
RALLY * " 
"We Are Family: Women United 
For Justice" 
March 12 1S94 
Women from the community will cel-
ebrate International VVomens Dcy with 
0 march, a rally and o women's dance. 
The events that the Inteinotlonot Wom-
en's Day collective have planned for this 
yeor win be particularly centred on the 
International Year of the Family, 
We'll be starting the ratty and speakers 
at iOam at Emma Miller place, morchlng 
to Musgrave Park at I2pm and having en-
CAR POOLING 
The Easy and Convenient Alternative! 
Car Pooling Is now easier to use and wiu 
mean guaranteed parking! There ore two 
areos which have been designated for 
exclusive car pooling use only. The first 
car pork is tocatod of Sir Feed Schonell 
Drive, near the glasshouses. The second 
l-; the ferry cor park off College Road, 
Car pooling In 1994 is a more convenient 
way to travel and to park. 
Using the Car Poolers' Cer Park 
There are only two basic requirements 
users will need to follow in order to take 
advantage of the Cor Poolers' car park; 
1. The vehicle must be displaying a Uni-
versity of Queensland 1994 green 
zone permit either annuol or semes-
ter, and 
2, Vehicles must carry a driver and at 
least one passenger on entry to the 
carpark. 
Entrances to the car parks w|U be moni-
tored by attendants from 7.00am until 
ll.OOom to ensure complla.ice with these 
requirements. 
Current Red, Blue and Gicen permllsare 
acceptable. 
Car Poolers' car parks will operate every 
week day during semeste-. 
After ll.OOom the Cor Poolers cor parks 
will revert to normal green zone regula-
tions. 
Advantages of Car Pooling 
Using tho Cor Poolers' coi pork Is a bet-
ter guarantee of obtaining a pork In peak 
hour parking at ihc University during tho 
teaching periods. No regljlrotlon of us-
ers Is necessary. Simply purchase a per-
mit at the Coshlei. Level I )D Story, and 
bring a ftlend! 
The rldeshare/car pooling scheme, con-
ducted in previous yeors by Commuter 
Monagement Services. Is no longer In op-
eration. 
Further Information on parking at tho Uni-
versity of Queensland con t>e obtained 
by contacting the Traffic Administration 
Section, Rm i l l . JD Story Building, or by 
telephoning 365 1016. 
tertolnment and an open microphone at 
the park. The iWD Women's dance will 
be held ot The Club (172 Robertson St 
New Farm) with a dance porty upstairs 
and live entertainment downstairs. This 
venue iswomen-onty space. 
For more Information about international 
Women's Day celebrations, fee! free to 
contact Carolyn (377 22A21 or 
Tracy (252 5390) 
SpECi/ll qUESTS 
OHALK mmmm 
